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Acoustic technologies are an established means of measuring wood stiffness. Acoustic
tools are useful because they are non-destructive, relatively cheap, and quick and easy
to use. These tools have been used in tree breeding programs, silvicultural applications,
and log grading systems.
Acoustic tools work by measuring the speed of sound in wood, which is related
to two key wood quality parameters: stiffness and density. However, several factors
make this measurement difficult. Wood structure is complex, being both anisotropic
(directionally variable) and inhomogeneous (spatially variable). Additionally, wood is
highly attenuating to acoustic waves, which means it is also dispersive.
In this thesis, several aspects of acoustic testing of wood are explored. A review is
provided of existing findings in the field, and an overview of the requisite wave mechanics
is provided. Following this, a series of original studies on the topic are described.
Several models are proposed for the effect of the wood-loading on a spike-shaped
acoustic transducer. It is demonstrated that these models, known as radiation impedance
models, determine the low-frequency performance of the transducer.
A methodology is proposed for determining the frequency-dependent transfer-
function of an acoustic wave propagating in wood. Several transmission-line models are
proposed for the observed behaviour of green wood. Of the proposed models, the Zener
model with spherical spreading is shown to match the measured data most closely.
A new time of flight (ToF) measurement system, Wireless Treetap, is presented.
The hardware, software, and testing of this system is described. A field test of the
system is described. The findings of this test demonstrate that the system is feasible,
however some problems regarding its robustness remain unresolved.
A new method is proposed for measuring the acoustic velocity variation along the
length of a harvested tree stem. An array of transducers is used to measure a series of
waveforms in two Pinus radiata stems. It is shown that two of the proposed processing
methods: time of flight and reflected-wave cancellation, are insufficient for determining
the velocity variation. However, it is shown that the position of the resonant nodes
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PREFACE
In this age where advanced materials are commonplace, wood remains one of humanity’s
most important resources. Consequently, to remain competitive it is crucial that
the wood material we produce is of a high standard. An inherent difficulty in wood
production is that its mechanical composition is highly variable, both within a single
tree and between trees. In the past skilled tradesmen would have developed a keen eye
for recognising the traits of good quality wood. Now we seek to develop automated
tools which will perform this classification for us.
The ability of wood material to propagate sound waves has been known, at least
intuitively, since ancient times, through the crafting of musical instruments. The
mathematical theory of wave behaviour is comparatively a recent development–occurring
in the mid 1700s [Wheeler and Crummett 1987]. Although wooden musical instruments
are still of great importance, in recent times there has been renewed interest in sound
wave propagation through wood. This is because acoustic waves can be used to
characterise wood properties through non-destructive testing techniques. Acoustic
testing techniques like the time of flight (ToF) method and the resonance method allow
the velocity of sound waves in wood to be measured. The wave velocity is related to
the stiffness and density of the wood–both key indicators of wood quality.
The work described in this thesis began as a desire to produce improved non-
destructive testing tools for forestry applications. This follows over 15 years of research
and development on wood quality measurement devices at the University of Canterbury.
This development was conducted as a collaboration between the School of Forestry
and the Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering, and was led primarily
by Dr Michael Hayes, and Prof. John Walker (now Professor Emeritus). The result
of this work was a series of electronic systems including several Treetap ToF acoustic
measurement devices, Treetwist–a system for measuring the acoustic velocity of an
extracted increment core, and Treedisk–a system for measuring acoustic velocity in a
crosscut disk from a tree stem.
I soon learned that the techniques of acoustic testing of wood are, in many cases,
based on oversimplifications of the underlying physical theory. For instance, the
commonly cited relationship between acoustic velocity, c, stiffness, E, and density, ρ, is
E = c2ρ. This equation assumes that the medium is one-dimensional, lossless, isotropic,
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and homogeneous–all of which are demonstrably wrong for the case of wood material.
The work described in this thesis grew out of a desire to produce a theory of wood
acoustics rooted in substantive physical models. I proposed that this approach would
enable me to develop improved testing tools. An example of such tool would be a ToF
device capable of producing an accurate measurement of a standing tree’s static stiffness.
I soon learned that this goal was a difficult one. I hope that I have conveyed in this
document that the development of a physical theory of wood acoustics is a difficult
business.
This thesis is arranged into seven chapters. Chapter 1 provides an overview of
existing work on the measurement of wood quality using acoustic techniques. It is
written with an emphasis on plantation forestry applications. It does not include a
rigorous treatment of the foundational acoustic physics.
Chapter 2 provides an overview of the physics of wave behaviour in solids. The
intention of this chapter is to develop an understanding of wave behaviour in wood,
though much of the theory is applicable to other types of media.
Chapter 3 is a description of the development of a mathematical model for an acoustic
transducer, the Fakopp SD-02. This device is a spike-shaped accelerometer, designed
specifically for use in forestry applications. The transducer is used in measurements
conducted throughout the remainder of the thesis, therefore, this work is included as
the first non-background chapter.
Chapter 4 describes a method for measuring the viscoelastic dispersion of acoustic
waves in a standing tree. The findings of this chapter suggest that the well known
overestimation of the ToF method is, in part, due to viscoelastic effects.
Chapter 5 describes the design and construction of a new ToF measurement system,
Wireless Treetap (WTT). This chapter includes a description of the hardware, software,
and algorithms which constitute this system. The results of a field trial of the system
are also documented.
Chapter 6 describes an attempt to develop a new acoustic measurement procedure
for harvested tree stems. The goal of this project was to measure the longitudinal
variation in acoustic velocity along the length of a tree stem. The purpose of this work
was to develop a system which would allow a stem to be measured for stiffness prior to
sawing, allowing different segments to be assigned to different end-products.
The thesis concludes in Chapter 7 with a summary of the main results and a list of
recommendations for future work.
The first two chapters of the thesis contain introductory material. The remaining
five chapter are, by and large, original material.
The following people have made significant contributions to the work documented
in this thesis. Michael Hayes wrote the Lcapy python program, which was used for
calculating the response of the SD-02 circuit model, described in Chapter 3. He also
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assisted in conducting the probe-mass experiment described at the end of that chapter.
Michael also assisted in writing the program for calculating the viscoelastic model
parameters, described in Chapter 4.
The development of the WTT system began as a final-year engineering project by
Tom Harrison, Daniel Lower, and Thomas Potter [Harrison et al. 2014]. They performed
some useful background work, which enabled several inappropriate clock-synchronisation
methods to be eliminated. The system’s electronics were designed by myself, Matthew
Edwards, and Michael Hayes. Matthew Edwards also assisted in the development of
some python scripts for measuring the device’s frontend performance. Mike Cusdin and
Scott Lloyd assisted in construction of the PCBs. Nigel Pink designed and built the
probe housings. The firmware for WTT was written by Michael Hayes and myself. The
field test of the device was conducted with assistance by the Radiata Pine Breeding
Company (RPBC), through the contractors Marco Lausberg and Jodie Wharekura.
The stem experiment also started as a final-year engineering project by Hugo
Saathof, Matthew Curnow, and Tony Chen. This work was funded by the (now
discontinued) research organisation Solid Wood Innovation (SWI). The experiment
described in Chapter 6 was conducted by myself and Michael Hayes, with chainsaw
assistance from Lachlan Kirk and Nigel Pink.
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MEASURING WOOD QUALITY USING ACOUSTICS
A general definition of wood quality is: wood material which closely matches the
desired specifications of a particular market. There are many different markets for wood
products, each with its own set of specifications. Manufacturers of structural timber seek
to maximise stiffness and stability, while manufacturers of pulp are more concerned with
fibre and chemical features. Often, authors using the term wood quality are specifically
referring to the desires of the market for high quality structural wood applications. This
market desires a product with high stiffness, high dimensional stability, uniformity of
grain, with minimal amount of knots and other imperfections. Finished products in
this market are amongst the higher value wood products available.
Foresters must balance the desire for a high quality product against other con-
straining requirements. For example, in order to maximise profitability, rotation times
are kept as short as possible, effectively reducing the volume of high-stiffness wood
produced. Foresters have many parameters to adjust, including: seedling selection,
stocking density, site selection, thinning, branch pruning, and rotation length. In order
to assess the effect of these parameters across a wide range of environmental conditions,
effective tools for analysing the properties of their stock is required.
Acoustic tools offer the potential for rapid assessment of wood quality. For several
decades research has been conducted on the use of acoustics for measuring wood
properties. This chapter will summarise the findings of this research. In Section 1.1, an
overview of the structural composition of softwoods is given, and an introduction to the
concepts of wood stiffness and wood density. In Section 1.2, several acoustic techniques
of measuring wood stiffness are described, and the known problems with these methods
are discussed. Finally, in Section 1.3, an overview of some of the wood features which
affect stiffness are discussed.
1.1 WOOD PROPERTIES AND THEIR EFFECT ON QUALITY
Wood is one of the most successful engineering materials in existence, having seen
ongoing use for thousands of years. However, the structure of wood makes it particu-
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larly challenging to use effectively. Within a tree, wood properties vary directionally
(anisotropy), and spatially (inhomogeneity). Wood properties also vary considerably
between trees, even in the same stand. Acoustic1 waves propagating within wood are
also affected by the wood’s structure. The speed of the wave is strongly influenced by
the stiffness and density of the medium (this is demonstrated in Section 1.2). To develop
an understanding of how the mechanical properties vary within a tree, an overview
of wood structure is discussed in Section 1.1.1. Next, in Section 1.1.2, an overview of
stiffness is provided, including known trends in stiffness variation. Next, in Section 1.1.3,
an overview of wood density and its variation is discussed.
1.1.1 The structural composition of softwood
Wood is a general term used to refer to a variety of hard plant tissues. A specific
definition is: “the hard, fibrous tissue that comprises the major part of stems, branches,
and roots of trees, belonging to the plant groups known as the gymnosperms and the
dicotyledonous angiosperms [Schniewind 1989].” Wood structure can be classified as a
hierarchy, beginning with the macroscopic, or visible scale; then progressing down to
the microscopic, or cellular scale; and then down to the sub-microscopic, or molecular
composition of wood cells. In this section, an emphasis is placed on the elements
which comprise the tree’s stem, as these are the primary concern for plantation forestry
applications. For a more detailed analysis of the composition of wood, a number of
references are available, including Stamm [1964], Kollmann and Côté [1968], Jane
et al. [1970], Butterfield and Meylan [1980], Fengel and Wegener [1983], Ping [2000],
Harrington [2002], and Walker [2006b].
At the macroscopic scale, several characteristic growth patterns are observed.
Consider a cross section of a cut tree stem. At the centre is a region known as the
pith. In a mature tree, the pith is a small, spongy area of wood which forms a nexus
where radially oriented cells coincide. Another growth pattern is that of annual growth
rings, which are prominent in trees growing in temperate climates. Growth rings occur
because new cell growth tends to be of lower density early in the season. This growth
is called earlywood. This growth is contrasted against latewood, which is of higher
density, and usually has a darker colour. At some point in a tree’s life, heartwood begins
to form in a region around the pith. For example, in Pinus radiata this occurs after
approximately 15 years [Walker 2006a]. The heartwood is a region of lower moisture
content, it is often easily identifiable as a region of darker colour, caused by the presence
of chemicals in the wood called extractives. Heartwood forms a cone within the stem
which spreads upwards and outwards with age. The heartwood extractives can play
1Some authors specifically use acoustics or acoustic wave to refer to sound waves propagating in air.
The terms stress wave and elastic wave are typically used to describe acoustic waves propagating in
solid elastic media. In the field of acoustic non-destructive testing of wood, the three terms are used
interchangeably, as they are in this thesis.
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an important role in reducing decay due to fungi and insects. In some applications
heartwood is desirable because its colouration can be used to create attractive finished
products. Outside of the heartwood is a region known as the sapwood. Sapwood is
higher in moisture content than heartwood and is active in water transport and other
physiological processes [Walker 2006b].
At the microscopic level are the cells which constitute the woody tissue. At
functional maturity, the majority of cells in both the heartwood and sapwood are
effectively dead and do not reproduce. Outside of the sapwood is a region called the
vascular cambium. This consists of a thin layer of meristematic (undifferentiated) cells
located near the outside of the stem, just beneath the bark. These cells divide to form
secondary vascular tissues, which consist of the xylem and phloem cells. The phloem
forms the inner layer of bark. This layer is responsible for carbohydrate conduction and
forming a protective layer in the juvenile tree [Butterfield 2006]. Outside of this is the
outer bark, which consists of effectively dead cells, functioning as protection for the stem
[Butterfield 2006]. The other secondary growth type is that of xylem. In softwoods2, up
to 95% of the xylem growth by volume is tracheid cells [Kollmann and Côté 1968]. These
cells function as the primary support structure of the tree, thus contribute significantly
to the elasticity of the wood. Tracheids are approximately axially aligned with the tree,
with lengths ranging from 2 to 5 mm. These cells are about 100 times longer than
they are wide [Butterfield 2006]. The elongated structure of the tracheid cells helps to
give softwoods their high elasticity along the grain. The inner cavity, or lumen, of the
tracheid facilitates water conduction up the stem. The majority of mature tracheid
cells lose their protoplasm (nucleus and surrounding material) in the year that they
formed, preventing further biological processes including reproduction [Kollmann and
Côté 1968]. A cross-section of tracheid cells in a growth ring of Thuja plicata is shown
in Figure 1.1a.
Another less common type of xylem cell found in softwoods are parenchyma. These
cells have a functional protoplasm, which allows them to remain alive for a longer period
than tracheid cells [Kollmann and Côté 1968]. Parenchyma cells main functions are to
repair the plant and provide food storage. In softwoods, the majority of parenchyma
cells are radial, though sometimes a small minority are axially oriented. Many softwoods
also contain a dark sticky substance known as resin. Resin usually occurs in specialised
canals lodged between the tracheids. When the tree is wounded the resin seeps from the
canals, which acts to protect the tree from invading insects and pathogens. Softwoods
also contain several types of cells oriented radially outwards from the pith. These are
collectively known as rays. These cells have a range of functions including food storage,
wound healing, and the transport of water, minerals, and other organic substances in
2It should be noted that softwood is a misnomer. Softwood refers to coniferous (cone producing)
plants, which form part of the gymnosperms. Hardwood refers to flowering plants, known as angiosperms.
Softwoods are not always softer than hardwoods.









Figure 1.1 The cellular structure of softwood. (a) Tracheid cells from Thuja plicata. A growth ring
is visible, with thicker walled latewood in the upper left, and thinner walled earlywood in the lower
right (taken from [Butterfield 2006]). (b) The structure of the tracheid cell wall; labelled from top:
Warty later, S3 layer, S2 layer, S1 layer, Primary wall, Middle lamella (taken from [Cote 1967]).
the radial direction.
At the sub-microscopic level are the molecules which constitute the parts of the
cell. Fengel and Wegener [1983] explain that the molecular constituents of the cell wall
are cellulose, hemicellulose, lignin, and extractives. The exact proportions of these
constituents varies between and within species. Tracheid cell walls consist of chains of
cellulose polymers wound around the cell, termed microfibrils. These microfibrils form
various matrix-like macrostructures, termed lamellae. Bucur [2006] explains that these
lamellae can be classified into various layers of the cell wall, for which there is a generally
accepted denomination. Working inwards from the outside of the cellular wall: the M
layer is the middle lamella, P is the primary wall of adjoining cells, and the S layer is
the secondary cell wall. The S layer is further dissected into three distinct layers: S1,
S2, and S3. S1 is the outer later of the secondary wall (≈ 1µm thick in latewood). The
S2 layer is the thickest and dominant component (≈ 10µm thick in latewood). S3 is the
inner layer of the secondary wall (≈ 1µm thick in latewood). W is the warty membrane
that lines the cell lumen. S2 layer microfibrils are densely packed and inclined at an
angle of 10° to 30° with respect to the cell axis. The average value of the inclination
is known as the microfibril angle (MFA). The MFA has been shown to have a strong
impact on the wood’s stiffness [Cave 1968, 1969, Cave and Walker 1994]. When the
MFA is low, the microfibrils are closely aligned with the cellular axis, resulting in a high
longitudinal stiffness. When the MFA is high, the longitudinal stiffness is decreased and
the across-grain stiffness is relatively higher. A diagram of the various components of
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the cellular wall is shown in Figure 1.1b.
Trees have evolved to cope with a large variety of environments. In order to survive
and reproduce they must endure a wide range of weather, soil conditions, predators,
and competition from other species. The biological nature of wood, and its adaptability
to conditions leads to inhomogeneities in wood structure [Bodig and Jayne 1982]. One
consequence of complex and variable environmental conditions is a high degree of
variability in wood quality. For example, Bodig and Jayne [1982] explain that the
density of wood is known to vary by up to six times within a species, and by more
than three times within a growth ring. This high variability in wood structure and
quality can be a frustration for wood processors and manufacturers of products. These
effects make wood unique as an engineering material, because its quality is dependent
on many genetic and environmental factors, as well as care and management by the
various parties of interest.
1.1.2 Wood stiffness
The term stiffness refers to the elasticity of the wood material in a tree, stem, or piece




Stress is the applied pressure, measured in pascals, and strain is the resultant (dimen-
sionless) fractional deformation along the axis at which the pressure was applied. (1.1)
is known as Hooke’s law. Wood is typically considered an elastic material, i.e., over some
applied stress range the strain is proportional to the stress. For structural purposes,
engineers prefer materials with a high stiffness because they reduce the distortion under
load [Pellerin and Ross 2002]. Additionally, engineers seek materials which have a high
strength, which is defined as the stress at which a material suffers permanent deformation
[Bodig and Jayne 1982]. Strength cannot be directly measured for each individual piece
of wood, as this would require its destruction. Fortunately, stiffness and strength are
correlated, thus stiffness is useful as a proxy indicator of strength [Wang et al. 2000].
The term stiffness is often used synonymously with modulus of elasticity (MoE).
In much of the forestry literature these terms are vaguely defined. The term MoE
actually refers to a number of different elastic moduli3 [Beer et al. 2006]. Where the
abbreviation MoE is used in this thesis, the reader can assume that Young’s modulus
in the longitudinal direction is meant.
Many factors contribute to a tree’s stiffness, therefore, it is not surprising that
stiffness is highly variable. Species, environmental conditions, and silvicultural methods
all play a role in determining a tree’s stiffness [Chauhan et al. 2006b]. Across all
3For further definitions of elastic moduli, see Chapter 2.
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species, stiffness values range between approximately 0.5–20 GPa [Chauhan et al. 2006b].
Stiffness variation within a tree tends to follow a predictable pattern. A tree stem may
be grouped into two regions. Corewood is usually defined as the central column of a tree’s
material, inside which, wood properties are changing with cambial age, with stiffness
increasing outwards. Outerwood is the region surrounding the corewood, where wood
properties are relatively stable in the radial direction, and stiffness is maximal [Chauhan
et al. 2006a, Cown 1992]. Researchers have studied and quantified this within-tree
variation in stiffness. Studies by Xu and Walker [2004], Tsehaye et al. [2000b], and
Grabianowski et al. [2006] used harvested stems of Pinus radiata cut into boards and
then measured the stiffness of each board to determine the stiffness variation within
the stems. These studies show that the stiffest part of a tree is the outerwood, and at
the opposite extreme, the corewood is generally of low stiffness. There is a gradient
of stiffness between these two extremities. This trend tends to be exaggerated at the
lowest parts of the stem, i.e., the newest growth (mature) outerwood is much stiffer
than oldest growth (juvenile) corewood.
Stiffness also varies considerably between trees of the same species growing in close
proximity [Dyck 2003, Grabianowski et al. 2006]. This variation is large enough that the
corewood of one tree can be stiffer than the outerwood of a nearby tree [Chauhan et al.
2006a]. This high variability suggests that large stiffness improvements are possible
through better seedling selection [Apiolaza 2009].
Wood stiffness also varies with respect to direction. A property’s dependency on
direction is referred to as anisotropy. Wood’s stiffness is usually considered to present
orthotropic symmetry [Bodig and Jayne 1982, Bucur 2006]. This means that there
are three orthogonal planes of symmetry, with each plane presenting a different set of
stiffness values along its constituent axes4. Direction in wood is typically defined using
three orthogonal axes: longitudinal, or along the grain (L), radially outwards from the
pith (R), and tangential to the growth rings (T) [Bodig and Jayne 1982]. The stiffness
is greatest in the longitudinal direction; and the radial and tangential stiffness values
are approximately 1/10th as large. For example, the mean stiffness values for Loblolly
pine at 12% moisture content are: EL = 12.3 GPa, ER = 1.39 GPa, and ET = 0.96 GPa
[Kretschmann 2010]. The discrepancy between stiffness values of these axes is explained
by the characteristic growth patterns in these directions, i.e., tracheid cells are aligned
approximately in the longitudinal direction, ray cells are oriented in the radial direction,
and growth rings have their perimeter in the tangential direction.
As previously stated, a useful feature of wood stiffness is its ability to predict
yield strength. The limits of a material’s stiffness are its tensile and compressive, and
shear strengths; these are the stresses at which permanent deformation will occur. The
stress at which deformation occurs is known as the modulus of rupture (MoR), and
4For further discussion on orthotropic symmetry, see Section 2.4.2.
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Figure 1.2 Correlation between stiffness and strength for several species. Reproduced from data
published by Kretschmann [2010].
is measured in pascals. Wood is significantly stronger in tension than in compression
[Kretschmann and Hernandez 2006]. Kretschmann and Hernandez [2006] described a
study of 1348 pieces of Picea sitchensis (Sitka spruce) timber, where the MoE and MoR
were measured using a static bending test. The coefficient of determination between the
MoE and MoR was r2 = 0.49, indicating a reasonably strong relationship between the
two variables. Salmi et al. [2013] estimated the stiffness using an ultrasonic acoustic
technique of 102 Picea abies samples, and then measured the strength of each sample.
They measured r2 values between the ultrasonic stiffness and MoR ranging from 0.3 to
0.53, depending on the ultrasonic frequency employed. A similar study was performed
by Yang and Fortin [2001] on Pinus radiata, they found an r2 of 0.56 between the
ultrasonic stiffness and the MoR. The correlation between strength and stiffness over a
wide range of species has also been studied. Figure 1.2 plots the average MoE versus
the average MoR for a large number of softwood and hardwood species. These results
suggest that stiffness is useful as a proxy indicator of strength.
Wood strength, like stiffness, is also strongly dependent on direction. Hankinson’s
formula is an empirically derived equation for calculating the strength at an arbitrary
angle to the grain,
σu(φ) =
σu‖σu⊥
σu‖ sinn φ+ σu⊥ cosn φ
, (1.2)
where σu is the ultimate strength in the direction φ from the grain, σu‖ is the strength
parallel to the grain, σu⊥ is the strength perpendicular to the grain, and n is a value
derived from experimental data [Hankinson 1921]. However, Radcliffe [1965] noted that
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n should be equal to 2 in order to agree with the equations of orthotropic symmetry.
1.1.3 Density
The density of a material is its mass per unit volume, and has the SI unit of kg/m3.
The density of dry cell wall of all woody plants is approximately 1500 kg/m3 [Walker
2006c]. It follows that the density of wood is primarily a measure of the amount of
fibrous cellular tissue present, and also the amount of moisture contained within.
The density of wood varies considerably depending on moisture content (MC).
As moisture is reduced, the wood’s mass reduces, and the wood also tends to shrink,




where mwater is the mass of the water in the sample, and mwood is the mass of the dry
woody material. The moisture content of green wood can range from less than 30% to
more than 200% [Glass and Zelinka 2010].
Walker [2006c] explains that the density of wood is quantified with an associated
MC, specified as a percentage,
ρ% =
mass of wood at x% MC
volume of wood at x% MC . (1.4)
Special cases of (1.4) are commonly in use. The green density is when the wood
is freshly harvested, thus close in MC to that of growing conditions. The oven-dry
density is when the wood has been dried in an oven, removing all moisture. The air-dry
density is when the harvested wood is in equilibrium with the surrounding atmospheric
conditions [Walker 2006c]. In all three cases, to determine the density, the mass and
volume of a sample of wood is measured under the same conditions. Air-dry density is
often assumed in the literature to occur at 12% MC. The air-dry MC of wood depends
on both the temperature and the relative humidity. Glass and Zelinka [2010] show that
a relative humidity of 65% and an ambient temperature of 25 °C corresponds to a MC
of approximately 12%.
Basic density is the ratio between the oven dry mass of a sample, and its green
volume,
ρbasic =
mass of wood oven-dry
volume of wood green . (1.5)
Basic density is a measure of the density of wood fibre in a green tree. A benefit of
basic density is that both oven-dry and green conditions are easily reproducible, unlike
the air-dry condition which is dependent on environment.
Walker [2006c] explains that in wood tissue, water is stored in two distinct regions.
Free water is stored in the cell lumens (e.g. the interior of tracheid cells) and inter-
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cellular cavities. Bound water is stored within the cell walls. As wood is dried, the
free water is removed first. The point where all free water has been removed is known
as the fibre saturation point, and is typically specified as a percentage MC, which is
around 30% MC for most species [Glass and Zelinka 2010]. Further drying past the
saturation point results in removal of the bound water. Bodig and Jayne [1982] explain
that this concept is important because the removal of the free water has little or no
impact on the mechanical properties of the wood, while the removal of bound water
tends to increase stiffness and strength.
A common method of measuring density is Archimedes’ principle [Grundelius 1990].
In this method, a volume of water is placed on a scale. The scale is then tared so that
it reads zero. A green wood sample is then completely submersed in the water. Since
the majority of woods are less dense than water when green, a downwards force must
be applied. With the sample stationary and submerged, the scale reads the mass of the
water’s displacement. The volume of displaced water is equal to the wood’s volume.
The density of water at standard pressure and temperature (STP)5 is approximately
1000 kg/m3 [Riddick et al. 1986], therefore, the scale’s reading in kilograms is equal to
the wood’s volume in litres. If measuring the basic density of the wood, the samples
are then dried and weighed.
There are several other methods of measuring wood density. One such method is
termed the maximum moisture content method [Smith et al. 1954]. In this method, the
difference in mass between oven dry wood, and wood completely saturated in water is
measured. This enables the wood’s specific gravity to be determined. Another method
of determining wood density is via X-ray densitometry [Evans et al. 2000b, Polge 1978].
An X-ray source is used to expose a CCD detector (or in older devices, a film), with
a wood sample of known size obstructing the CCD from the source. This produces a
negative on the CCD, with an exposure intensity inversely related to the density. A
relatively new technique of measuring density, based on measurement of the electrical
permittivity, was proposed by Schinker et al. [2003]. This work led to the development
of a commercial microwave densitometry device named lignostation. A difficulty of
this method is that the electrical permittivity is strongly dependent on the moisture
content [Glass and Zelinka 2010]. Thus, it is important that the samples used in the
permittivity technique have a known and well-controlled moisture content.
Density within a stem follows a similar pattern of variation to that of stiffness.
Basic density tends to increase radially outwards from the pith [Chauhan et al. 2006a,
Donaldson et al. 1995, Grabianowski et al. 2006, Legg and Bradley 2016, Tsehaye et al.
2000a]. The corewood region around the pith is of low basic density, as a consequence
of thin cellular walls and relatively little latewood. In the outerwood, basic density
is greater than in the corewood, and is relatively constant with radius. [Legg and
5Defined as a temperature of 273 K (0 °C) and a pressure of 1 atm [McNaught and Wilkinson 1997].
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Bradley 2016] noted that the low basic density near the pith is offset to some degree
by an increase in MC. This effect produces a more uniform green density from pith to
sapwood.
Basic density values for New Zealand grown Pinus radiata range between 350-550
kg/m3 [RPBC 2003]. Typical average values are between 400-420 kg/m3. The basic
density varies considerably with latitude. Wood grown at 35° S is generally greater than
475 kg/m3, while wood produced at 45°S is generally less than 450 kg/m3. Walker
[2006c] explains that the green density of a living tree is not constant. The green density
varies across the volume, varying largely between heartwood and sapwood.
Density has long been considered a key determinant of wood quality [Apiolaza 2009,
Apiolaza et al. 2013, Chauhan et al. 2006a]. This is likely because density correlates
strongly with stiffness. Gibson [2005] explains that the honeycomb-like structure of
wood means that as density increases, cell-wall thickness increases. The result of this is
that longitudinal stiffness increases linearly with density. For wood used in structural
applications, high density does not offer an intrinsic advantage, as it must also support
its own weight in addition to any external loads. For this reason, the ratio of stiffness-
to-density, known as the specific modulus, is possibly a better measure of wood quality
than density.
1.2 MEASURING WOOD STIFFNESS
A commonly used metric for wood quality is the MoE or stiffness. Several methods are
available for determining wood stiffness in a standing tree or harvested stem. Static
bending tests are typically used on cut timber. Acoustic resonance testing is typically
used on harvested stems. It is desirable in some cases to measure stiffness while the tree
is still standing. The time of flight (ToF) method can be used to measure the transit
time of an acoustic wave on a standing tree.
The theory of acoustic stiffness tools is well established [Legg and Bradley 2016].
Under certain conditions6, the relationship between the stiffness, stress-wave speed, and
density is given by
E = c2ρ, (1.6)
where E is the MoE (stiffness), c is the acoustic wave speed7, and ρ is the density of the
medium. Thus, if the density of the wood is known (or approximated), the wave-speed
can be measured, and thus the stiffness calculated.
6That the wood is isotropic and lossless. This is a demonstrably false assumption, but is typically
ignored for the purpose of simplification. This limits the effectiveness of the technique in determining
the absolute stiffness. However, it is still useful for determining relative stiffness.
7At this point the stress wave speed is not well defined. The differences between various wave speeds
are described in more detail in Chapter 2.
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Several authors have provided reviews on acoustic measurement of wood stiffness
[Beall 2002, Beall et al. 2013, Bucur 2006, Divos et al. 2005, Falk et al. 1990, Kawamoto
and Williams 2002, Legg and Bradley 2016, Ouis 1999, Ross 1992, Ross and Pellerin
1994, Walker and Nakada 1999, Wessels et al. 2011]. These reviews focus on two non-
destructive acoustic techniques which are commonly in use: the resonance method, and
the time of flight method. These reviews show that static bending tests and resonance
tests consistently yield similar stiffness values. They also report that the ToF method
consistently measures a higher acoustic velocity than the resonance method, and thus a
higher stiffness. The remainder of this section is an overview of these acoustic techniques
and the systemic discrepancies between them. In order to measure the effectiveness of
acoustic testing, static testing techniques are discussed in Section 1.2.1. The resonance
method is then discussed in Section 1.2.2. The time of flight method is discussed in
Section 1.2.3. Observations regarding the discrepancy between the ToF method and
other methods are discussed in Section 1.2.4. Finally, approaches to resolving the
discrepancy between these methods are explored in Section 1.2.5.
1.2.1 Static testing
Static testing is a class of techniques for directly measuring the stiffness and strength
properties of wood specimens. It is conducted by applying a mechanical load to a
specimen and recording the amount of deflection, or the deflection at which rupture
occurs. This allows the MoE or the MoR of a harvested log, piece of timber, or clearwood
specimen to be determined. This type of analysis is conducted for research purposes as
well as wood grading.
In New Zealand, structural timber is commonly graded using one of two systems
[Buchanan 2007]. Visual grading uses the size of knots (branches) and other features to
sort timber into several strength grades [BSI 2017]. This method relies on a correlation
between the wood’s visual properties and its strength and stiffness. The labour intensive
nature and tendency for operators to overestimate the quality means that visual grading
is generally less favourable than mechanical methods [Kretschmann and Hernandez
2006, Wang et al. 2007a]. Machine grading directly measures the stiffness of timber
by applying a load to it and measuring the timber’s deflection. In New Zealand and
Australia, machine graded timber is called machine stress-graded (MSG). MSG timber
is sorted using a combination of mechanical and visual testing [Kretschmann and
Hernandez 2006]. The mechanical testing is typically conducted using a three point
bending test.
Bodig and Jayne [1982] explain how beam theory is applied to static bending of
timber. In a three point bending-test, the ends of the piece of timber are fixed and a
load is placed at the centre. Classical beam theory predicts that the MoE of a beam
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where Ef is the beam’s flexural MoE, f is the force of the applied load, L is the distance
between the beam’s supports, ∆ is the vertical deflection under load, b is the breadth of
the beam, and h is the height of the beam. Ef is sometimes called the apparent modulus
of elasticity because the deflection is resisted by shear forces as well as the bending
moment, though the effect of shear is not incorporated in (1.7) [Bodig and Jayne 1982].
Ideally, the flexural MoE would be identical to Young’s modulus, however, in practice
the two values can differ significantly, due to the addition of shear forces. For example,
Hearmon [1948] found that for a series of Pine and Beech samples, the longitudinal
modulus exceeded the flexural modulus by 5% to 8%. When performing flexural tests
in practice, the load is sometimes applied at two separate locations on the beam [BSI
2011]. By altering the span of the applied load, the amount of shear versus tension and
compression force can controlled. Without this feature, it may be unclear whether a
piece of timber ruptured due to shear or longitudinal forces [Bodig and Jayne 1982].
Static testing can also be conducted by directly applying a longitudinal load in
either compression or tension. Kretschmann and Hernandez [2006] explain that in
general, longitudinal static tests are difficult to perform because wood has low shear
strength in the direction of the grain; if the harness performing a strength test is not
well aligned, a shear stress will result, which will likely yield before the longitudinal
strength does. Bodig and Jayne [1982] explain that direct mechanical techniques are
often used for research purposes, for example, to determine the average mechanical
properties of a particular species. Of particular interest for structural applications is the
stiffness and strength of a clearwood sample in tension along the grain. ASTM D143
describes a method for performing this type of test [ASTM 2014]. In this method, a
sample is cut so that it may be placed between two clamps, with a necked-down critical
section of wood in between. The critical section experiences the greatest strain when
loaded, thus deflects the greatest amount, and is most often the location of rupture.
1.2.2 The resonance method
Stiffness can be determined acoustically by measuring the resonant frequency of an
oscillating wood member. There are two types of resonance tests: transverse resonance,
and longitudinal resonance. Transverse resonant vibrations have long been used for
gauging wood stiffness of logs and timber [Jayne 1959, Marra et al. 1966, Pellerin 1965].
In this method, a wooden member is suspended at specific locations, known as nodes.
A transverse vibration is excited in the member by striking it at an antinode, usually
the middle of the member. A measurement device is used to record the frequency
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at which an antinodal location oscillates vertically. Haines et al. [1996] explains that
the frequency of oscillation can be modelled using the Timoshenko beam theory. The





where ρ is the wood’s density, fres is the induced resonant frequency, L is the length of
the specimen, and D is the diameter of the specimen. A derivation of (1.8) is found
in Timoshenko [1955]. The transverse resonance method is not as widely used as the
longitudinal method, this is possibly due to the difficulty of suspending the sample
when conducting a measurement.
It has been known since the 1950s that longitudinal resonance vibrations could be
used to measure the MoE of wood [Bell et al. 1954, Bodig and Jayne 1982, Galligan
and Courteau 1965, Pellerin and Galligan 1973, Porter et al. 1972]. The longitudinal
resonance method is usually referred to simply as the resonance method. Though it was
used in laboratories for some time, the method was first used for log grading applications
by Japanese researchers [Aratake et al. 1992, Arima et al. 1990, Fujisawa et al. 1994].
The resonance method is a technique used for measuring the stiffness of harvested logs
(and sometimes cut timber). The method uses a specialised device called a resonance
tester. This device contains a single transducer, which is placed against one end of a
log. The operator strikes the end of the log with a hammer, causing a stress wave to
propagate longitudinally. The wave is reflected by the end faces of the log, causing a




where n is a positive integer, called the harmonic number; cres is the resonant wave’s
velocity in the log; and L is the length of the log. Each harmonic number corresponds to a
resonant frequency of the system. Each harmonic is separated in frequency by an integer
multiple of the fundamental. The device records the signal at the transducer and then
performs a fast Fourier Transform (FFT) analysis to find the resonant harmonics. (1.9)
can then be used to determine the longitudinal acoustic velocity of the nth harmonic.








An illustration of how the measurement is conducted, and a plot of the variation in
magnitude along the length of the log for the first three harmonics, is shown in Figure 1.3.
Note that the amplitude is zero at the nodes, such as in the middle of the member; and
maximal at the antinodes, such as at the member’s ends.
Lindström et al. [2002] explained that using a hammer hit for excitation generates





























Figure 1.3 In the resonance method, striking the end of the log induces a standing wave. A receiving
transducer is held in contact with one end of the log. The magnitude of the stress wave varies along the
length of the log.
frequencies in the low kHz range. They claimed that this is only suitable for samples
longer than about 200 mm. For this reason, to test small samples they employed a
swept resonance excitation technique. This technique uses an amplified loudspeaker on
one end of the sample, and a receiving transducer on the other end. The frequency of
the loudspeaker is swept over a range of frequencies (typically 10 harmonics), and the
spectrum of the received signal is analysed to find the resonant harmonics. Harris et al.
[2002] described the WoodSpec system, which uses the swept resonance technique for
measuring the velocity of small samples. They explain that the sample is stimulated
using “a predefined band of frequencies in a continuous or semi-continuous fashion over
an excitation period.”
Few papers have focused specifically on the implementation of the resonance method,
though details may be gleaned from papers which performed experiments using the
method. Harris and Andrews [1999] noted that implementations of the method generally
use the second harmonic to determine the MoE, though the reason for this choice is
unclear. Carter et al. [2007] stated that the Director HM200 also uses the second
harmonic. Several authors have noted that the resonance peaks may not be integer-
multiple harmonics of each other [Andrews 2000]. Chauhan and Walker [2006] observed
that the first and second harmonics can differ in speed by as much as 11%. It is
unclear which harmonic gives the closest estimate of the static stiffness. Harris et al.
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[2002] showed using a time-frequency analysis that the initial portion of the recorded
waveform contains comparatively more high-frequency content. This was explained as a
result of the “hit function” of the hammer excitation, which decays away after some
time. This effect tends to bias the lower harmonics to slightly higher frequencies. They
showed that by dividing the waveform into time windows, a more consistent frequency
reading is obtained by discarding the first window and keeping subsequent windows.
The WoodSpec system, described by Harris et al. [2002], circumvents this problem by
continuously or semi-continuously exciting the sample. Ross et al. [1997] used a variant
of the resonance method. Instead of performing an FFT analysis, they measured the
time between peaks in the time-domain. This method was first described by Ross et al.
[1994], and was also used by Wang et al. [2004b]. This method is likely less exact, as
higher frequency harmonics can overlay the fundamental, which makes it more difficult
to identify the exact location of the fundamental.
Several studies have compared the MoE, as calculated using (1.10), to that measured
by static methods. Wang et al. [2001a] conducted resonance and static bending tests on
a total of 159 Pinus resinosa (red pine) and Pinus banksiana (jack pine) logs. They
found that both methods determined similar values of MoE for both species, with
r2 values 0.95 and 0.85 for red pine and jack pine, respectively. Harris et al. [2002]
measured resonance velocity on 44 small internodal bolts cut from clonal stems aged
2 years. They found a close match between the static MoE of the samples and the
resonance-estimated MoE (Estatic = 1.02 Eres), with r2 = 0.93. Lindström et al. [2002]
conducted resonance and static bending tests on seven Pinus radiata clones of age four
years. Regressions calculated between the methods showed a close correspondence using
both a microphone based resonance (Estatic = 1.04 Eres), and a swept-resonance based
approach (Estatic = 1.07 Eres). Evans and Kibblewhite [2002] measured the resonance
velocity on 50 small Pinus radiata samples of age 25 years. These were compared
against an X-ray based estimate of the static stiffness (for details on this method, see
Evans et al. [2000a] and Evans and Ilic [2001]). They found that the two methods
reported similar values for the MoE of the samples, with r2 = 0.88. Lindström et al.
[2004] conducted resonance and static compression tests on 22 Pinus radiata clones of
age three years. Measuring at 12% MC, they found a close relationship between the
two methods (Estatic = 1.02 Eres), with r2 = 0.93. Ilic [2001] measured the resonance
velocity of 104 Eucalyptus delegatensis samples, and then compared the resonance MoE
to that determined using a static technique. A strong correlation between the two
methods was found (r2 = 0.95). Hodousek et al. [2017] conducted resonance and static
tests on a total of 110 samples of Cupressus lusitanica and Populus canadensis. They
found strong correlations, with values of r2 = 0.87, and r2 = 0.81, respectively.
Several authors have suggested that the resonance method’s close match with static
tests is due to the method providing a weighted average of the log’s cross sectional
stiffness [Carter et al. 2007, Chauhan et al. 2005, Grabianowski et al. 2006, Harris
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et al. 2002]. Chauhan et al. [2005] measured the MoE of layered plywood which was
constructed using several different layering configurations. They predicted the overall
MoE of each type of plywood using an area-weighted sum of each layer’s effective
MoE. They found that for most plywood configurations the difference between the
resonance-predicted MoE and the weighted-average predicted MoE was significantly
less than 5%. Carter et al. [2007] measured the resonance velocity in six Pinus radiata
logs aged 24 years, followed by the resonance velocity in boards sawn from the logs.
They found that while there was significant variation amongst the board velocity, the
average of all boards in a log was similar to the log’s overall velocity. These studies
appear to confirm the hypothesis that the resonance method provides an area-weighted
average measurement of a log’s MoE.
1.2.3 Time of flight acoustics
The time of flight method (ToF), also known as the stress wave method [Kang and
Booker 2002], can also be used to acoustically estimate the stiffness of a standing tree.
In this method, the time is measured for a stress-wave to propagate a fixed distance,
∆z, along a tree or cut piece of wood. Typically, two transducers are attached to the
tree, separated by ∆z in the tree’s longitudinal direction. A stress wave is generated
by striking the lower transducer. This method is described by [Wang et al. 2000]. By
measuring the ToF, τ , taken for the wave to propagate to the upper transducer, the




The wood’s stiffness can then be estimated using (1.6) [Bucur 2006]. The density, ρ, is
usually not known, but in practice the density of green radiata pine wood is close to
that of water, 1000 kg/m3 [Chauhan et al. 2006a].
There are two variations of the ToF method with respect to transducer placement.
The first uses two transducers oriented with the tips inward, facing each other. The
lower transducer is struck with a hammer, initiating the measurement. The upper
transducer is sampled until a signal is received. The time taken for propagation between
the two devices is then calculated. This method is described in the patents by Huang
[2005] and Wang et al. [2008]. The second variant uses two receiving transducers, with
the wave being excited by striking a metal spike some distance below the transducers
[Toulmin and Raymond 2007, Woods 2006]. This variant is depicted in in Figure 1.4.
Both transducers are concurrently sampled; the propagation time is the difference
between the stress-wave arrival times of the two transducers. An advantage of this
method is that both transducers are receiving the same wave but at separate locations
in space, this allows the wood’s effect on the wave to be studied. In addition, by not
striking the transducer directly, a high voltage spike is not generated, which can saturate
the receiving electronics. In either variant, a downside of using a hammer to generate
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Figure 1.4 A time of flight system measures the stress-wave speed by measuring the propagation
time of a wave between two transducers. In this variant, the stress-wave is excited by striking a metal
spike inserted in the tree slightly below the transducers.
the excitation is that the signal amplitude is not consistent between hits [Harris and
Andrews 1999].
The transducers used for conducting stress-wave measurements are usually spike-
shaped to facilitate insertion in the tree. The devices are generally most responsive
along the axis of the spike, as is the case for the Fakopp SD-02 transducer [Fakopp
Bt 2000]. The angle of insertion in the tree is usually about 45° [Legg and Bradley
2016, Wang et al. 2000]. It was explained by Huang [2005] that this angle is required to
ensure that the probe is inserted past the bark and cambium into the xylem wood. The
non-zero angle between the tree’s axis and the transducer reduces the amplitude of the
received signal. A model for the total received amplitude is,
A = AL cos θ +AR sin θ, (1.12)
where A is the total received signal’s amplitude, AL is the amplitude of the longitudinal
component of the wave, AR is the amplitude of the radial component of the wave, and
θ is the probe’s angle relative to the tree. The longitudinal wave is the fastest and most
dominant component, due to high along-grain stiffness. Therefore, increasing the probe
angle tends to decrease the received signal’s amplitude.
Instead of using a hammer to excite the stress wave, an electrically pulsed trans-
ducer may be used [Hayes and Pink 2012, Hayes and Chen 2003, Sandoz and Benoit
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2007, Sandoz et al. 2000, Sandoz 1991]. This has the advantage that each wave is
relatively consistent in amplitude. However, it is difficult to produce a large signal, as
the attenuation in green wood is high [Bucur 2006]. Electrically pulsed transducers
allows measurements to be conducted in the ultrasonic frequency range. These mea-
surements are usually conducted on small, dry, clearwood samples, as this avoids the
high attenuation caused by greenwood [Bucur and Feeney 1992, Salmi et al. 2013].
ToF measurements have been used to measure the directional variation in wood
stiffness. Vázquez et al. [2015] cut Castanea sativa wood into a sample shaped as a
26-sided polyhedron. The ToF was measured between adjacent faces using an Olympus
NDT device. These measurements were then used to construct an orthotropic stiffness
matrix (see Chapter 2 for the definition of the stiffness matrix) for the wood being
tested. Similar methods have also been used by Bucur [1983], Ozyhar et al. [2013], and
Yaitskova and van de Kuilen [2014].
ToF techniques have also been applied to seedlings [Divos 2010, Emms et al. 2012,
2013]. A hammer-hit cannot be used on such a small wood sample, so the wave must
be excited electrically or mechanically using a very small striker. Emms et al. [2012]
employed a plastic pinhead as a striker, and two miniaturised transducers attached to
the seedling. Emms et al. [2013] used the same technique to show that the ToF velocity
measured in a control group of Pinus radiata seedlings was significantly higher than in
a group of artificially stressed seedlings.
The ToF technique has also been applied to grade engineered products such as
laminated veneer lumber (LVL) and wood panels [Han et al. 2006, Pellerin and Ross
1991, Ross 1984]. These techniques are fundamentally the same as those applied to raw
wood.
1.2.4 Overestimation of stiffness by the time of flight method
It has been reported that the stiffness calculated using the ToF method using (1.6) is
an overestimation compared to other methods. A number of studies have compared
ToF measurements taken on standing trees to resonance measurements taken once the
trees were felled [Chauhan and Walker 2006, Chiu et al. 2013, Gonçalves et al. 2011,
Grabianowski et al. 2006, Hsu 2003, Lasserre et al. 2007, Llana et al. 2016, Mora et al.
2009, Ross and Wang 2005, Wang 2013, Yin et al. 2010]. These studies consistently find
that ToF measurements on standing trees measure a higher velocity than resonance
measurements on the felled logs. Hsu [2003] performed ToF measurements on 120
Pinus radiata clones at age 6 years and found that ToF on the standing trees was
faster than resonance on the logs by 15% on average. Lasserre et al. [2007] found ToF
velocity measured on standing Pinus radiata trees to be faster than resonance measured
on the felled logs by 22% on average (with a range of 16-31%). Mora et al. [2009]
found ToF velocity from standing Pinus taeda trees to be 32% greater on average than
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resonance velocity on the felled stems. Yin et al. [2010] found ToF velocity from standing
Cunninghamia lanceolata (Chinese fir) trees were 18.4% greater than resonance. They
also found that ToF using an ultrasonic technique was 26.7% greater than resonance on
average. Lindström et al. [2009] measured the ToF velocity on 192 Pinus sylvestris trees
of age 90–150 years, followed by resonance velocity on the cut logs. They found that the
ToF method predicted a MoE which was on average 41% greater than that predicted
by the resonance method. Salmi et al. [2013] found that ultrasonic ToF measurements
on specimens cut from 102 Picea abies trees estimated a MoE which was greater than
statically measured MoE by 29% at 500 kHz, 60% at 4 MHz, and 50% at 8 MHz.
The overestimation has been reported to occur even when the ToF measurement was
conducted from end to end of the felled log [Dickson et al. 2004, Hsu 2003]. Grabianowski
et al. [2006] measured the ToF and resonance velocity on Pinus radiata logs of ages
8, 16, and 26. They found that ToF measured an 11% greater velocity on average
than resonance. Chiu et al. [2013] performed a similar study, where they measured
the ToF on a 32 year old Calocedrus formosana (Taiwan incense cedar) tree, and then
performed ToF and resonance measurements on the sawn timber. They concluded that
the lower outerwood on the tree, with a higher Diameter at breast height (DBH), has
greater resonance velocity. These experiments were performed to determine whether
the discrepancy between the methods was due to some effect which only occurs in a
standing tree, such as extra internal stresses. These results suggest that this is not the
case.
A number of studies have compared the ToF MoE determined using (1.6), taken
on a standing tree to static tests performed on the green harvested wood. Wang et al.
[2000] and Wang et al. [2001b] measured the ToF velocity on 168 trees of species Picea
sitchensis (Sitka spruce) and Tsuga heterophylla (western hemlock), followed by static
MoE analysis on the clear wood specimens cut from the trees. They found that the
MoE predicted by the ToF method was significantly higher than that directly measured
on the samples. Other authors have performed similar studies, consistently finding that
the MoE predicted by the ToF method is higher than the directly measured static MoE.
Even though the methods are not directly comparable, the authors have investigated
the statistical relationship between ToF and static testing. Varying coefficients of
determination between the two methods have been reported: r2 = 0.73 [Halabe et al.
1997], r2 = 0.79 [Wang and Ko 1998], r2 = 0.66 [Wang et al. 2000], r2 = 0.46 [Tsehaye
et al. 2000a]. These numbers suggest that there is a reasonable correlation between
the ToF MoE and the static MoE. This correlation has allowed the ToF method to
successfully rank the wood harvested from a stand from highest to lowest in stiffness
[Huang 2000, Tsehaye et al. 2000a, Wang et al. 2000].
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Figure 1.5 Comparison between ToF (Fakopp) and resonance (Hitman) velocities for stands of Pinus
radiata trees aged 8, 16, and 25 years [Chauhan and Walker 2006].
1.2.5 Approaches to resolving errors in the time of flight method
The ToF method is currently the only method for rapidly obtaining a measure of a
standing tree’s stiffness. This makes it a valuable tool for breeding programs. For
example, early selection of the best wood based on stiffness has been suggested [Apiolaza
2009, Huang et al. 2003, Matheson et al. 2008]. However, a problem with the ToF
method is that it consistently overestimates the MoE, as shown in Section 1.2.4. This
overestimation is demonstrated in Figure 1.5, which shows the result of one study which
compared ToF and resonance measurements [Chauhan and Walker 2006].
Some authors have modelled the discrepancy between the two methods as a ratio,





where ĉtof is the mean ToF velocity for a particular experiment and ĉres is the mean
resonance velocity measured on the same wood samples. Wang [2013] provided a review
of studies which quantified the velocity ratio for several species. The studies that were
cited found kr values ranging from 1.09 to 1.36. A number of authors have attempted
to resolve the discrepancy between methods using linear regression models. Wang et al.
[2007a] provided an overview of this type of model, as applied to non-destructive testing
in forestry applications. The basic form of the model, with two parameters, is
ctof = Acres +B, (1.14)
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where A and B are the regression parameters, which are fitted to the data using a
numerical method such as least-squares. Ross and Wang [2005] applied this model to a
number of different species and provided values for A, B, and the resultant coefficient of
determination, r2. Baar et al. [2012] applied this model to the heartwood of 5 different
tropical hardwoods, and found a strong correlation (r2 = 0.81) for this type of model.
Other authors have attempted to incorporate the dimensions of the tree and stem
into the regression model. Wang et al. [2004a] developed an empirical model with a







where E′ is the adjusted MoE, for comparison to the resonance velocity; ctof is the
ToF velocity; D is the log diameter; and A, B, and C, are the fitted model parameters,
which are determined numerically. They found that (1.15) produced a closer fit to the
resonance method’s estimate of the MoE, when compared to the simpler model of (1.14).
This model was also applied to data presented by Wang et al. [2007b].
Researchers have suggested several explanations why the ToF method overestimates
the stiffness when compared to other methods. It is understood that wood stiffness
increases radially outwards from pith to bark8 [Chauhan et al. 2006a]. Authors hy-
pothesise that static and resonance methods provide an average measurement of the
stiffness throughout the sample [Carter et al. 2007]. In contrast, the ToF method may
only measure a wave in the high-stiffness outerwood. Chauhan and Walker [2006], and
Lasserre et al. [2007] suggested that the discrepancy between methods is due to the ToF
stress wave “flight path” transiting the outerwood.
Studies have quantified the discrepancy between corewood and outerwood stiffness
by measuring both ToF and resonance on stems, and also boards cut from the stems
[Baar et al. 2012, Grabianowski et al. 2006]. This type of experiment seeks to homogenise
the quality of the wood on which an experiment is performed by cutting boards at fixed
radial distances from the pith. Grabianowski et al. [2006] hypothesised that the over
estimation of the ToF was due to the waves propagating through the stiffer outerwood,
while the resonance method measures a weighted cross section throughout the log. To
test this, they measured the ToF and resonance of several Pinus radiata logs of ages
8, 16, and 26, and then sawed them into boards, which were also tested for ToF and
resonance. Some of the results of this study are shown in Table 1.1. The results show
that the mean ToF velocity of the outerwood boards was close to the ToF of the log,
while the ToF of the corewood was significantly lower. They also show that the ToF
method measured a significantly greater velocity than the resonance method on the
complete logs. These finding support the idea that the ToF method predominantly
measures the propagation through the outerwood.
8See Section 1.3 for a discussion of the factors which influence stiffness.
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Table 1.1 Average velocity of 43 stems, using both the time-of-flight and resonance methods.
The stems were cut into outerwood and corewood boards, from which the velocity was measured
[Grabianowski et al. 2006]. ToF was measured using Fakopp 2D [Fakopp Bt 2001]; resonance was
measured using WoodSpec [Harris et al. 2002].
ToF (m/s) Resonance (m/s)
Mean Range Mean Range
Logs 2,466 1,739–2,929 2,202 1,655–2,603
Green outerwood boards 2,505 1,852–2,966 2,099 1,665–2,600
Green corewood boards 2,223 1,598–2,685 1,931 1,445–2,360
However, the results shown in Table 1.1 also leave some questions unanswered. The
mean ToF velocity in the outerwood boards (2505m/s) is significantly greater than
the resonance velocity on the same boards (2099m/s). A similar discrepancy was also
observed in the corewood boards. It is possible that there is some additional effect in
either of the methods causing this discrepancy, which appears to be present even when
the wood samples have been homogenised.
Andrews [2002] suggested that the discrepancy between the methods is related
to stem diameter. This type of wave phenomenon was referred to by Kolsky [1963]
as bar waves. The theory predicts that a cylindrical bar, such as a tree stem, acts
like a waveguide, causing the majority of energy to propagate at the speed given by
(1.6), provided that the wavelength is significantly longer than the diameter of the
log. Andrews [2002] supposed that measurements made using the resonance method
propagate at this bar speed, provided that the wavelength is sufficiently long. Kolsky
[1963] suggested that a small portion of energy propagates at the dilatational speed,
given by c =
√
C11/ρ (see Section 2.7.1 for the definition of the dilatational speed).
This speed is always greater than the bar wave speed. Andrews [2002] suggested that
the ToF method measures the dilatational speed. This would explain the consistently
greater speed which is measured. An overview of this theory, as applied to wood testing
is described by Wang et al. [2005] and Wang et al. [2007b] (see Appendix B for a
description of the theory). Mora et al. [2009] used the bar wave theory to estimate
Poisson’s ratio in Pinus radiata trees. They found that the bar wave theory produced
an effective correction factor for the discrepancy between ToF and resonance methods.
The correction factor reduced the mean discrepancy from 32% to 0.02%, with r2 = 0.98.
Though it is unclear whether this model is generalisable to other species or environmental
conditions.
Several authors have evaluated the effect of log diameter on wave speed. Wang
et al. [2004a] measured the MoE both statically and using the ToF method for 201
small logs from four different species. They found that for larger diameter samples, the
discrepancy between static and ToF methods tends to increase. Other authors have also
evaluated the effect of diameter on resonance. Chauhan and Walker [2006] noted that
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the difference between ToF and resonance was greatest in older, larger diameter trees.
Andrews [2002] measured the ToF and resonance on a number of logs and cylindrical
metal samples. He argued that the speed discrepancy between methods was dependent
on the ratio of length to diameter of the sample. However, some studies have not found
any systemic difference between ToF and resonance with respect to diameter [Lasserre
et al. 2007, Mora et al. 2009]. Gonçalves et al. [2011] found that the dependence of
velocity on diameter was only observed in some species. Zhang [1995] observed that
within a stand the bigger trees generally produce a wood of lower density and stiffness.
Lasserre et al. [2005] observed the same trend by influencing the DBH by controlling
planting density. This effect is likely due to a reduction in density as the DBH is
increased, i.e., the tree contains the same volume of cell wall material, but cell walls are
thinner and cell lumens are larger, resulting in a larger stem diameter.
Some authors have observed that the presence of bark on a tree can cause the
resonance velocity to be significantly lower than the same tree when de-barked, [Chauhan
and Walker 2006, Grabianowski et al. 2006, Lasserre et al. 2007]. Lasserre et al. [2007]
found that removing bark from Pinus radiata caused the resonance velocity to increase
by 8.3% on average. The increase was consistently observed amongst sampled stems.
Hsu [2003] sampled bolts cut from different heights up a Pinus radiata tree and found
that the debarked velocity on the bottom bolt was 7.2% higher. The debarked velocity
at the top of the tree increased by 22.6%. These are surprising results because bark’s
low density and stiffness would be expected to prevent a large amount of acoustic
energy from being coupled into it. These results seem to support the idea that the
resonance method provides an average of the cross-sectional stiffness throughout the
stem. The effect of bark on ToF measurements has also been examined. Grabianowski
et al. [2006] found that debarking Pinus radiata did not have a significant effect on the
ToF measurements. They note that this finding supports the hypothesis that the ToF
stress wave propagates primarily through the outerwood. Their finding suggests that
the ToF velocity is not an average of the stem’s cross-sectional stiffness.
Some authors have found that the presence of both branches and knots reduces the
measured velocity. Lasserre et al. [2007] found that branch removal increased resonance
velocity by 5.4% on average and up to 24% in low MoE samples, but this increase did
not always occur. This finding is consistent with the cross-sectional average theory of
the resonance method, as the branches increase the overall cross-section, but do not
contribute significantly to the stiffness. Hsu [2003] measured the ToF velocity between
clearwood sections (internodes) and compared that to ToF measurements taken across
an entire stem. It was found that an area containing knots decreases the acoustic
velocity by approximately 5%. These findings are to be expected, as the direct path
through a knot takes the stress wave across the grain.
Attempts have been made to correct for the discrepancy between ToF and resonance
by placing the two probes on opposite sides of the tree, thus measuring across the
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grain [Dickson et al. 2003, 2004, Mahon 2007, Mahon et al. 2009, Matheson et al. 2002].
These studies measured a slower speed for the across-grain velocity than the direct-path
ToF velocity. A problem with this approach is that it underestimates the MoE. This is
likely because the authors did not incorporate the lower across-grain stiffness and lower
heartwood stiffness into their analyses.
Some authors have observed that the frequency of ToF stimulation has an effect
on the measured velocity. Haines et al. [1996] observed that dynamic bending tests
overestimate the MoE of boards compared to static bending. They hypothesised that this
was because the wood was acting viscoelastically. This causes the effective stiffness to
increase with the frequency of stimulation. Ouis [2002] explained that the viscoelasticity
of wood leads to an acoustic wave speed which is frequency dependent. This is known as
dispersion. O’Donnell et al. [1980] explained that a Kramers-Kronig relationship may be
used to show that a medium which exhibits attenuation is also dispersive. The dispersive
and attenuative qualities of generalised solids are explored in more detail by Kolsky
[1963]. Divos et al. [2005] analysed the speeds of resonant modes in a spruce specimen.
They found that the speed of the modes tends to increase with frequency. Bucur and
Feeney [1992] measured the attenuation and stress wave velocity in horse chestnut
wood using a continuous transmission technique. They found that the longitudinal
velocity increased significantly with frequency. Salmi et al. [2013] measured the dynamic
MoE in Norway spruce samples at several ultrasonic frequencies. They found a general
trend of increasing MoE as frequency increases. Chiu et al. [2013] measured acousic
velocity in Taiwan incense cedar using both ultrasonic ToF and hammer-excited ToF
methods. They found that in general the ultrasonic velocity was greater than the
lower-frequency hammer-hit excited velocity. These results are consistent with the
behaviour of viscoelastic models of solids, which predict that MoE and acoustic velocity
increase as frequency increases.
1.3 FACTORS WHICH AFFECT STIFFNESS
Gibson [2005] explains that the structure of wood may be modelled, to a first approx-
imation, as a honeycomb. Wood, like a honeycomb, is stiffest in the direction of the
alignment of the cells. The honeycomb model suggests that the longitudinal stiffness
varies linearly with density. While the stiffness across the grain varies with the cube of
the density. It should be noted that the density of dry cell-wall material is approximately
1500 kg/m3 across all species [Gibson 2005, Walker 2006c]. The MoE and MoR of
cell-wall material in the direction of the microfibrils is approximately 35 GPa and 350
MPa, respectively [Cave 1968, 1969]. The density and stiffness of the material which
constitutes the cell wall is relatively uniform. The density and stiffness of the resultant
honeycomb structure, however, is largely determined by the cell wall thickness and the
alignment of the cell wall fibres with the cell’s axis (MFA).
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Silvicultural practices are known to affect the stiffness of wood. The initial spacing
of seedlings appears to influence stiffness. Lasserre et al. [2009] found that close planting
of Pinus radiata seedlings (2500 stems/ha vs. 833 stems/ha) led to an increase in the
resonance MoE of 81 %. Lasserre et al. [2004] found that the effect of seedling planting
density (at the same stocking levels as above) was significantly greater than the effect
due to clonal variations. Lasserre et al. [2008] compared the effect of seedling spacing
across two different sites. They found that the effect of stocking density on MoE was
significantly greater than the effect of site variation between clones. Carson et al. [2014]
assessed the mid-rotation performance of Pinus radiata trees subjected to variation in
stocking density and pruning in several sites across New Zealand. They found that:
“increasing stand density is consistently associated with stiffer and denser outerwood."
Lasserre et al. [2009] found that increasing the planting density of seedlings had other
effects in addition to the expected increase in MoE. They observed a significantly
reduced MFA, an increase in tracheid length, increase in latewood percentage and cell
wall thickness, a decrease in growth-ring width and overall diameter. Density and fibre
width were not significantly affected.
Other authors provided dissenting opinions on the effect of stocking density. Gra-
bianowski et al. [2004] evaluated the effect of the variation in acoustic velocity of two
stands of different stocking density (625 stems/ha vs. 100 stems/ha) of 27 year-old
Pinus radiata. They found no significant difference between the two. They also assessed
two narrow contiguous strips planted perpendicular to the prevailing NW wind, with
one strip upwind, and one downwind of a larger stand of trees providing shelter. They
found that the downwind (sheltered) trees had a significantly higher mean stiffness.
1.3.1 Microfibril angle
One of the strongest determinants of wood stiffness is the microfibril angle [Barnett and
Bonham 2004, Chauhan et al. 2006a, Evans and Ilic 2001]. The MFA is the mean angle
between the tracheid cell axis and the orientation of the cellulose microfibrils in the S2
layer of the cell wall. Cave [1968] showed that the cellulose microfibrils in the cell wall
are highly anisotropic. This result suggests that the MFA is the predominant factor
in the anisotropic stiffness of the cell wall. His work showed that the longitudinal and
transverse Young’s moduli of the cell wall are approximately 35 and 10 GPa, respectively.
Reiterer et al. [1999] strengthened this result by showing that the relationship between
stiffness and MFA also applies to larger groups of fibres. It has also been observed
[Cave 1969] that in order to maximise wood stiffness in the longitudinal direction, the
MFA should be minimised.
Barnett and Bonham [2004] explained that the MFA enables a tree to alter its
effective stiffness. The large MFA in juvenile wood allows a young tree to flex when
required, i.e., allows a larger strain before failing. This is necessary, for example, to
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prevent the tree breaking in a strong wind. Mature softwood trees also have the ability
to produce higher MFA regions known as compression wood. These regions allow a tree
to exhibit tension or compression on one side, which allows the stem to bend if required.
MFA is typically measured using X-ray diffractometry [Cave 1997, Chauhan et al.
2006a, Stuart and Evans 1995]. Originally this was conducted using photographic film,
which was very slow to process. More recently, CCD-devices have rapidly sped up the
process. Hayes and Pink [2012] demonstrated the feasibility of measuring the MFA of
wood samples acoustically. They built a machine for measuring the ToF velocity of
increment cores in a range of orientations. By applying a mechanical model of plant
cell walls [Cave 1968] to measurements from the machine, the MFA of the core sample
was estimated. Mason et al. [2017] measured the ToF velocity of Pinus radiata discs
using a robotic scanning device. The MFA of the discs were then tested using X-ray
diffractometry. The found a strong negative correlation between MFA and ToF velocity
(r < −0.84).
1.3.2 Spiral grain
The tracheid cells which form the majority of xylem tissue in softwoods are, in most
wood, not aligned with the axis of the tree stem. The angle formed between the tracheids
and the stem is termed the grain angle. Due to the interlocking structure of tracheid
cells, nearby tracheids have approximately constant GA, which forms a visible spiral
in the grain around the stem. For this reason, this effect is often referred to as spiral
grain. Spiral grain can be observed visually as a twisting in the grain of the tissue up
the stem. This reduces the stiffness of the resulting timber and can lead to warping as
the timber dries [Buchanan 2007]. Spiral grain can be visually inspected in timber but
is more difficult to see in live trees because the grain angle typically changes as the tree
grows outwards.
1.3.3 Reaction wood
Compression wood occurs in regions where a softwood stem experiences an excess of
compressional force. It typically occurs on the lower side of a leaning stem, but can
also be a result of asymmetrical branch growth or environmental stress such as wind.
In a cut stem, compression wood is identified as a dull-coloured region of growth, where
growth rings are accentuated, and there is less contrast between earlywood and latewood
[Kollmann and Côté 1968]. In regions of compression wood the length of tracheid cells
expand longitudinally, and cell walls thicken. This acts to correct stem lean [Chauhan
et al. 2006b]. Compression wood is undesirable in timber as it has a high MFA, increased
density, and lower stiffness and strength, when compared to normal wood [Butterfield
2006]. It also exhibits larger longitudinal shrinkage than regular wood when dried.
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A different type of growth, known as tension wood, occurs in hardwoods. This
eccentric growth occurs on the upper side of a leaning stem, where the hardwood
fibres contract longitudinally to correct the lean. Tension wood typically has a higher
stiffness and strength than normal wood, with a lower MFA and greater cellulose content
[Butterfield 2006]. Collectively, compression and tension wood are known as reaction
wood.
1.3.4 Moisture content
As described in Section 1.1.3, water is absorbed in wood in both the cell wall and
the cell lumen. The MC at which the cell wall becomes saturated is known as the
fibre saturation point. Mechanical properties tend to decline as water is absorbed up
until fibre saturation [Bodig and Jayne 1982, Kretschmann 2010]. At MC above fibre
saturation, water is absorbed into the cell lumen, and the mechanical properties are
relatively constant.
Bodig and Jayne [1982] suggest that for MC values below fibre saturation, wood
strength decreases exponentially as MC increases,
σu = Ae−BM , (1.16)
where σu is the wood strength, M is the moisture content, and A, B are constants
fitted to the model. Bodig and Jayne [1982] also suggest that this model will apply to
other mechanical properties (such as stiffness).









where P is an arbitrary mechanical property, P12% is the value of the property at 12%
MC, Pgreen is the value of the property when the wood is green, M is the moisture
content, and Mp is the intersection moisure content9. Kretschmann [2010] states that
Mp is slightly less than the fibre saturation point; he provides values of Mp for several
species. Kretschmann [2010] provides data suggesting that (1.17) is an appropriate
model for strength and stiffness properties in tension, compression, and bending; both
parallel and perpendicular to the grain.
Reducing MC tends to increase stiffness and decrease density. Therefore, according
to (1.6), as wood is dried, acoustic velocity should undergo a significant increase. Several
authors have found that MC correlates negatively with ToF velocity [Hasegawa et al.
2011, Llana et al. 2018, Mishiro 1995, Sakai et al. 1990, Sandoz 1993]. Carter et al.
9Defined by Kretschmann [2010] as the point at which mechanical properties begin to increase when
wood is dried from green.
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[2007] found that air dry Pinus radiata wood had a 6% higher dynamic MoE than green
wood. Based on these studies, it is not clear whether the observed increase in acoustic
velocity with MC is reflective of the models described by (1.16) and (1.17).
1.3.5 Temperature
Kretschmann [2010] explains that mechanical properties of wood tend to decrease
linearly with increasing temperature, provided that the temperature does not exceed
approximately 150 °C. He describes this effect as a reversible temperature effect, i.e., if
the temperature is returned to its previous value, the mechanical properties will also
return. Kretschmann [2010] suggests that the relationship between temperature and






× 100 = A+BT + CT 2, (1.18)
where ∆P% is the percentage change in the mechanical property; P21 is the value of
the property at 21 °C; A, B, and C, are constants for the model; and T is temperature
in degrees Celsius. Kretschmann [2010] provides values for the model constants when
the wood property being determined are MoE or MoR. If C is non-zero, the model
includes a second-order term, though Kretschmann [2010] shows that in most cases C
is zero or very small.
In addition to reversible temperature effects, Kretschmann [2010] shows that sus-
tained exposure to high temperature can induce a permanent degradation in mechanical
properties. Typically this will occur if the wood has been heated to a high temperature
(exceeding 100 °C) for a number of hours. Kretschmann [2010] explains that this effect
is dependent on a number of factors including: moisture content, heating medium,
temperature, period of exposure, and species of wood.
Chapter 2
ELASTIC WAVES IN WOOD
Most solids behave elastically when subjected to external forces. That is, an applied
force produces a proportional mechanical deformation. Additionally, each particle
element in a solid has non-zero mass. This means that it behaves inertially; an applied
force accelerates the particle according to Newton’s second law. The interplay between
the elastic and inertial forces in a solid produces the elastic wave phenomenon. A
deformation at one location triggers the elastic restoring forces of the adjacent particles.
These restoring forces then cause further particles to accelerate and deform. This
propagating deformation is known as an elastic wave, and propagates through space at
the wave speed.
It should be noted that the terms elastic wave, stress wave, and acoustic wave are
used interchangeably in the literature. Some authors use acoustic wave to specifically
refer to sound waves in air. In this thesis, the term stress wave is preferred because it is
more common in literature pertaining to non-destructive testing of wood.
In this chapter, the fundamental physical models which describe stress wave be-
haviour in wood are documented. This includes the wave equation and its solutions. In
order to derive the wave equation, the appropriate kinematic and kinetic models for
an elastic solid must be first established. This thesis makes use of wave models both
in one-dimension and three dimensions. The approach in the following sections is to
establish each concept first in the one-dimensional case and then generalise to three
dimensions.
2.1 NOTATION
The remainder of this chapter describes the behaviour of elastic waves in one-dimensional
and three-dimensional media. This description requires the use of scalar, vector, and
tensor quantities. The following notational conventions are followed.
Lower-case letters are used to indicate scalar quantities, including scalar fields.
Lower-case boldface letters are used to indicate vector quantities. A non-bold version of
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a vector quantity indicates the vector’s magnitude. For example, ξ indicates the vector
displacement field and ξ its associated magnitude.
Upper-case boldface letters are used to indicate matrix or tensor quantities. The
matrix symbol’s equivalent lower-case letter with index subscripts is used to indicate
the terms of the matrix. For example, ε is the Cauchy strain tensor, and ε11 is a single
component of the tensor.
Some exceptions are made to these rules in order to comply with commonly-used
conventions. Each symbol is defined when it is first used; the reader should refer to the
list of symbols if they are unsure about any definition.
2.2 CONTINUOUS MEDIA
Elastic wave theory assumes that the wave’s propagation medium is a continuum, rather
than formed of individual lumped elements. This is technically untrue, as all materials
fundamentally consist of atoms. However, it is assumed that on the macroscopic scale
at which wave behaviour occurs, many nearby atoms move in unison. Collectively these
atoms form particles, which are small regions in space, within which the mechanical
properties can be considered constant.
In this section, two quantities for describing continuous media are described: stress
and strain. Each of these quantities is defined for both a lumped one-dimensional object,
and then generalised to continuous three-dimensional media.
2.2.1 Strain
Strain is a quantity used to describe a material’s deformation. Suppose a solid object,
such as a small wooden block, is compressed along one axis. The object, which has an
undeformed length of L, experiences a change in length of ∆L. The strain on the object




Strain is not limited to describing the deformation of a macroscopic object, and
can be extended to continuous media. In a continuous, three dimensional medium, each
particle has a rest position given by the vector x. When subjected to a external forces,
the constituent particles are displaced relative to their original positions. The particle
displacement field is defined as the particle’s movement from its equilibrium position
u(x) = ξ(x)− x, (2.2)
where x is the particle’s resting position, and ξ is the particle’s deformed position [Auld
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[Auld 1973], where ui is the displacement along the ith axis, and xj is the particle’s
rest position on the jth axis. This is known as the Cauchy strain tensor, and is a












As in the one-dimensional case, εij is a unitless quantity (units of length / length).
The strain tensor is symmetric, therefore, is completely defined by 6 independent
components. A more compact form of ε, known as Voigt notation, makes use of this
symmetry. This notation is defined in Appendix A.1.
2.2.2 Stress
Stress is a quantity which describes the internal forces in a deformed material. Consider
again a solid object, such as a small wooden block. Suppose a force, f , is applied to
two opposite faces of the block. Each face has a cross-sectional area, A. The magnitude




Tensional stresses are, by convention, positive in sign, while compressional stresses are
negative in sign. Stress has units of Pascals.
This concept can also be applied to a continuum. When a body is subjected to
an external force, the constituent particles transfer the force throughout the body via
elastic coupling forces. Each particle within an object may be considered a bounded
volume with three sets of orthogonal, parallel faces. Each pair of faces may have a force
acting upon it, known as a traction vector, or stress vector τ̇ . Each tractional force can
be expressed in Cartesian coordinates as
τ̇ x = σxxêx + σyxêy + σzxêz,
τ̇ y = σxyêx + σyyêy + σzyêz,
τ̇ z = σxzêx + σyzêy + σzzêz, (2.7)
which have units of Pascals. The vector τ̇ x acts on the face normal to the x direction
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of the volume. The vectors êx, êy, and êz are unit vectors in the x, y, and z directions,
respectively. Due to Newton’s third law, the force acting on each parallel opposing
face is equal in magnitude and opposite in direction [Boresi et al. 1993]. The traction







which is known as the Cauchy stress tensor. Like strain, the stress tensor is commonly
represented in a reduced form, which is described in Appendix A.1.
2.3 HOOKE’S LAW
Hooke’s law is the principle which states that the stress applied to a material is
proportional to the resultant strain, i.e., that the material behaves elastically. A
material’s stiffness, C, is the ratio of stress to strain along a particular axis. For the
case of a one-dimensional solid object, Hooke’s law1 is given by
σ = Cε. (2.9)
Strain is a unitless quantity, therefore, stiffness has units of Pascals. Wood material is
known to behave elastically, i.e., according to (2.9). It is explained in Section 2.5 that
this leads directly to the phenomenon of acoustic waves.
This concept can be extended to continuous, anisotropic media. Generalised Hooke’s
law expresses each stress component as a linear sum of each strain component. For
example, the first term of the stress tensor is given by
σxx = Cxxxxεxx + Cxxxyεxy + Cxxxzεxz
+ Cxxyxεyx + Cxxyyεyy + Cxxyzεyz
+ Cxxzxεzx + Cxxzyεzy + Cxxzzεzz, (2.10)
where Cijkl are the elastic stiffness constants. Therefore, the stiffness relationship is
given by
σij = Cijklεkl, (2.11)
expressed in component form using Einstein notation2. This relationship can be
1Sometimes Hooke’s law is expressed using a negative sign because it is described in terms of the
restoring forces. It has been defined here in terms of the applied forces.
2This means that the repeated subscripts which do not appear in the result indicate a summation
over those indices [Weisstein 2002].
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expressed more simply in tensor notation as
σ = C : ε, (2.12)
where C is known as the stiffness tensor. The double dot (:) product indicates the
product of a fourth-order and a second-order tensor, as demonstrated in the calculation
of the first component in (2.10).
The entire stiffness tensor consists of 81 stiffness constants. However, they are not
all independent. Symmetry in the stiffness tensor reduces the number of independent
constants to 21 for any homogeneous medium [Auld 1973]. In practice, though, many
materials exhibit symmetries which reduce the number of constants. Some of these
symmetries are documented in Section 2.4. A reduced-notation form of C, which takes
advantage of this symmetry, is described in Appendix A.1.
Hooke’s law can also be expressed in terms of the compliance tensor, S,
ε = S : σ. (2.13)
The compliance tensor is the inverse of the fourth-order stiffness tensor S = C−1
[Chapman 2004]. The Voigt notation form of the compliance tensor is defined in
Appendix A.1.
2.3.1 Damping
An medium which behaves according to Hooke’s law is purely elastic. In a purely elastic
medium there are no energy losses as it is stressed. As such, a purely elastic medium is
described as lossless. Such media do not exist in nature. In a real medium, internal
friction results in energy losses; the amount of loss is referred to as damping [Mason
1958]. A damped-elastic medium is sometimes referred to as viscoelastic [Kolsky 1963].
Auld [1973] explains that for most purposes, viscoelasticity can be adequately modelled
by adding a damping term to (2.9). Hooke’s law then becomes,
σ = Cε+ η∂ε
∂t
, (2.14)
where η is called the damping coefficient, or the viscosity coefficient. Wood material is
known to behave viscoelastically, this is known to result in significant attenuation of
acoustic waves [Bucur 2006].
The equivalent form of Hooke’s law for a three-dimensional continuous viscoelastic
medium is given by
σ = C : ε+ η : ∂ε
∂t
, (2.15)
where η is the fourth-order damping tensor, which has the same dimensions as the
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stiffness tensor.
2.4 SOLID SYMMETRIES
A medium is described as isotropic if its mechanical properties are identical in all
directions. In contrast, an anisotropic medium’s properties are directionally dependent.
A medium is homogeneous or uniform if its mechanical properties do not change spatially,
i.e., under translation. Uniformity and isotropy are easily mixed-up, but are independent.
A solid may possess one or more plane of symmetry, i.e., a plane or axis, a reflection
about which leaves the stiffness tensor unchanged [Landau and Lifshitz 1970]. The
planes of symmetry define the form of the stiffness tensor. A material’s anisotropy is
defined by the internal structure of the material. For example, in softwood there are
three orthogonal growth features which strongly influence the wood’s stiffness: tracheid
cells, growth rings, and ray cells. Wood is a complicated solid to model effectively, as it
is both inhomogeneous and anisotropic. Researchers have applied isotropic, transverse
isotropic, and orthotropic models to describe wood’s behaviour, though orthotropic is
probably most commonly employed [Bodig and Jayne 1982, Bucur 2006, Subhani et al.
2013].
In this section, two different types of solid symmetries are defined: the isotropic
solid, and the orthotropic solid. The stiffness tensor is defined for each solid symmetry.
2.4.1 Isotropic solids
The stiffness tensor for an isotropic solid is unchanged under rotational transformation.
It can be shown that only two independent parameters are necessary to fully define
the stiffness (or compliance) tensor of an isotropic material [Riley et al. 2007]. In this
section, one method of defining the tensor, in terms of Young’s modulus and Poisson’s
ratio, is explained.
Consider a sample of an isotropic material with a tensional stress applied to one





[Bauchau and Craig 2009], in Voigt notation, where E is Young’s modulus (defined in








where ν is Poisson’s ratio (defined in Appendix A.3). (2.16) and (2.17) may also be
defined for stressed applied in the 2, 3 directions. The theory of linear elasticity implies
that the resulting strain will be the sum of the strains produced by each individual
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applied stress. Bauchau and Craig [2009] also show that the relationship between shear
stress and strain components is given by
ε4 =
2 (1 + ν)
E
σ4. (2.18)
The isotropy of the material means that the other shear components, ε5 and ε6, are
identical to (2.18), with the appropriate subscript modifications. Bauchau and Craig
[2009] explain that in an isotropic material, there is no coupling between axial and shear
strains, therefore, the upper-right and lower-left quadrants of the compliance tensor
are zero. The possible combinations of (2.16), (2.17) and (2.18) may be combined to




1 −ν −ν 0 0 0
−ν 1 −ν 0 0 0
−ν −ν 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 2 (1 + ν) 0 0
0 0 0 0 2 (1 + ν) 0
0 0 0 0 0 2 (1 + ν)

. (2.19)
The stiffness tensor for an isotropic solid is then given by calculating the inverse of
(2.19),
C = E(1 + ν) (1− 2ν)

1− ν ν ν 0 0 0
ν 1− ν ν 0 0 0
ν ν 1− ν 0 0 0
0 0 0 1−2ν2 0 0
0 0 0 0 1−2ν2 0




An orthotropic or orthorhombic material has three orthogonal planes of symmetry [Boresi




















0 0 0 1µyz 0 0
0 0 0 0 1µzx 0
0 0 0 0 0 1µxy

, (2.21)
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where Ex is the value of Young’s modulus in the x direction, and νxy is the value of
Poisson’s ratio which defines the strain in the x direction from a stress applied in the y
direction. The axes defined here are arbitrary, in the wood science literature the axes
are typically labelled L, R, and T for longitudinal, radial, and transverse, respectively.
















This means that the orthotropic stiffness tensor is completely defined by 9 parameters:
three Young’s moduli, three Poisson’s ratios, and three shear moduli.




C11 C12 C13 0 0 0
C12 C22 C23 0 0 0
C13 C23 C33 0 0 0
0 0 0 C44 0 0
0 0 0 0 C55 0
0 0 0 0 0 C66

. (2.22)
The values of the stiffness tensor have not been provided, but they are easily calculated
by evaluating the inverse of the compliance tensor, C = S−1.
2.5 THE WAVE EQUATION
A wave equation is a second-order differential equation which describes the propagation
of waves. A wave equation expresses a relationship between a wave variable (such as
stress or strain), a time variable, and a spatial variable. Wave equations are found in a
number of different disciplines including acoustics, electromagnetism, and fluid dynamics.
A particular solution is the solution of the wave equation once initial conditions and
boundary conditions are specified. A particular solution can be considered a description
of an actual wave.
It was previously noted that the isotropic solid model is insufficient to describe
wood material’s three-dimensional elasticity. The orthotropic model is typically more
appropriate. However, it is shown in the following sections that the wave equation, and
its solutions, can quickly become very complicated for any geometry more complex than
the one-dimensional case. For this reason, researchers often apply the one-dimensional
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model to wood quality studies, even though it is known to be a simplification. In order
to remain as general as possible, this section will define the one-dimensional model, and
then generalise it to the more complex three-dimensional case in an anisotropic solid.
As explained at the beginning of this chapter, two elements are necessary to produce
an elastic wave: elastic restoring forces, and inertia due to particle mass. Elastic restoring
forces can be described using Hooke’s law, which was defined in Section 2.3. The second
component, inertia, is modelled using Newton’s second law. Newton’s second law can







[Love 1927], where ρ is the mass density of the medium. This is called the equation of
motion. (2.23) is expressed in terms of particle displacement, while Hook’s law, (2.9),
is in terms of strain. These two quantities are related using the strain-displacement




Kelly [2015]. This is the one-dimensional equivalent of (2.3).
To derive the wave equation, (2.24) is substituted into (2.9) to eliminate ε. The













(2.25) is the one dimensional wave equation in terms of the particle displacement, and
c is the wave’s phase speed. Sometimes Young’s modulus, E is substituted in place of
the stiffness term of (2.26). In a one-dimensional medium with no transverse expansion
(i.e. Poisson’s ratio equal to zero), these two moduli of elasticity are equivalent. (2.26)
only applies when the medium is lossless. In a viscoelastic medium the phase speed will
be frequency-dependent. The frequency-dependence of the speed is known as dispersion
[Kolsky 1963].
The same approach can be applied to determine the wave equation for a plane wave
in a three-dimensional anisotropic medium. Itskov [2007] demonstrates that the three-
dimensional equivalent of the equation of motion is obtained by taking the divergence
of the stress field,
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where ∇·σ is the divergence of the stress field3, ρ is the density. The strain-displacement







[Auld 1973] where ∇u is the gradient of the vector field4 u, and ∇uT indicates that the
transpose of the tensor was taken. ∇u is known as the particle displacement gradient,
which is a second-order tensor. The right-hand side of (2.28) is the symmetric part of
the displacement gradient, ∇u. This is more compactly represented by the notation
ε = ∇su, (2.29)
where ∇s is the symmetric matrix operator, defined by (2.28). As in the one-dimensional
case, to derive the wave equation, (2.29) is substituted into (2.12) to eliminate ε. The
result is then substituted into (2.27) to give




which is the three dimensional equivalent of the wave equation. For the three dimensional
case, the phase speed is not immediately apparent. It is shown in Section 2.6 that the
three dimensional wave equation gives rise to different wave modes, which travel at
different speeds. Additionally, in general, the phase speed is dependent on the direction,
or polarisation, of the wave mode. Auld [1973] demonstrates that the three-dimensional





where ∇iJ is the divergence operator expressed in component form5, and ∇Kl is the
symmetric operator in componentised form6. Note that upper-case indices are used
here to indicate that Voigt reduced-notation has been used for the tensor components,
as defined in Appendix A.1.
3See Itskov [2007] for a definition of the divergence of a second-order tensor.
4The gradient of an n dimensional vector is an n × n tensor. This operation is defined by Kelly
[2015].
5See Appendix A for a definition of the divergence operator.
6See Appendix A for a definition of the symmetric operator.
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2.6 SOLUTIONS TO THE ONE-DIMENSIONAL WAVE
EQUATION
It can be shown using the technique of separation of variables that the general solution
to the one-dimensional wave equation, (2.25), has the form
u(x, t) = f(x− ct) + g(x+ ct), (2.32)
[Graff 1991], where f and g are arbitrary functions defined by the initial conditions.
f and g represent the positive and negative-travelling parts of the wave, respectively.
Another possible solution is the complex exponential,
u(x, t) = Aej(ωt−kx) +Bej(ωt+kx), (2.33)
where ω is the angular frequency, and k is the wavenumber, which is the spatial






The wave equation is linear, therefore, a sum of complex exponentials are also a solution
to the wave equation. The Fourier transform is a decomposition of an arbitrary signal
into a sum of complex exponentials, therefore, this suggests that the two solutions are
related by the Fourier transform [Bose 1995].
If the medium is viscoelastic, then there is a loss component as the wave propagates
through space. In this case, the complex exponential solution to the wave equation may
be written
u(x, t) = Aeγxe−jωt +Be−γxe−jωt, (2.35)
where γ is the propagation coefficient. The propagation coefficient is a complex quantity,
γ = α+ jk, (2.36)
its real part, α, is called the attenuation coefficient, and the imaginary part, k, is equal
to the wavenumber [Kolsky 1963].
2.6.1 Phase speed and group speed
A medium which has a frequency-dependent phase speed is referred to as dispersive.
Kolsky [1963] explains that rate at which the energy in a pulse-like vibration propagates
is not defined by the phase speed, but by the group speed. This is the speed at which a
packet of waves propagates. Whereas the phase speed is the speed of a single frequency.
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[Crawford 1968]. Kim [1994] explains that the speed measured depends on the character
of the propagating wave. Continuous waves can be used to measure the stiffness
parameters along an axes. For example, C11 can be determined by measuring the phase
speed along axis 1, for example, using a continuous-wave technique. Many acoustic
sources, however, are transient in nature, including impulsive sources and acoustic
emission phenomena.
2.7 SOLUTIONS TO THE THREE-DIMENSIONAL WAVE
EQUATION
The wave equation for a general three-dimensional solid is given by (2.30). This equation
was provided in vector form, and thus, a scalar value for the phase speed was not obtained
immediately from the equation (as it was for the one-dimensional case). In this section,
the phase speeds and propagation modes are defined for several cases of plane waves
in solids. First, in Section 2.7.1, a plane wave propagating in an isotropic solid in
the direction of one of the constituent axes, is examined. Second, in Section 2.7.2,
the Christoffel equation is defined. It is explained that this equation allows the wave
speed to be calculated in an arbitrary direction in an anisotropic solid. Finally, in
Section 2.7.3, the modes and speeds for another special case are defined, that of a plane
wave propagating in an orthotropic solid.
2.7.1 Plane waves in an isotropic solid
Consider the three-dimensional wave equation, (2.30). This equation is a vector quantity,
which can represent any arbitrary propagation-direction and polarisation. As a special
case, suppose a plane wave is excited along the x axis. This means that the wave’s
amplitude is equal throughout the entire y-z plane. Therefore, the only spatial derivatives
which are non-zero are those which contain ∂∂x terms. Auld [1973] explains that the








This is the case of a longitudinal (compressional) plane wave. This mode has also been
referred to (in Section 1.2.5 and Appendix B) as a dilatational wave. The dilatational
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(1 + ν)(1− 2ν) . (2.40)















These are the y and z polarised shear waves, i.e., the polarisation direction is perpendic-
ular to the wave’s propagation direction. The phase speed of the shear waves is given
by












2ρ(1 + ν) . (2.44)
The cross-axis terms (C12 etc) also generate a compressional wave travelling perpen-
dicular to the x travelling wave. However, in the unconstrained plane wave case, the
wavefront extends over the whole y-z plane so there would be nowhere for the wave to
propagate, thus it is not considered further.
2.7.2 The Christoffel equation
The isotropic stiffness matrix, (2.20), is, by definition, identical under any rotational
transformation. Therefore, the direction of a propagating wave will not have any
bearing on the resulting speed in an isotropic material. However, if the medium is not
isotropic, the resulting wave propagation will depend on both the mode of propagation
(longitudinal, shear), and the direction.
Auld [1973] explains that a plane wave solution to the three dimensional wave
equation is of the form
u(x, t) = ûej(ωt−kn̂·x), (2.45)
where n̂ is the propagation vector, which is a unit-vector indicating the orientation of
the plane-wave solution, and û is the wave’s polarisation vector. Both of these quantities
depend on the initial conditions.
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Auld [1973] explains that if (2.45) is substituted into the wave equation, it becomes
ρω2ui = k2(ṅiJCJLṅTLj)uj (2.46)
= k2γ̇ijuj , (2.47)
where
ṅiJ = ṅLj =

ṅx 0 0 0 ṅz ṅy
0 ṅy 0 ṅz 0 ṅx
0 0 ṅz ṅy ṅx 0
 , (2.48)
and ṅTLj is the transpose of ṅiJ . γ̇ij = ṅiJCJLṅTLj is the Christoffel matrix, in component
form. The Christoffel matrix is only a function of the stiffness matrix and the propagation
vector. (2.46) can be expressed in vector notation as
ρc2û = Γû, (2.49)
where Γ is the Christoffel matrix. (2.49) is known as the Christoffel equation.
(2.49) is an eigenvalue problem, where the eigenvector is the polarisation vector,
and the eigenvalue is ρc2. The eigenvalue-eigenvector pairs determine the characteristic
polarisation modes, and the associated phase speeds, for a given propagation direction
[Dellinger 1991]. As is typical for an eigenvalue problem, the solutions are obtained by
setting the characteristic determinant to zero and solving the characteristic equation
[Strang 1993]. In general, a plane wave can propagate in any arbitrary direction, n̂,
in a solid. Furthermore, the particle motion can be polarised in any direction û. An
arbitrary wave can, therefore, be decomposed into a sum of the characteristic modes,
defined by (2.49).
2.7.3 Plane waves in an orthotropic solid
In Section 2.7.2, it was explained that the Christoffel equation can be used to determine
the polarisation modes, and associated phase speeds, for a given propagation direction.
In this section, the Christoffel equation is expanded for a special case, that of an
orthortopic solid. The Christoffel matrix can be evaluated with the orthotropic stiffness





x + C66ṅ2y + C55ṅ2z (C12 + C66)ṅxṅy (C13 + C55)ṅzṅx
(C12 + C66)ṅxṅy C66ṅ2x + C22ṅ2y + C44ṅ2z (C23 + C44)ṅyṅz
(C13 + C55)ṅzṅx (C23 + C44)ṅyṅz C55ṅ2x + C44ṅ2y + C33ṅ2z
 .
(2.50)
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It can be shown that when the propagation vector is directed purely along the x axis,






























 (z polarised shear). (2.53)
These solutions can easily be extended for the y and z propagating waves.
Solutions of the Christoffel equation for an arbitrary propagation direction are
typically obtained using numerical methods. However, Auld [1973] shows that by
considering propagation along any direction in a plane bound by two axes, closed
form solutions for each mode’s phase speeds can be derived. Consider a plane-wave
propagating at some direction in the x-y plane. When the direction is purely in the
x or y direction, the solutions reduce to the aforementioned speeds and modes. If the
propagation direction is not directly along an axis, the solution is, in general, not a
pure longitudinal or shear wave [Auld 1973]. In this case, phase speeds are given by
c =
(





C66 + C11 cos
2 φ+ C22 sin2 φ−
√(









C66 + C11 cos
2 φ+ C22 sin2 φ+
√(








where φ is the propagation angle in the plane relative to the x axis and,
C̄ =
(
C11 cos2 φ+ C66 sin2 φ
) (
C66 cos2 φ+ C22 sin2 φ
)
. (2.57)
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Figure 2.1 The phase speed in an orthotropic solid, provided for the quasilongitudinal, quasishear, and
pure shear modes. Speeds were calculated using Douglas-fir stiffness values, obtained from Kretschmann
[2010].
(2.54) is the pure shear solution; the polarisation is directed along the z axis. (2.55) is
the quasishear solution–the polarisation is predominantly shear but has a component in
the direction of propagation. (2.56) is the quasilongitudinal solution; the polarisation is
predominantly longitudinal but has a shear component.
Speeds have been calculated for the quasilongitudinal, quasishear, and pure shear
modes. These speeds, shown in Figure 2.1, use average stiffness-tensor values for the
species Douglas-fir, using data reported by Kretschmann [2010].
Chapter 3
ELECTRO-MECHANICAL MODELLING OF AN
ACOUSTIC TRANSDUCER IN WOOD
The Treetap ToF system developed at the University of Canterbury uses the Fakopp
SD-02 transducer [Fakopp Bt 2000] for measuring stress waves in standing trees. This
transducer is also used in the new Wireless Treetap system (discussed in Chapter 5).
The Fakopp SD-02 transducer acts as an accelerometer. For an ideal accelerometer, the
output signal is proportional to the applied acceleration. For a real device, however, it
is only proportional over a finite range of frequencies, termed the device’s bandwidth.
In this chapter, several mathematical models are presented for describing the SD-02
transducer’s frequency response.
This work is important because all of the other acoustic measurements described in
this thesis were performed using the SD-02 transducer. In general the response of the
transducer depends on both its own construction, and the mechanical parameters of
the wood it interfaces with. This suggests that the response of the transducer could, in
principle, be used to infer some useful information about the wood properties.
The work documented in this chapter builds upon a model developed by Woods
[2006]. First, an overview of generic electro-mechanical transducer models is discussed
in Section 3.1. Next, Woods [2006] lumped-element model of the SD-02 is described
in Section 3.2. Following this, several different models for the loading effect of the
wood upon the transducer, known as the radiation impedance models, are considered
in Section 3.3. These models are then briefly compared in Section 3.4. Following this,
in Section 3.5, Woods [2006] transducer model is loaded with each of the radiation
impedances to produce an estimate of the device’s complete frequency response in wood.
Next, in Section 3.6, an experiment is described where a series of signals were captured
in a standing tree. Finally, a summary and discussion of the findings of this work is
provided in Section 3.7.
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3.1 ELECTRO-MECHANICAL TRANSDUCER MODELS
An accelerometer is an example of an electro-mechanical system. A model for an
accelerometer typically includes two ports [Busch-Vishniac 2012]. A mechanical port,
to which a velocity or acceleration signal is applied, and an electrical port, where the
output voltage or current is produced. The internal behaviour of the accelerometer may
be described using lumped element components1. The components may be combined
to form electrical and mechanical equivalent circuits. In this section, the concepts
of electrical and mechanical impedances are introduced, and a generic circuit for an
acoustic transducer is presented.
3.1.1 Electrical and mechanical impedance
In electrical systems the concept of impedance is commonly applied to quantify the
relationship between current and voltage for a circuit or component [Hayt et al. 2002].
The electrical impedance is given by Ze(f) = V (f)/I(f), where V is the complex
voltage, and I is the complex current2. The concept of impedance can be extended to
acoustic or mechanical systems [Firestone 1933]. In mechanical systems the impedance
is given by Zm(f) = F (f)/U(f), where F is force, and U is velocity. In acoustic systems
the specific acoustic impedance is given by Zsp(f) = P (f)/U(f), where P is pressure
and U is the particle velocity [Kinsler et al. 2000, Olson 1957].
These analogies between electrical, mechanical, and acoustical systems allow an
equivalent circuit representation to be created for certain mechanical or acoustical
systems. In an equivalent circuit, the mechanical and acoustical components are
converted into equivalent electrical components, and a circuit can be drawn. This circuit
can then be analysed using circuit analysis techniques and simulation tools. An overview
of the electro-mechanical analogies used in this chapter is given in Appendix C.
3.1.2 Generic model of a transducer
Figure 3.1 shows a high level lumped-element model of an electro-acoustical transducer.
This type of system may be decomposed into three sections. The electrical components
serve to convert electrical energy into mechanical energy and vice versa. The impedance
of the electrical components are represented by a lumped element Ze. The electrical
circuit is coupled to the mechanical components through a gyrator3 with a current-to-
force conversion factor of α. The mechanical components are modelled as a lumped
1Lumped element parameters are not appropriate at all frequencies, for more information see
Appendix C
2The ambiguous terms complex voltage and complex current are used here to indicate that quantities
are in frequency domain. They may be phasor quantities, or variables in the Fourier or Laplace domains.
3A gyrator is used in this model instead of a transformer because of this model’s use in moving-coil
loudspeaker systems. The force on a moving coil is proportional to the current through the coil [Skilling
1948].











Figure 3.1 A general model of an electro-acoustic transducer [Lemaitre et al. 2008]. The impedances
Ze, Zm, and Zr represent the circuit’s electrical, mechanical, and acoustic (radiation impedance) loads,
respectively. In this case, the circuit is a model for a driver, e.g., a loudspeaker, as the input is on the
electrical side.
mechanical-impedance Zm. The mechanical components are coupled to the acoustical
circuit through an ideal transformer. The turns ratio of the transformer is equal to A:1,
where A is the effective radiator area of the transducer. The acoustical impedance Zr is
the specific acoustic impedance presented by the medium the device is driving into.
This impedance is called the radiation impedance [Kinsler et al. 2000, Lemaitre et al.
2008]. It is the impedance at the radiating source’s boundary, thus it is the load “seen”
by the source “looking” into the medium.
3.2 LUMPED-ELEMENT MODEL OF THE FAKOPP SD-02
TRANSDUCER
Woods [2006] disassembled an SD-02 transducer [Fakopp Bt 2000] and documented its
construction. The major components of the transducer are shown in Figure 3.2. The
body of the transducer is constructed of stainless steel. The device uses a piezoelectric
ceramic crystal to convert the received stress wave into a voltage; the voltage across a
piezoelectric crystal is proportional to the applied force [Arnau 2008, Bonnett 2010].
Fixed to the crystal is a small brass mass. The crystal and brass mass are pressed
together in the body of the transducer by a rubber mat.
Woods explained that the stiffness of both the crystal and brass mass are much
larger than that of the rubber mat. He assumed that the piezoelectric crystal behaves
like a spring, with an output voltage proportional to the strain across it. Therefore, the
operating components can be approximately modelled as the crystal’s compliance, sp,
connected to both the brass mass, m1, and the transducer’s body, m2.
Woods used mechanical-electrical reciprocity to convert the spring-mass system into
an equivalent electrical circuit. In his chosen circuit analogy, force replaces voltage as
the across-component variable and velocity replaces current as the through-component
variable (this circuit analogy is described in Appendix C). In this circuit analogy, masses
convert into inductances and springs convert into capacitances. A damping element was
added to the crystal compliance, which converts to a capacitor and resistor in series.
He explained that the force-voltage relationship of the crystal may be described using
an ideal transformer. The turns-ratio of the transformer is equal to the piezoelectric






Figure 3.2 Internal construction of the Fakopp SD-02 transducer.
coupling factor, α [Richter et al. 2009].
Woods incorporated the mass of the crystal by distributing it between the small
brass mass and the body mass,
m′1 = m1 +
mc
2 (3.1)
m′2 = m2 +
mc
2 . (3.2)
The electrical model of the crystal was approximated as a capacitor, ignoring higher
resonances of the crystal [Richter et al. 2009]. The value of this capacitance was
obtained from the transducer’s datasheet [Fakopp Bt 2000]. Woods measured the
complex admittance of the transducer over its predicted bandwidth using a signal
generator and oscilloscope. Using the admittance data, he was able to determine
the effective compliance, sp, using the transducer’s measured resonant frequency. By
measuring the real value of the admittance at resonance, and the bandwidth of the
resonant peak he was able to determine values for α and ηp. The values of the parameters
determined by Woods are shown in Table 3.1. Woods’ complete mechanical-electrical
model is shown in Figure 3.3.
There are several different versions of the Fakopp SD-02 available. These versions
differ slightly in the resonant frequency of the transducer. The device datasheet notes
that the typical resonance of the transducer is 23 kHz [Fakopp Bt 2001]. Woods [2006]
explained that the resonant frequency of the transducer is due to the small mass and
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Table 3.1 Electrical and mechanical parameters for the model shown in Figure 3.3.
Component Value
Small brass mass m1 3.3 g
Transducer body mass m2 50 g
Piezoelectric capacitance Cp 670 pF
Piezoelectric compliance sp 8.5× 10−9 s2/kg
Force-Voltage coupling factor α 0.02













Figure 3.3 Electrical-mechanical model of the Fakopp SD-02.






The transducer Woods deconstructed and characterised has a resonant frequency of
30 kHz. This frequency was used to determine the value of the crystal compliance, sp,
shown in Table 3.1. It is unknown whether the variation in resonant frequency is due to
a variation in the small mass, crystal compliance, or both. The body mass and overall
construction is approximately the same for each of the devices, regardless of resonant
frequency.
3.2.1 Measurement of the transducer’s response in wood
An experiment was performed to measure the frequency response of an SD-02 transducer
in a piece of timber. A transducer was inserted in one end of a piece of dry Pinus
radiata timber. The transducer was connected to an Agilent DS06034A digital storage
oscilloscope. The oscilloscope was configured to capture 1000 samples at a sampling
frequency of 200 kHz. The experimental setup is shown in Figure 3.4.


































































































Figure 3.4 Experimental setup for evaluating the SD-02 transducer’s impulse response in wood.
The transducer was excited by gently tapping a steel spike inserted in the timber near
the transducer. This excitation is an approximation to an impulse excitation. Although
a true impulse is not physically possible, the excitation is impulse-like in the sense that
it contains a wider bandwidth than the transducer itself. The broad-bandwidth nature
of the excitation was expected to excite any resonances in the wood-transducer system,
allowing frequency domain analysis to be performed.
3.2.2 The transducer’s impulse response in timber
The signal recorded by the transducer is shown in Figure 3.5(a). The signal displays a
high-frequency transient at the beginning, this decays away after approximately 1500µs.
After this time the signal oscillates at a lower frequency. This low-frequency oscillation
takes much longer to decay, extending to the right of the figure.
The FFT magnitude of the signal is shown in Figure 3.5(b). The plot shows a
large peak at approximately 30 kHz, this is the resonant frequency of the transducer,
given by (3.3). The spectrum also shows another peak at approximately 50 kHz. The
origin of this peak is unknown, though it may be due to an internal resonance of the
crystal. Woods’ model of the transducer considered the crystal’s electrical port as a
lumped capacitance (Cp in Figure 3.3). More complex models of piezoelectric crystals
are available, which incorporate the crystal’s internal resonances [Mason 1964], though
these models have not been considered in this analysis.
The spectrum also contains a low-frequency peak at approximately 2.75 kHz. It
was expected initially that this peak is due to the fundamental longitudinal resonance
of the timber. However, this would correspond to a resonance velocity of 7370 ms−1,
which is unusually high for radiata pine. Subsequent measurements using the SD-02 in
standing trees (see Section 4.4) have revealed that a dominant peak in the frequency
response consistently occurs at approximately 3 kHz.
Woods’ model does not include the loading effect of a radiation impedance. In the
generic transducer circuit, shown in Figure 3.1, the radiation impedance is included
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Figure 3.5 Response of the SD-02 transducer to an impulse-like excitation. The time-domain signal
(a), and its FFT spectrum (b).
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as an acoustic load, Zr. The unknown peak at approximately 3 kHz might be caused
by the radiation impedance load. If the radiation impedance acts like a compliance at
3 kHz, then it can form a harmonic oscillator with the transducer’s mass, forming a
resonance in the response. This phenomenon is known as contact resonance [Johnson
1985]. This interaction is interesting from a wood quality perspective because the
radiation impedance is a function of the wood’s mechanical properties. Thus, if the
radiation impedance can be measured, it might be possible to infer something about
the mechanical properties. To explore this effect, a physical model of the impedance of
the wood (seen by the transducer) is required. In the following section, the concept of a
radiation impedance model is introduced, and several potential models to describe the
observed effect are proposed.
3.3 RADIATION IMPEDANCE MODELS
Radiation impedance is the specific acoustic impedance, Z(f) = P (f)/U(f), taken at
the interface between a radiator and the medium it is radiating-to or receiving-from
[Bose 1995]. The radiation impedance is a complex quantity, which defines how energy is
transferred between the transducer and the medium [Kinsler et al. 2000]. The radiation
impedance is interesting for non-destructive testing applications because it is a function
of the mechanical parameters of the medium, as well as the radiating device itself.
The real component of the radiation impedance, Rr, defines the amount of real power
radiated between the far field of the medium and the transducer. The imaginary
component, Xr, defines the amount of energy which oscillates between the near field of
the medium and the transducer. The total radiation impedance is given by
Zr = Rr + jXr. (3.4)
In the ideal case, the radiation impedance is purely real, and equal to the characteristic
impedance of the medium, which is given by
Z0 = ρc (3.5)
[Kinsler et al. 2000], which is also equal to the impedance of a plane wave.
The generalised transducer model (Figure 3.1) can be inverted so that it is operating
as a receiver, which is the typical mode of operation for the SD-02. It is not immediately
clear how the radiation impedance should be included in this new model, i.e., whether
it should be placed in series or in parallel with the source. Tilmans [1996] showed
that a lumped-element model of a transducer in receive mode is equivalent to that
shown in Figure 3.6. In this circuit, the source is in series with the radiation impedance.
This arrangement is used in subsequent transducer models incorporating the radiation
impedance.











Figure 3.6 General model of an acoustic transducer operating as a receiver. This circuit is the
reciprocal of that shown in Figure 3.1; the input signal is a pressure phasor and the output signal is a
voltage. The radiation impedance Zr is in series with the driving source.
3.3.1 Pulsating spherical source in a fluid
A spherical source is one of the simplest possible three-dimensional acoustical radiators.
A pulsating spherical source, as the name suggests, is a sphere whose radius, r, is
expanding and contracting at a prescribed frequency, with a prescribed velocity or
pressure amplitude [Olson 1957]. It has no dependence on rotational angle, radiating
equally in all directions.
The simplest type of radiation-impedance load is that of a pulsating sphere operating
in a lossless fluid. In this chapter, this radiation-impedance model is referred to as the
fluid model. The fluid model is presented because it is the most basic three-dimensional
radiation impedance which can be calculated. The fluid model serves as a comparison
for other, more complex models. It can be shown that the radiation impedance for the






1 + (kr)2 , (3.6)
[Kinsler et al. 2000, Mason 1948, Olson 1957]; where F , U , and Zr(fluid) are the complex
amplitudes: force, velocity and mechanical impedance, respectively. A is the spherical
radiator’s surface area; k is the wavenumber, equal to k = ω/c; r is the radius of the
sphere; and Z0 is the characteristic impedance of the medium. Note that the area, A, has
been included because the radiation impedance has been translated into a mechanical
impedance. In terms of the generalised transducer circuit of Figure 3.6, this means that
the radiation impedance was moved to the mechanical side of the transformer.
This impedance is equivalent to a mass connected in series with a damper4. The
magnitude of the damper is
η = AZ0, (3.7)





4These components, and their equivalent-circuit elements, are defined in Appendix C
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Using the analogies of Table C.1, this impedance corresponds to a resistor with value
given by (3.7) in parallel with an inductor with value given by (3.8). The fluid model is
explored more fully in Section 3.4, where it is compared to several other models.
3.3.2 Pulsating spherical source in an isotropic elastic medium
The next model considered was that of a spherical source operating in an isotropic elastic
solid. Blake [1952] derived an expression for the radiation impedance of a spherical
radiator in an isotropic solid. In this model, Blake considered a spherical source of
radius r operating in an infinite, isotropic, homogeneous medium of density ρ, with
Young’s modulus E, and Poisson’s ratio ν. Blake calculated the radiation impedance
by substituting the spherical wave solution into the wave equation for an isotropic solid.




= Rr(Blake) + jXr(Blake). (3.9)
Rr(Blake) is given by
Rr(Blake) = AZ0
(kr)2
1 + (kr)2 , (3.10)







where K is a constant, given by
K = 12
(1− ν)
(1− 2ν) , (3.12)
where ν is Poisson’s ratio. Blake expressed (3.11) in terms of K instead of the Lamé
parameters for brevity.
A fluid can be described as a material with a shear modulus equal to 0. This occurs
when ν = 0.5 [Boresi et al. 1993]. For Blake’s model, when ν = 0.5, K is infinite, and
(3.11) is equal to the imaginary component of (3.6). Blake’s model can therefore be
considered a generalisation of the fluid model, as it incorporates both compressional
and shear elastic forces. Blake’s model is explored more fully in Section 3.4.
3.3.3 Oscillating spherical source in an isotropic viscoelastic medium
The next model considered was that of an oscillating spherical source in an isotropic
viscoelastic medium. An oscillating spherical source is a rigid sphere which oscillates
along one axis in translation with a prescribed pressure or velocity amplitude.
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Oestreicher [1951] derived an expression for the radiation impedance of the oscillating
sphere in a viscoelastic medium. The objective of Oestreicher’s work was to determine
the mechanical load on a radiator operating in human tissue, which is known to behave
viscoelastically. Oestreicher explained that the oscillating sphere source was chosen
because of its similarity to the piston radiator, which is commonly used in experiments,
while also being significantly simpler than the piston to quantify mathematically.
Oestreicher’s model was considered for the SD-02 transducer’s radiation impedance
because wood is also known to behave viscoelastically [Bucur 2006]. Additionally, the
spike-like shape of the SD-02 loosely resembles a piston when embedded in wood.






































r is the radius of the sphere, k1, k2 are the medium’s compressional and shear wavenum-










where λ is Lamé’s first (compressional) parameter, and µ is Lamé’s second (shear)
parameter, each of these parameters is composed of both elastic and viscous components,
λ = λ1 + jωλ2, (3.17)
µ = µ1 + jωµ2. (3.18)
Oestreicher explains that the model can be used to describe several different types
of materials, depending on the values chosen for λ and µ. For example, a frictionless
fluid may be modelled by choosing µ1 = µ2 = λ2 = 0. For the frictionless fluid case,
(3.13) reduces to the impedance of the oscillating sphere in a fluid, derived by Olson
[1957]. Oestreicher’s impedance can also model a frictionless isotropic solid by setting
the viscosity parameters, λ2 = µ2 = 0.
Zhang et al. [2001] explains that the Oestreicher impedance can be modified to
better approximate a piston oscillating in a half-space by dividing (3.13) by 2. This
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follows logically from the fact that a piston in a half-space only has the elastic medium
on one side, while the sphere is completely enclosed. von Gierke et al. [1952] found that
Oestreicher’s model predicted impedance values which overestimated the static stiffness
of the tissue medium by a factor of 1.18.
The modified version of the Oestreicher impedance, as described by Zhang et al.
[2001], is given by
ZZhang =
Zoest
2 · 1.18 . (3.19)
This will be referred to as the Zhang impedance.
3.4 COMPARISON OF RADIATION IMPEDANCE MODELS
Each of the radiation impedance models discussed in Section 3.3 was evaluated for a
range of frequencies. In order to evaluate the models, the model’s parameters were
estimated by approximating the transducer’s effective-radius and the wood’s effective
mechanical properties. The SD-02’s steel spike (Figure 3.2) has a cross-sectional
diameter of approximately 5mm when inserted at a depth of 2 cm. It is unclear how
these dimensions would translate to an effective radius, as required by the proposed
models. A radius of r = 10 mm was chosen for evaluating the models. The experiment
to evaluate the transducer’s response was performed in dry Pinus radiata timber, which
has a density of approximately 500 kg/m3. All of the models suggested in Section 3.3
assume an isotropic medium, which is obviously inappropriate for modelling wood (see
Section 1.1.2). The experiment described in Section 3.2.1 placed the transducer in
the direction of the wood’s grain, therefore, it is assumed that the effective elastic
parameters presented by the wood correspond to the along-grain stiffness. A Young’s
modulus value was assumed at 9 GPa.
To calculate the impedance of the fluid model, an effective value of the acoustic
velocity, c, is required. This was calculated using the standard equation for a lossless
isotropic medium (1.6).
In order to plot a reactance for Blake’s model, an approximate value of Poisson’s
ratio in dry pinus radiata timber was selected. Wood is typically modelled as orthotropic.
Therefore, rather than a single value for Poisson’s ratio, there are three mutually exclusive
values: νLR, νLT, and νRT. The first subscript indicates the direction of applied stress.
For the experiment described in Section 3.2.1, the stress was applied longitudinally.
Mean values of Poisson’s ratio for a range of wood species are given by Kretschmann
[2010]. The average values for the pine species listed by Kretschmann for νLR and νLT
are 0.336 and 0.355, respectively. Kretschmann [2010] explains that these values vary
considerably between and within species. A value of ν = 0.35 was selected for plotting
these models.
The real and imaginary components of the fluid impedance are plotted in Figure 3.7.
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The impedance components were plotted for the approximate mechanical values of the
SD-02 transducer in dry pine timber, as listed in the caption of Figure 3.7.
Oestreicher’s model is slightly more complex due to the addition of the viscosity
parameters, λ2 and µ2. It is not immediately clear how these parameters should
be selected to approximate the viscosity of wood tissue. To observe the effect of
these parameters on the Oestreicher model, the model has been plotted for two cases:
with the viscosity parameters set to zero, and with the viscosity parameters set to
small values (1/1000th of λ1 and µ1, respectively). These cases are referred to as the
Oestreicher-Elastic and Oestreicher-Viscoelastic models.
The fluid model has both real (resistive) and imaginary (reactive) components. The
fluid impedance is purely real when ω  c/r, or equivalently when r  L/2π, where
L is the wavelength. Distances greater than L/2π correspond to the far field, where
real power is radiated. When r  L/2π, the impedance is dominated by the imaginary
component. At these frequencies, the impedance appears like a mass, this represents
energy which oscillates only within the near field.
Blake’s model also exhibits near and far field effects. The real component of Blake’s
impedance is identical to that of the fluid model, as displayed in Figure 3.7(a). The
magnitude of the reactive component of Blake’s model is plotted in Figure 3.7(b). In
contrast to the fluid model, Blake’s model does not have a positive imaginary component
at all frequencies. Blake [1952] explained that when K < 1, i.e., when ν < 13 , Xr(Blake)
is negative for all frequencies. In this case the reactance is spring-like at all frequencies.
When K > 1, i.e., when ν > 13 , there is a frequency at which Xr(Blake) goes from
negative, to positive, i.e., from spring-like to mass-like. This effect is not obvious in
the plot shown in Figure 3.7(b), as the logarithmic plot does not show the sign of the
impedance. In this particular plot, the transition from spring-like to mass-like occurs
just below 300 kHz.
Figure 3.7(a) shows the real component of the Oestreicher model for both of these
cases. The real component is approximately constant over the frequency range of interest,
though the viscous case does trend upwards slightly with frequency. Figure 3.7(b) shows
the imaginary part of the Oestreicher impedance for both cases. For the elastic case,
the impedance is spring-like at all frequencies. For the viscous case, the impedance
switches from spring-like to mass-like at approximately 9 kHz. The Zhang model has
not been included in Figure 3.7 because it is simply a scaled version of the Oestreicher
model.
Perhaps a better model for the transducer in a piece of wood is that of a piston
oscillating in an elastic half-space. Miller and Pursey [1954] provided integral solutions
for the field resulting from a vertical oscillation of a circular disk on the surface of
an elastic half-space. They also calculated an average of the field equations across
the surface of the piston to find a radiation impedance solution. Robertson [1966]
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Figure 3.7 The real component (a), and the imaginary component (b), of the radiation impedance
for the fluid model, Blake model, and Oestreicher model. All models were plotted with the parameters:
r = 0.01 m, ρ = 500 kg/m3, E = 9 GPa. For the Blake and Oestreicher models, Poisson’s ratio was set
to ν = 0.35. For the viscoelastic case of Oestreicher’s model, the viscosity parameters λ2, and µ2 were
set to 1/1000th of the corresponding elastic parameter.
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presented a solution to the oscillating piston in an elastic half-space as a Fredholm
integral. Other work by Gladwell [1968] used the contact impedance concept for the
design of an ultrasonic harness tester. These studies were not considered as possible
candidates for the radiation impedance model, though they may be considered in future
work.
3.5 RESPONSE OF THE TRANSDUCER MODEL WITH
RADIATION IMPEDANCE LOADING
Woods [2006] calculated an expression for the frequency response of the SD-02 model,
and plotted this expression as a Bode plot. In this section, the transducer model’s
frequency response is calculated again. In this case, the transducer is loaded with each
of the radiation impedance models proposed in Section 3.3, and the effect of each of
these models are explored.
To plot the transducer’s response when loaded with an arbitrary impedance, an
electronic-circuit simulation system is required. Lcapy is an open source software library
for performing linear circuit analysis in Python [Hayes 2014]. Lcapy uses symbolic
computation to analyse arbitrary electrical circuits5. Lcapy is capable of performing
similar operations to a SPICE-based simulator. A useful feature of Lcapy, which is not
generally found in SPICE simulators, is the ability to describe a component using an
arbitrary frequency-domain impedance expression. This can be used to describe the
radiation impedance as a lumped element.
A net list for the SD-02 transducer model shown in Figure 3.3 was created. Each of
the proposed radiation impedance models was then defined symbolically as an expression
in ω. Each impedance was then added in series with the device’s mechanical port, as
shown in Figure 3.6. The transfer function was found, using Lcapy to calculate the






where V out and F in refer to the corresponding quantities in Figure 3.6 (Pin was shifted
to the other side of the transformer to become a force input, F in).
Figure 3.8 shows the resulting frequency domain expression as a Bode plot6. The
unloaded response has a large resonant peak at 30 kHz, but does not excite a lower
frequency resonance. For the selected parameters, the fluid impedance has a negligible
effect on the transducer’s response. The Blake, Oestreicher-Elastic, and Zhang models
introduce a low-frequency resonance in the response. The Oestreicher-Viscoelastic
5See http://lcapy.elec.canterbury.ac.nz for more information about Lcapy.
6For an overview of Bode plots, see [Hayt et al. 2002].
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Figure 3.8 The frequency response of the SD-02 transducer model for various radiation impedance
loads. The included loads are: no-load, fluid, Blake, Oestreicher-Elastic, Zhang models, and Oestreicher-
Viscoelastic; plotted with parameters: r = 1 mm, ρ = 500 kg/m3, E = 9 GPa, ν = 0.35. For the
Oestreicher-Viscoelastic case, the viscosity parameters were set to 1/1000th of the corresponding elastic
parameters.
model was not included in this plot because Lcapy, unfortunately, is currently unable
to symbolically solve the loaded transfer function using this model.
Resonance in a series electrical circuit occurs when the reactive component is at a
minimum [Hayt et al. 2002]. The low frequency resonance peaks in Figure 3.8 occur at
the frequencies at which Im {Zin} = − Im {Zr}, where Zin is the mechanical impedance
seen looking into the transducer’s input port. To determine the frequency at which this
occurs, the total impedance was calculated using Lcapy,
Ztotal = Zin + Zr. (3.21)
(3.21) was then solved numerically to find the first root of the imaginary component. The
resonant frequency of the Blake, Oestreicher-Elastic, Zhang, and Oestreicher-Viscoelastic
models were calculated for a range of radii, with the other parameters fixed. The results
of this analysis are shown in Table 3.2. The resonant frequencies of the loaded models
were then determined for a range of Young’s modulus values, with the other parameters
fixed. The results are shown in Table 3.3. The resonant frequencies of the loaded models
were then determined for a range of Poisson’s ratio values, with the other parameters
fixed. The results are shown in Table 3.4. These analyses demonstrate that the selected
models are all dependent on radius, Young’s modulus, and Poisson’s ratio.
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Table 3.2 Resonant frequencies for the combined transducer-radiation impedance model, for various
radii. (a) Blake model, (b) Oestreicher-Elastic model, (c) Zhang model, and (d) Oestreicher-Viscoelastic
model. Calculated using parameters: ρ = 500 kg/m3, E = 9 GPa, ν = 0.35.
(a)



























Table 3.3 Resonant frequencies for the combined transducer-radiation impedance model, for various
values of Young’s modulus. (a) Blake model, (b) Oestreicher-Elastic model, (c) Zhang model, and (d)
Oestreicher-Viscoelastic model. Calculated using parameters: ρ = 500 kg/m3, ν = 0.35, r = 1.0 mm.
(a)
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Table 3.4 Resonant frequencies for the combined transducer-radiation impedance model, for various
values of Poisson’s ratio. (a) Blake model, (b) Oestreicher-Elastic model, (c) Zhang model, and (d)
Oestreicher-Viscoelastic model. Calculated using parameters: ρ = 500 kg/m3, E = 9 GPa, r = 1.0 mm.
(a)



























3.6 EFFECT OF ADDITIONAL MASS ON THE TRANSDUCER
The radiation impedance models predict that the transducer’s total mass influences its
low-frequency resonance. Specifically, as the mass increases, the low-frequency resonance
should decrease in frequency. To illustrate this, the transducer model, loaded with the
Blake impedance, is plotted in Figure 3.9. In this plot, the transducer’s mass has been
incrementally increased from its base mass of 50 g, up to a total mass of 100 g. The
low-frequency resonance has significantly decreased as the mass was increased.
3.6.1 Added-mass experiment
An experiment was performed to measure the transducer’s frequency response as mass
is added to the transducer. Two SD-02 transducers were inserted in a standing Beech
tree. A steel spike was inserted in the tree near the bottom of the stem, for exciting the
stress wave. One transducer was placed 20 cm up the tree from the steel spike. The
other transducer was placed 80 cm above the lower transducer. The lower transducer
was designated the reference channel, no additional mass was added to this transducer.
The upper transducer was designated the mass channel, Blu-Tack was added to this
transducer in 5 g increments. For each mass, the spike was hit 10 times with a hammer.
For each hit, the signal at each transducer was recorded using an oscilloscope.
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Figure 3.9 The effect of additional mass on the transducer’s frequency response. The transducer
was loaded with the Blake impedance with parameters: r = 1 mm, ρ = 500 kg/m3, E = 9 GPa, and
ν = 0.35.
3.6.2 Results
Figure 3.10 shows the spectrum of the mass channel for a single measurement. The
signal was normalised by dividing it, in the time domain, by the reference channel’s
RMS value. The three most prominent peaks in the spectrum occur at approximately
1450Hz, 1640Hz, and 2300Hz.
The frequency of each of these peaks is plotted against added mass in Figure 3.11.
In this plot, the peak frequency has been subtracted from the zero-mass peak frequency.
Thus, the plot shows the deviation of each peak. This plot demonstrates that none of
the peaks have shifted significantly as mass was added. This finding is unexpected, as
it was hypothesised that one of the peaks would decrease in frequency, as predicted by
the Blake-loaded model (Figure 3.9).
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Figure 3.10 Spectrum of one signal captured during the added-mass experiment.
























Figure 3.11 Peak-frequency deviation versus added mass. Deviation is plotted for the three most
prominent peaks: peak 1 ~1430 Hz, peak 2 ~1640 Hz, and peak 3 ~2300 Hz.
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3.7 DISCUSSION
In this chapter, the concept of radiation impedance was applied to a lumped-element
model of the Fakopp SD-02 transducer. Three different model types were considered
for this analysis, referred to as the Fluid model, the Blake model, and the Oestreicher
model. Two variations on the Oestreicher model were also considered, referred to as
the Oestreicher-Viscoelastic model and the Zhang model. It was hypothesised that the
prominent peak in the transducer’s frequency response, which is typically found in the
2-3 kHz range, is due to the radiation impedance resonating with the transducer’s mass.
This effect is sometimes referred to as contact resonance [Johnson 1985].
The models selected in this chapter simplify some aspects of the real wood-transducer
system. For example, all of the proposed models assumed an isotropic medium. Wood,
however, is known to be anisotropic (see Section 1.1.2). Additionally, the models all
treated the radiator as either a pulsating or oscillating sphere. Perhaps a piston model
would be a better description of the spike-shaped SD-02 transducer. The proposed
models contain a number of parameters including stiffness, density, effective radius,
Poisson’s ratio, and viscosity. The approach taken in this chapter was to estimate each
of these parameters, to see whether the resulting models would describe the behaviour
of the transducer in a standing tree. A problem with this approach is that many of the
model parameters interdependent. For instance, Tables 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 show that the
resonant frequency can be tuned by adjusting either radius, stiffness, or Poisson’s ratio.
Therefore, in order to use a radiation impedance model to predict a mechanical property,
the other related properties would need to be measured, or accurately estimated, ahead
of time.
It was shown in Section 3.6 that the transducer, loaded with the Blake model,
predicts that the lower-frequency resonance of the transducer should decrease as the
mass of the transducer is increased. The Blake model was used in this analysis, but
similar behaviour is observed for any radiation impedance which presents a stiffness
(rather than a mass) in the transducer’s low frequency range. An experiment was
performed to measure the effect of additional mass on the transducer. It was found
that none of the peaks in the probe’s response deviated significantly as mass was added.
This suggests that the measured peaks are not due to the contact resonance of the
radiation impedance with the probe’s mass. The observed peaks may be due to an
unforeseen resonant frequency, such as a radial or tangential mode through the stem, or
possibly due to a mode within the spike itself.
Another possible explanation is that one (or more) of the peaks is due to the contact
resonance of the steel spike. The spike used in the experiments is approximately 250 g,
significantly heavier than the transducer. This decreases its contact resonance. However,
the spike is also thicker than the transducer, thus has a larger effective radius. This
increases the low frequency resonance (as shown in Table 3.2). Thus, it may be that
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the spike produces a contact resonance in the same frequency range as the transducer.
It may be that a peak was not observed at the contact resonance frequency because
the spike’s excitation did not contain sufficient energy at that frequency. The loaded
frequency response (Figure 3.9) also predicts that other parts of the transfer function
are effected by the additional mass. For example, the loaded model predicts that the
gain in the passband (between the two resonances) should be reduced as mass is added.
This behaviour could be described by simplifying the loaded model to that of a linear
time-invariant system, described in the Laplace domain as
Y (s) = H(s)X(s), (3.22)
where X(s) is the transform of the excitation signal, and H(s) is the transform of the
system’s transfer function, which describes the response of the transducer, including
the radiation impedance loading. The response of the transducer with additional mass
added would be described by a modified transfer function Y ′(s) = H ′(s)X(s). Y can
be used to estimate Y ′, provided that the transfer functions are known,
Y ′(s) = H
′(s)
H(s) Y (s). (3.23)
Or inversely, (3.23) can be used to estimate the transfer function, H(s), if Y ′(s) and
Y (s) are measured. This would typically be performed using a numerical optimisation
method. This analysis is left for future work.
Chapter 4
DISPERSION MODELS AND THEIR APPLICATION
TO WOOD ACOUSTICS
The time of flight (ToF) method is a well established technique for evaluating wood
quality in standing trees. However, the method is known to overestimate wood’s stiffness
when compared to other techniques, such as acoustic resonance or static bending tests.
This is relevant because engineering applications are mostly interested in the static
stiffness of wood. Acoustic tools, in contrast, measure the dynamic stiffness of wood.
Similarly, wood quality researchers are interested in comparing data between these
various methods of measuring wood stiffness. Therefore, it is important to understand
the relationship between dynamic and static stiffness.
Some authors have suggested that the ToF method measures the stress-wave velocity
through the high-stiffness outerwood, and thus provides an overestimation of the tree’s
overall longitudinal stiffness [Chauhan and Walker 2006]1. In Section 1.2.5, a study
by Grabianowski et al. [2006] was examined. The authors found that the ToF method
tends to measure a greater velocity than the resonance method, even when measuring
cut pieces of timber from a particular part of the tree. This finding suggests that
the overestimation of the ToF method is not entirely due to propagation through the
outerwood.
Another explanation for the overestimation of the ToF method is due to the
phenomenon of acoustic dispersion. In this chapter, this hypothesis is explored through
the application of lumped-element viscoelastic-solid models to a ToF system. In
Section 4.1, the concepts of acoustic dispersion and attenuation are described. A
summary of previous research is provided regarding the measurement of these quantities
in wood. In Section 4.2, an overview is provided of viscoelastic transmission-line wave
models. Two different viscoelastic models are described, which are then applied to the
transmission-line. In Section 4.3, a simulation of a ToF system is described, where a
strong dependence on the viscoelastic model parameters is demonstrated. In Section 4.4,
an experiment is described, where a series of ToF measurements were performed on a
1An overview of studies which documented the overestimation of the ToF method was provided in
Section 1.2.4.
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standing Beech tree. The aforementioned viscoelastic models were then applied to the
measurements to determine values for the model parameters. Finally, in Section 4.5, a
discussion of the findings of this chapter is provided.
4.1 ACOUSTIC DISPERSION AND THE TIME OF FLIGHT
METHOD
Dispersion is the phenomenon where a wave’s phase velocity is a function of frequency
[Kolsky 1963]. The dispersion of a material is quantified by the dispersion relation,
which is typically expressed as
ω(k) = c(k)k (4.1)
[Crawford 1968], where k is the angular wavenumber, c is the phase velocity, and ω is
the angular frequency. In general, c is a function of k. Or equivalently, c is a function of
frequency. It was explained in Section 1.2.5 that wood is viscoelastic in nature, and thus
exhibits acoustic attenuation [Bucur 2006]. It can be shown using a Kramers-Kronig
relation that this implies wood is also dispersive [O’Donnell et al. 1980, Sachse and Pao
1978, Whitham 1974].
The viscoelastic behaviour of wood may be a significant contributor towards the
discrepancy between the ToF and resonance methods. The two measurement techniques
are known to produce waveforms with distinctive frequency content. The frequency
response of the resonance method’s signal contains peaks at the resonant harmonics,
which are given by (1.9). The transient response of the ToF method’s signal is typically
a short burst, which usually means the frequency response is more broad-band. [Ouis
2002] explained that the viscoelastic nature of wood implies that wood’s effective
stiffness2 increases with frequency. Therefore, if the ToF response contains energy at
higher frequencies than that of the resonance response, a higher measurement of the
wave velocity would be expected.
4.1.1 Measurement of attenuation in wood
As explained in Section 4.1, an acoustic medium which exhibits dispersion also exhibits
attenuation. If the attenuation coefficient is known, then the dispersion relation can be
derived [O’Donnell et al. 1980]. Experimental data on the dispersion of stress waves in
wood is not widely available, however, several authors have studied acoustic attenuation
in wood. In this section, an overview of these studies is provided, including the methods
used to measure acoustic attenuation, and the value of the attenuation coefficient which
was determined in each case.
2The term effective stiffness, also known as the dynamic stiffness, is used in this chapter to describe
the wood’s frequency dependent stiffness. Mathematically, it is the magnitude of the complex stiffness,
which is described for the viscoelastic models provided in Section 4.2.2 and Section 4.2.3.
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Bucur [2006] provided a thorough reference text on the use of acoustics for non-
destructive testing of wood. She noted that measurements of acoustic dispersion and
attenuation in wood are complicated by various factors. These include the physical
properties of the substrate, i.e., the wood’s elastic and viscous properties; the geometrical
characteristics of the specimen under test, both macro-structural and micro-structural;
the environmental conditions including temperature, moisture content, and mechanical
loading; and the measurement conditions including the sensitivity and frequency response
of the transducers, their size and location, the coupling medium, and the dynamic
characteristics of the electronic equipment. Bucur and Feeney [1992] noted that the two
principle causes of attenuation in wood are scattering and absorption. Scattering, they
noted, is usually related to the size of the wavelength relative to the size of the wood
fibres. They also explained that ultrasonic velocity and attenuation are best studied
by choosing a source frequency such that the acoustic wavelength lies roughly in a
range between the maximum dimension of the anatomical elements and the minimum
specimen dimension.
The amount of attenuation in wood is typically expressed in units of dB/cm. The
spatial gain of an acoustic wave can be expressed in decibels,






where exp is the exponential function, and α is the attenuation coefficient, which is
equal to − Im {k}, where k is the wavenumber (see (2.36)), and has units of m−1. The




Bucur [2006] stated that the attenuation coefficient for compressional waves travelling
along the grain is on the order of 2 dB/cm.
A common method of measuring acoustic attenuation in wood is via a pulse
transmission technique [Bucur and Feeney 1992]. In this method, a transducer is
attached to either side of a small wood sample. One of the transducers is driven using a
pulse generator. The generator typically drives several cycles at an ultrasonic frequency
(potentially ranging from about 100 kHz to several MHz). The attenuation coefficient
is deduced by taking the ratio of the received-signal amplitude through the sample to
the amplitude with no wood sample between the transducers. Either compressional or
shear mode transducers can be used. The transducers can be placed across any of the
sample’s faces, depending on whether the operator wants to measure along the L, R, or
3αdB/cm is also referred to as the attenuation coefficient, or the absorption coefficient, though it is
perhaps more accurately described as simply attenuation or gain.
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T directions.
Okyere and Cousin [1980] used the pulse transmission technique to find the attenua-
tion of longitudinal stress waves in small samples of four different species: White spruce,
Red pine, American beech, and Red oak. Ultrasonic pulses were generated at frequencies
of 250 kHz, 500 kHz, and 1.0 MHz. They found that each of the measured species
displayed a trend of increasing attenuation with frequency. The range of the attenuation
coefficients was between 0.5 dB/cm (Red oak at 250 kHz) to 5.0 dB/cm (White spruce
at 1.0 MHz). Kamioka [1988] used pulse transmission to evaluate the longitudinal
attenuation coefficient of Red lauan wood. Specifically, the effect on the response due
to various different coupling substances was examined. Grease was determined to be
the ideal coupling material, producing the largest response amplitude. The longitudinal
attenuation coefficient of the wood sample due to an ultrasonic pulse of 1 MHz was found
to be 1.62 dB/cm. Bucur and Feeney [1992] used pulse transmission to determine the
ToF velocity and the acoustic attenuation of small samples of Aesculus hypocastanum
(horse chestnut). The transducer was pulsed at ultrasonic frequencies ranging from
100 kHz to 1.5 MHz. This was conducted in each of the principle directions; L, R,
and T; for both longitudinal and shear modes. They observed significant dispersion in
the longitudinal direction between 100 kHz and 250 kHz, with the velocity increasing
from approximately 3000 ms−1 to 4000 ms−1. The attenuation over this range was not
quoted.
Another method of determining acoustic attenuation is by measuring the decay of
reverberations within a sample. It was noted by Dunlop [1983] that the rate of decay is
inversely proportional to the amount of absorption in the medium. Ouis [2000] used
this technique to find the decay of an induced wave in a harvested log. He measured
the decay due to an impulse-like signal in a log of Picea Abies, but did not provide a
figure for the attenuation coefficient. This method requires that a fixed, known length
wood-sample is used. It is therefore unsuitable for use on standing trees, where the ToF
method is typically employed.
Studies performed using the pulse-transmission technique have noted that both
acoustic velocity and attenuation tend to increase as the pulse frequency is increased
[Bucur and Feeney 1992, Okyere and Cousin 1980]. Ouis [2002] provided a theoretical
basis for this finding. He explained that the effective stiffness of wood (and most other
solids) is expected to increase with frequency. Ouis explained that this follows from the
fact that an acoustic medium is causal, i.e., no output response can precede its input.
A consequence of this causality is that the real and imaginary parts of the frequency
response are interrelated. Ouis [2000] explored a dispersive model of a viscoelastic
medium, known as the fractional Zener model (defined by [Pritz 1996]) which could
potentially be applied to wood studies. Ouis did not apply the viscoelastic model to
experimental data, he only hypothesised on the form of the dispersion model for wood.
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E/dz
ρdz ρdz
Figure 4.1 The one-dimensional lossless transmission-line model. The top elements are springs with
stiffness per unit length E/dz. The bottom elements are masses with values of ρdz.
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where σ is the stress, z is the distance along the medium, and c is the wave’s velocity
[Feynman et al. 1963]. (4.5) can be derived from a one-dimensional lossless transmission-
line model of the medium, such as shown in Figure 4.1. The general solution to (4.5) is
given by
σ(t, z) = f(ct− z) + g(ct+ z), (4.6)
where f is the forward-travelling solution, and g is the backward-travelling solution.
This analysis is a simplification, as real bulk-waves propagating in a material such as
wood are three-dimensional, anisotropic, and spread spherically inside a volumetric
space, or spread in plane when on the surface.
The one-dimensional solution, (4.6), can also be expressed as a Fourier-domain
transfer function. It can be shown that a forcing function applied at the origin will
result in a reproduction of that signal at distance z along the line, delayed in time by
τ = z/c. Thus, the transfer function in the Fourier domain is given by







= exp (jzk), (4.8)
where k is the wavenumber, or angular spatial frequency, in radians per metre. In the
lossless model, the wavenumber is real valued.
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(4.7) is a pure phase delay with zero attenuation. To create a lossy model, the
wavenumber is allowed to become complex,









Im {k} is another way of expressing the attenuation coefficient4, α. Alternatively, if
the stiffness, E, is specified as the complex frequency-dependent quantity, (4.7) may be
expressed as








where (1.6) was substituted into (4.7). In sections 4.2.2 and 4.2.3, potential models for
describing the complex stiffness, E, are proposed.
4.2.1 Transfer function for the time of flight method
Several variants of the ToF method were described in Section 1.2.3. In the present
section, a transfer function is developed for the variant of the ToF method where a
metal spike is used to excite the stress wave. This variant is depicted in Figure 1.4.
Figure 4.2 shows a block diagram of a linear, time-invariant (LTI) system designed to
model the ToF system. In the modelled ToF system, x(t) represents the (unknown)
input signal generated by the hammer striking the spike. The output signals y1(t) and
y2(t) are received by the transducers, which are separated by a distance ∆z. The spike
and the lower transducer are separated by a distance z0. The transfer function for wood,
given by (4.9), is used to model the delay between the output signals. In the Fourier
domain, the output signals are described by
Y1(jω) = X(jω)H(jω, z0)P (jω), (4.11)
Y2(jω) = X(jω)H(jω, z0 + ∆z)P (jω), (4.12)
where X(jω) is the input signal, and P (jω) is the response of each transducer. This
assumes that the two transducers are matched. These equations use convention of
representing time-domain quantities with lower-case letters and frequency-domain




= H(jω, z0 + ∆z)
H(jω, z0)
= exp (jk∆z) = H(jω,∆z). (4.13)
(4.13) shows that if H(jω,∆z) is known, Y2(jω) may be obtained directly from
4More specifically, α should be referred to as the absorption coefficient, as it expresses the amount
of energy lost in the medium due to frictional effects. In this chapter, the term absorption is preferred,
but attenuation is used in some instances, as it is used more commonly in the literature.
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h(t, z0) h(t,∆z)
x(t) y1(t) y2(t)
Figure 4.2 System diagram for the one-dimensional transmission-line model of the ToF method. In
this diagram the input and output signals are described in the time domain. The wood is modelled as
an impulse response, which is a function of time and distance.
Y1(jω), without knowledge of the input signal. In practice, H(jω,∆z) is not known, and
must be inferred from the measured signals Y1(jω) and Y2(jω). Rather than obtaining
the wood’s transfer function directly from (4.13), it is useful to first parametrise the
wood’s transfer function in terms of a lumped-element viscoelastic model. This approach
allows various unknown quantities such as the static stiffness and the dispersion relation
to be estimated.
4.2.2 The Voigt model
The Voigt model (also known as the Kelvin-Voigt model) is a lumped-parameter
mechanical model of a viscoelastic material [Kolsky 1963]. The Voigt model describes
a frequency dependent relationship for the material’s effective stiffness. The model’s
stiffness can be substituted for the stiffness element of the lossless transmission line
(Figure 4.1), allowing a frequency-dependent transfer function to be derived. The Voigt
model is shown in Figure 4.3(a).
The Voigt model consists of two parameters, the spring element, E0, representing the
material’s elasticity, and the damping element, η, representing the material’s viscosity.
Each of these parameters can be quantified in terms of its effective stiffness. The spring
element’s stiffness is a constant value, E = σ/ε. The damper element exerts a stress
proportional to the rate of change of its strain, σ = η dεdt . In the Fourier domain, the
damper’s effective stiffness is jωη. The total effective stiffness of the Voigt model, in
the Fourier domain, is
E(jω) = E0 + jωη. (4.14)
Kolsky [1963] suggested an alternative form of the Voigt model stiffness,
E(jω) = E0 (1 + jωτ) , (4.15)
where τ is the relaxation time, in seconds, given by τ = η/E0. (4.15) shows that when the
frequency, f = ω/2π, is much smaller than 1/τ , the effective stiffness is approximately
E0. Therefore, E0 is referred to as the static stiffness. When the frequency is much







Figure 4.3 Viscoelastic solid models. (a) the Voigt model, (b) the Zener model.
greater than 1/τ , the total stiffness is dominated by the damping element, and thus
increases linearly with frequency.
4.2.3 The Zener model
The Zener model (sometimes referred to as the standard linear solid (SLS) model) is
another lumped-parameter viscoelastic model [Zener 1948]. The model is shown in
Figure 4.3(b).
For the Zener model, the effective stiffness is given by




(4.16) can be rewritten in the same form as (4.15),
E(jω) = E0 (1 + jωτ0)1 + jωτ1
, (4.17)
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Figure 4.4 Viscoelastic model properties, plotted against frequency. (a) Phase velocity and group
velocity. (b) Stiffness and absorption coefficient. Voigt model plotted with parameters: E = 10 GPa,
τ = 1µs. Zener model plotted with parameters E0 = 10 GPa, E1 = 10 GPa, τ1 = 1µs.













At frequencies much lower than 1/τ0, the effective stiffness is approximately equal to
E0, the static stiffness. The numerator’s relaxation frequency, 1/τ0 is smaller than
1/τ1, indicating that the stiffness increases linearly at frequencies greater than 1/τ0. At
frequencies much greater than 1/τ1, the effective stiffness is approximately equal to
E0 + E1. In subsequent sections, the Zener model is parametrised in terms of E0, E1,
and τ1, as τ0 can be derived from the other parameters.
The phase velocity and group velocity of both models are plotted in Figure 4.4(a).
The effective stiffness, in GPa, and the absorption coefficient, in dB/cm, are both
plotted in Figure 4.4(b).
4.2.4 Spreading losses
A wave which obeys the one-dimensional wave equation, (4.5), and its associated general-
solution, (4.6), does not suffer spreading losses, as all energy is contained in the plane
perpendicular to the z direction. In reality, waves which are not constrained by fixed
boundaries will spread in space. The wave energy can spread in various ways, depending
on the geometry of the medium and the wave mode. Waves propagating on a surface
spread in two dimensions; waves propagating through a volumetric space spread three
dimensionally. It is currently unknown which of these modalities best describes the
behaviour of a ToF wave. In this section, an analysis of each of these cases is performed.
A gain value for each case is derived for the time of flight system.
Kolsky [1963] demonstrated that a wave which is spreading in three dimensions








where r is the radial distance from the point source. The form of the general solution
to (4.5) is
ε(t, r) = 1
r
f(ct− r), (4.21)
which is of the same form as (4.6), but decreases in amplitude with 1/r.
Consider now the ToF system described in Section 4.2.1. Assuming that the input
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The unknown input signal, x(t), is eliminated by taking the ratio between the two







A similar analysis can also be applied to the case of surface spreading, which is
known in the literature as cylindrical spreading [Kinsler et al. 2000]. Cremer et al.













The form of its corresponding general solution is
ε(t, r) = 1√
r
f(ct− r). (4.26)
Following the same approach as in the spherical case, the effective gain of the two









The time of flight system’s transfer function can now be appended to include the
gain due to spreading,








where A is the spreading gain, given by either (4.24) or (4.27), and E is the frequency-
dependent effective-stiffness, given by either (4.15) or (4.17).
5It should be noted that spherical spreading does not mean that the wave’s energy radiates equally
in all directions. It means that the wave energy spreads in three dimensions. The directional distribution
of energy in space is defined by the directivity. The transfer function described in Section 4.2.1 assumes
that the source (the spike) is axially aligned with both transducers, so the directivity is assumed to be
common to both transducers.
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Figure 4.5 Signals generated in the ToF simulation. The threshold (arrival) time of each signal is
marked with a red cross. The viscoelastic Zener model produces a smaller propagation time than the
lossless model, and thus a greater measured velocity.
4.3 TIME OF FLIGHT SIMULATION
It was hypothesised in Section 4.1 that the high-frequency content would lead to a
greater acoustic-velocity measurement, because the velocity in a viscoelastic material
increases with frequency.
To test this effect, a simulation of a ToF system was created. In this simulation,
a signal was synthesised to approximate that observed in a standing tree. The lower
transducer’s signal, y1(t), was formed by summing two exponentially-damped sinusoids
at frequencies of 3 kHz and 30 kHz, respectively. The resulting signal was of length
N = 3750 samples, at a sampling frequency of fs = 375 kHz (the same frequency as
that used in the experiment described in Section 4.4). The upper transducer’s signal,
y2(t), was created by filtering y1 through the ToF system’s transfer function. This
was achieved using multiplication in the frequency domain. An FFT of the input
signal, y1(t), was calculated, and then multiplied by the ToF system’s transfer function,
sampled at each of the FFT frequencies,









An inverse FFT of the result was then calculated to produce y2(t). Spherical spreading
was used for the spreading gain, A(z0,∆z).
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Table 4.1 The ToF (propagation time), velocity, and estimated stiffness for the simulated ToF
signals.
Model type Time of flight (µs) ToF velocity (m/s) Estimated MoE (GPa)
Lossless 258.60 3866.92 14.95
Zener 232.11 4308.38 18.56
A threshold was applied to y1(t) and y2(t) to find each waveform’s arrival time, and
thus the ToF between the two signals. Two different models for the effective stiffness
were applied to the simulation: the lossless model, and the Zener model. The lossless
model has a real-valued, constant stiffness. It was evaluated with a stiffness value of
E = 15 GPa. The Zener model was evaluated using the parameters6 E0 = 15 GPa,
E1 = 5 GPa, τ = 5µs. The models were calculated with density, spike-separation,
and transducer-separation values of ρ = 1000 kg/m3, z0 = 0.2 m, and ∆z = 1.0 m,
respectively.
The resulting simulated signals are shown in Figure 4.5. The Zener model has
reduced the propagation time compared to that of the lossless model. The time of
flight, velocity, and estimated stiffness (calculated using (1.6)) are shown in Table 4.1.
The stiffness estimated using the lossless model is approximately the same as the static
stiffness, the reason for the small discrepancy is unknown. The stiffness estimated
using the Zener model is significantly greater than the static stiffness. This finding
supports the hypothesis that the viscoelastic behaviour of a material causes a greater
ToF velocity.
4.4 STANDING TREE EXPERIMENT
An experiment was performed to capture a series of ToF measurements in a standing
Fuscospora cliffortioides (mountain beech) tree. The configuration of the experiment was
similar to that depicted in Figure 1.4, i.e., a metal spike was struck to excite the stress
wave. The spike was placed z0 = 0.2 m below the lower transducer. The transducers
were initially placed at the same distance from the spike, i.e., ∆z = 0. At this separation,
ten measurements were captured from each transducer. The upper transducer was then
moved up the tree by 5 cm, where a further 10 waveforms were captured. This process
was continued until the transducers were separated by ∆z = 0.5 m. The signals were
captured using a Treetap 7c unit; each measurement is of length N = 1200 samples,
at a sampling rate fs = 375 kHz. The experiment was conducted using Fakopp SD-02
transducers [Fakopp Bt 2000].
6These values were chosen because they are on the same order of magnitude as those found in the
standing tree experiment results, Section 4.4.1.
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4.4.1 Results
The complete data from one measurement, at a transducer separation of ∆z = 0.5 m, is
shown in Figure 4.6. The time-domain plot shows that the lower transducer’s signal, y1,
has a large amount of high-frequency ringing for approximately the first 300µs. This
high-frequency content is also present in the signal’s spectrum, which contains more
energy above 20 kHz than that of the upper transducer. Both signals have a dominant
frequency component7 at approximately 3 kHz.
An analysis was performed of the signal gain versus transducer separation. The
received signal’s amplitude is complicated by the wave reflecting internally within the
tree. This means that the received signal does not obey the transfer function of (4.10),
but rather a sum of transfer functions which are time-delayed according to the distance
of each reflection. Rather than develop a model for the complicated nature of these
internal reflections, the approach taken in this analysis was to only consider a subset of
samples taken from the beginning of the waveform.
The beginning of the waveform was isolated by multiplying each signal by a window
function, w(t). The windows were centred on the initial edge of each waveform. The
initial edge was determined using a threshold, set just above the noise floor. A Hann
function of length 100 samples was used as the window function [Ambardar 1999]. This
window length was selected because the envelope of the two signals were observed to
diverge significantly after this period. The window function is shown in Figure 4.8.
The gain was calculated by finding the ratio of the root mean square (RMS) value
of each signal, with the window applied. The resulting gain is plotted against transducer
separation in Figure 4.7. Also shown on this plot are the gains due to spherical and
cylindrical spreading, given by (4.24) and (4.27), respectively. The trend of the gain
is mostly similar to that of spherical spreading, except at ∆z = 0.05 m. At the other
distances, the calculated gain is slightly lower than that predicted by spreading alone.
It is hypothesised that the remaining attenuation, not accounted by the spreading gain,
is due to viscoelastic absorption. In Section 4.4.2, this hypothesis is explored through
the development of a method for fitting the viscoelastic model parameters to the data
measured in the standing tree experiment.
4.4.2 Viscoelastic model fitting
In Section 4.3, a transfer function of the ToF system was used to calculate y2(t),
given a simulated input signal, y1(t). In this section, it will be demonstrated that the
transfer function can also be applied to measured signals in order to estimate the wood’s
viscoelastic parameters.
7See Chapter 3 for an analysis of the origin of this peak.
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Figure 4.6 A single measurement of the standing tree experiment. Both channels are plotted for (a)
the entire time-domain signal, and (b) the corresponding signal’s spectra up to 50 kHz. Signals were
captured at a transducer separation of ∆z = 0.5 m.
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Figure 4.7 Signal gain is shown vs. probe separation, calculated as the ratio of RMS {y2} to
RMS {y1}, calculated with the window applied. Also shown are the expected gains due to spherical and
cylindrical spreading.
An optimisation method was used to fit the parameters of each viscoelastic model
to the measured data. To achieve this, a cost function was developed which compares
the upper transducer’s signal, y2(t), against an estimate of the signal, y2(est)(t). This
was implemented using a similar technique to the ToF simulation. The estimated signal
is given by








where E is the effective stiffness, parametrised by the values of the viscoelastic model
being used; and Y1(jω) is the FFT of the signal measured at the lower transducer. The
transfer function and input signal were multiplied in the frequency domain, followed by
an inverse FFT to generate y2(est)(t).
The error function was then generated using
e(t) = y2(est)(t)− y2(t). (4.32)
The error function was then multiplied by a time-delayed Hann function of length
N = 100 samples, as was done for the gain calculation. The RMS value of the windowed
error-function was returned by the cost function. The optimisation algorithm attempts to
minimise the cost function. Consequently, it attempts to find the viscoelastic parameters
which best match y2(est)(t) to y2(t).
Scipy is a numerical analysis package, implemented using the Python programming
language [Jones et al. 2014]. Scipy’s mathematical optimisation routines were used for
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Table 4.2 Fitted model parameters. Each of these models were calculated at a fitting distance of
∆z = 0.5 m
Model type Spreading E0 (GPa) E1 (GPa) τ (µs)
∣∣E(30 kHz)∣∣ Mean error
Voigt Spherical 16.23 n/a 1.29 16.70 0.30
Voigt Cylindrical 11.37 n/a 7.01 18.84 0.33
Zener Spherical 15.88 5.78 5.47 19.08 0.23
Zener Cylindrical 11.28 101.40 0.81 20.35 0.32
finding the model parameters. First, a coarse brute force search of the parameter space
was performed using Scipy’s brute function. For the Voigt model, the parameter space
searched was: E0 ∈ [1, 100] GPa, τ ∈ [1, 100]µs. For the Zener model, the parameter
space searched was: E0 ∈ [1, 100] GPa, E1 ∈ [1, 100] GPa, τ ∈ [1, 100]µs. Ten equally
spaced points were searched for each range. The output of the brute function was used
as the initial condition of Scipy’s fmin function, which was used to run the Nelder-Mead
simplex algorithm [Nelder and Mead 1965].
This technique was applied for both the Voigt and Zener models, with both spherical
and cylindrical spreading. The models were determined at a transducer separation of
∆z = 0.5 m. The resulting parameters are shown in Table 4.2. A metric was devised for
determining the performance of each model. The relative error is the ratio of e(t) with
the window applied, to y2(t) with the window applied,
relative error = RMS
{




y2(t) · w(t− τ th)
} , (4.33)
where τ th is the threshold time (first arrival) of y2. A relative error of 0 means that the
estimated signal matched perfectly. A relative error of 1 means that the model was a
complete mismatch. The “mean error” shown in Table 4.2 is the relative error, averaged
over all measurements, from all separation distances.
For the case of spherical spreading, both the Voigt and Zener models determined
a static stiffness of about 16GPa. For the cylindrical spreading case, both models
determined a static stiffness close to 11GPa. Table 4.2 also shows the effective stiffness
at a frequency of 30 kHz.
Time domain plots of the measured signals, window function, and the estimated
signals (with the window applied) for both models, are shown in Figure 4.8. The time
domain plots are shown for separations of ∆z = 0.2 m and ∆z = 0.5 m. For both
separation distances, the Zener model appears to match the measured signal slightly
more effectively than the Voigt model. At ∆z = 0.5 m, the Voigt model appears to have
filtered much of the high frequency energy, so only the signal’s envelope matches the
measured signal.
The relative error for all measurements, captured at all transducer separation
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Figure 4.8 Time domain plots of the measured and estimated signals. Plotted at separations of: (a)
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Figure 4.9 The relative error for all captured signals using model parameters of Table 4.2.
distances, is shown in Figure 4.9. It should be noted that the model has no effect at
∆z = 0 m, i.e., the estimated signal is always equal to y1(t). This is because the transfer
function is equal to unity when ∆z = 0 m. The large error at ∆z = 0 m appears to be
caused by a non-zero delay between the two transducers, possibly caused by a local
inhomogeneity in the tree or a poor placement of the transducers when conducting
those measurements. Overall, the Zener model with spherical spreading appears to
have performed the best, with a mean relative error of 0.23. The other models were
approximately equal overall, with values for the mean relative error of approximately
0.3.
4.4.3 Effective absorption coefficient
In Section 4.1.1, an overview was provided of previous researcher’s efforts to measure
acoustic attenuation in wood. In order to compare their findings against the viscoelastic
models described in this chapter, the absorption coefficient of each model was calculated.
For each of the models listed in Table 4.2, the absorption, in decibels per centimetre,
was calculated using (4.4). It was demonstrated in Figure 4.4(b) that the absorption
coefficient of both the Voigt and Zener models increases with frequency. The value of
the absorption was calculated at frequencies of 1 kHz and 1 MHz. The resulting values
are shown in Table 4.3.
All of the models predict a very low value for the absorption at 1 kHz. This suggests
that at low frequencies, the spreading losses account for the majority of the attenuation.
The absorption at 1MHz is much greater. The values predicted by the models with
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Table 4.3 Effective absorption coefficients for the models of Table 4.2 expressed in units of decibels
per metre.
Model type Spreading α at 1 kHz (dB/m) α at 1 MHz (dB/m)
Voigt Spherical -0.05 -3138.42
Voigt Cylindrical -0.36 -1704.45
Zener Spherical -0.09 -45.53
Zener Cylindrical -0.37 -451.42
spherical spreading are much greater than those with cylindrical spreading. This is
because cylindrical spreading attenuates more slowly with distance, so the optimisation
routine increased the model’s absorption to compensate. The absorption values of
the Voigt model at 1MHz are improbably large. Note that an absorption value of
-1 dB/cm, i.e., -100 dB/m, corresponds to a 105 times reduction in amplitude each metre.
Consequently, -5 dB/cm is a very large value, and -20 dB/cm is improbably large.
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It is well understood that the time of flight method measures an overestimation of a
standing tree’s stiffness. In this chapter, it was hypothesised that this overestimation is,
in part, due to dispersive wave behaviour in wood. It was explained that the dispersion
of an acoustic wave is closely related to the amount of absorption in the medium. To
investigate this hypothesis, a study of viscoelastic absorption models was performed.
Bucur [2006] explained the there are three main causes of acoustic attenuation in wood.
The first is the geometry of the radiation field, which includes spreading in space due
to the transducer’s radiation pattern, and interference effects due to reflection and
refraction. The second cause is absorption due to frictional effects within the wood.
The third cause is due to scattering of the wave within the material.
A transfer-function was developed for modelling the behaviour of an acoustic wave
in a time of flight system. This study is the only known attempt to model stress-wave
behaviour in a standing tree using viscoelastic transmission-line models. The developed
transfer-function incorporates two of the aforementioned causes of attenuation: beam
spreading, and viscoelastic absorption. Two viscoelastic models: the Voigt model, and
the Zener model, were applied to the transfer-function. These models are the simplest
possible models of viscoelastic behaviour in a solid. Kolsky [1963] described several
other potential solid models, though they were all determined to be inappropriate. The
Maxwell model is unsuitable because the effective stiffness is zero for the static case.
The auxiliary Voigt model was determined to be functionally equivalent to the Zener
model. More complex models are available, such as the generalised Maxwell model
[Gutierrez-Lemini 2014]. Future work should consider whether more complex models
describe the dynamic stiffness and attenuation of wood more accurately.
The transfer function model did not incorporate a scattering element. Bucur [2006]
explained that for wavelengths much longer than the size of the dominant structural
feature, i.e., the tracheid length, Rayleigh scattering predominates. For frequencies
below the resonant frequency of the dominant feature, Rayleigh scattering predicts that
the amount of scattering is inversely proportional to the fourth power of the wavelength.
The wavelength’s considered in the measurements conducted in this chapter are long
compared to the length of a tracheid cell. It is, therefore, unlikely that scattering plays
a significant role. However, if future work conducts measurements in the MHz range,
scattering may need to be considered.
Both the Voigt model and the Zener model predict that phase velocity, group
velocity, effective stiffness, and absorption all increase with frequency. This overall trend
is consistent with published data on wood properties. Static stiffness and dynamic
stiffness (at 30 kHz) values were provided for each model. The greatest difference
in static stiffness between the models was due to the type of spreading used, with
approximately 16GPa for the spherical case, and 11GPa for the cylindrical case. It
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is not known whether the stiffness functions predicted by the models are an accurate
reflection of the wood’s true stiffness. One method of testing this would be to capture
ToF data prior to sawing a tree, and then measure the stiffness of the cut wood, either
using resonance or a static-stiffness test. It would be insightful to see whether either of
the proposed models was a strong predictor of the outerwood’s static stiffness. If this
were the case then the model could be integrated into a field ToF measurement device,
such as Wireless Treetap (see Chapter 5).
Similarly, it is not known whether the attenuation coefficients predicted by the
models are an accurate reflection of the wood’s actual attenuation. In the future, this
could be measured using one of the methods discussed in Section 4.1.1. It was not
possible to perform these measurements in this case because the sample trees could not
be chopped down.
It it also unknown whether the dispersion relation is a useful indicator of other
mechanical properties. For example, Wang et al. [2002] examined the relationship
between acoustic velocity and moisture content, and found that velocity increases as
wood is dried. This is not surprising, as stiffness increases (see Section 1.1.3), and
density decreases, as wood is dried. Both of these properties contribute towards an
increase in acoustic velocity, as given by (1.6). It might be insightful to determine
whether a predictable relationship also exists between dispersion and moisture content,
or other mechanical parameters.
The metric relative error was used to evaluate the performance of the model at
various separation distances. This metric suggested that the Zener model with spherical
spreading was the best fitting model. The effective absorption coefficient was also
calculated for each model. The absorption of the Voigt model at 1MHz is thought to
be improbably high, with values exceeding -1700 dB/m. The absorption of the Zener
model at 1MHz is more similar to the values observed by previous researchers, which
are on the order of -2 dB/cm. The absorption coefficient values at 1 kHz were small for
all models. It is difficult to know whether these values realistic, as previous researchers
did not quote a value for the attenuation coefficient at low frequencies. It is reasonable,
however, to expect a much smaller level of absorption at low frequencies. Resonance
testing (described in Section 1.2.2) requires that a low-frequency wave propagates many
times along the length of a harvested stem. This requires an absorption coefficient on
the order of -0.1 dB/m.
The Nelder-Mead simplex algorithm was used to determine the model parameters.
A potential problem with optimisation methods is that the procedure may converge
on a local minimum, rather than the best global solution. The current approach is to
perform a coarse brute-force search of the parameter space prior to model fitting. It is
currently unknown whether this step is necessary. Local minima were not found in the
parameter space of the models and measurements considered in this chapter, though it
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is unknown whether this will remain true when the technique is applied to other trees.
To test this, future work should apply the procedure to measurements from more trees.
Some improvements could be made to the experimental procedure. There was
a small time-delay between the two transducers at ∆z = 0 m. This delay is likely
present because it is not physically possible to place the two transducers at the exact
same location. The time delay causes a significant relative error value, as the error is
particularly sensitive to phase variations. This can be seen in Figure 4.9, where the
error at ∆z = 0 m is large, even though the transfer function at this distance has no
effect. The relative error is also sensitive to local variations in the wood’s properties.
The transfer function assumes that the wood’s stiffness and density are constant along
the entire length, which is untrue in many situations, especially where major defects
such as knots are present in the wood.
A key component of the procedure described in this chapter is the bandwidth of the
transducers and measurement device. The SD-02 transducers used in this experiment
cannot measure frequencies which greatly exceed 30 kHz (see Chapter 3 for a detailed
description of these devices). Therefore, they only provide a limited sample of the
wood’s dispersion relation. If a transducer with increased bandwidth is employed then
the sampling frequency of the measurement device must be necessarily increased, as
required by the sampling theorem [Ambardar 1999]. Another concern is the spectrum
of the excitation. The metal spike employed in the experiment may only produce
excitation frequencies within a limited band. Future work could explore additional
types of transducers and signal sources.

Chapter 5
THE WIRELESS TREETAP SYSTEM
Treetap the name of a series of ToF measurement systems developed at the University
of Canterbury. Wireless Treetap (WTT) is the next iteration of this project. The goal
of the project is to create a smartphone-based system for measuring wood stiffness.
In previous Treetap versions, two wired transducers were attached to a small box of
measurement electronics. In the WTT system, each transducer is coupled to its own
electronic instrumentation, forming a standalone unit known as a probe. A complete
WTT system consists of two probes, which wirelessly connect to a smartphone for
controlling the system.
The initial work on this system was conducted as part of a final-year undergraduate
engineering project at the University of Canterbury [Harrison et al. 2014]. This chapter
describes the continuation of this project, through to a working prototype of the system.
Section 5.1 is a review of existing ToF tools. Section 5.2 describes the specifications of
the system. Section 5.3 describes the hardware design of the WTT probe, including
electronic component selection; the design and performance of the analogue front-end;
digital design considerations; power supply design and battery performance; and the
design of the probe’s external housing. Section 5.4 describes the implementation of
the system’s software, including the probes firmware, and a smartphone application
(app) for coordinating and controlling the system. Section 5.5 outlines the hardware
and software algorithm employed for time-synchronising multiple probes, a necessary
feature for operation of the system. Section 5.6 provides a brief overview of time-delay
estimation techniques, and compares four delay-estimation techniques, for potential
integration into WTT. Section 5.7 describes a field test which was conducted of the
system, and its comparison to a previous Treetap system. Finally, a discussion of the
project’s findings are provided in Section 5.8.
5.1 REVIEW OF EXISTING TIME-OF-FLIGHT TOOLS
The ToF method is an established technique for measuring wood stiffness in standing
trees. An overview of the method, and a summary of relevant research findings, was
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provided in Section 1.2.3. Several commerial and research oriented ToF devices have been
developed. While the principle of operation between these devices is fundamentally the
same, there are differences in device construction, form-factor, and operating procedure.
In this section, an analysis of existing ToF devices is performed, and the differences
between these systems is explored in detail.
A range of ToF devices are shown in Figure 5.1. An early developer of ToF tools
was Fakopp Bt1, who released the Microsecond Timer in 1994 [Fakopp Bt 2001]. They
also released the TreeSonic–an industrialised version of the Microsecond Timer [Fakopp
Bt 2005]; and the Ultrasonic timer–targeted at more sensitive measurements, such
as those performed on young seedlings [Divos 2010]. Fibre-Gen developed the ST-
300–a commercial ToF tool with a number of innovative features [Carter et al. 2005,
Fibre-gen 2017]. Intrumenta Mechanik Labor (IML) developed the Micro Hammer, a
device targeted at measuring decay in trees [IML 2017]. Metriguard was another early
developer of ToF tools. They developed the Stress Wave Timer–a device used to detect
decay in trees and wood structures [Metriguard 2017]. Agricef developed the USLab
Ultrasonic timer [Agricef 2017]. CBS-CBT’s developed the Sylvatest Trio [CBS-CBT
2017]. A number of ToF devices have been developed at the University of Canterbury.
These include Timbersonic [Hayes and Chen 2003], and Treetap [Toulmin 2005, Waugh
2004, Woods 2006].
Most devices use two wired piezoelectric-probes connected to a measurement unit.
The probes are usually sharp, rugged, spike-shaped transducers, allowing them to be hit
with a hammer through the tree’s bark and into the outerwood. The Fakopp Treesonic
device is unique in that a hammer apparatus is integrated into the transducer, to assist
attachment to the tree. In some systems, the stress-wave is excited by striking one
of the transducers with a hammer. This method is used by the Fibre-Gen ST300,
Fakopp-Treesonic, and Fakopp-Microsecond. One disadvantage of these systems is that
striking the transducer to create the wave can potentially damage the transducer. Also,
there is a much larger signal induced at the striking transducer, which can cause the
sampling electronics to saturate. For most devices this is not an issue, as they do not
analyse the entire waveform, only the initial edge.
The original developers of Treetap recognised that striking the transducer would
shorten its life, so they decided to use a separate “hit probe” for exciting the wave. The
hit probe is a steel spike, which is hit into the tree, typically 20 cm below the lower
receiving probe. A hit probe is also used by the IML Micro Hammer. In the Micro
Hammer, the initiating transducer is integrated into the hammer, not embedded in
the tree, and the hit probe is just a passive device for the hammer to strike. This
arrangement might allow for an accurate measurement of the hammer’s excitation signal,
though this has not been documented.
1http://fakopp.com





Figure 5.1 Existing ToF devices. (a) Fakopp’s Microsecond Timer. (b) Fakopp’s Treesonic Timer.
(c) Fakopp’s Ultrasonic Timer. (d) Fibre-Gen’s ST300. (e) IML’s Micro Hammer. (f) MetriGuard’s
Stress Wave Timer. (g) Agricef’s Ultrasonic Timer. (h) CBS-CBT’s Sylatest Trio. (i) University of
Canterbury’s Timbersonic. (j) University of Canterbury’s Treetap.
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Another method of producing the stress-wave is to electrically excite a transmitting
transducer. A piezoelectric device can operate reciprocally, i.e., generating a stress
signal when an electric field is applied [Arnau 2008]. In order to produce a significant
force at the transducer, the measurement device must drive a high-voltage pulse across
its terminals. This method is used by the Fakopp-Ultrasonic, Agricef-Ultrasonic, CBS-
CBT-Sylvatest Trio, and is optionally available on Treetap 7c. This method is less
reliable in wet-wood, where the acoustic attenuation is high [Bucur 2006]. It is best used
in dry wood or smaller samples, such as increment cores. A problem with this method
is that the excitation transducer can add an additional delay, due to the asymmetry
of the system, even with no wood material between the transducers. This effect is
demonstrated in the Fakopp Ultrasonic Timer’s manual2, which shows that the measured
time delay is typically non-zero when the probe separation is zero. This offset should be
removed through a correction factor. Another difficulty with these systems is preventing
the high-voltage impulse from electrically coupling into the receiving channel. This
effect was observed in Treetwist system [Hayes and Pink 2012], which attempted to
subtract the coupled signal from the receiver channel.
Most devices only return the ToF in microseconds to the user; the user must
calculate the velocity using an independently measured distance. This is conducted
either by programming this distance into the device, or manually calculating the velocity
afterwards. Some devices store the measurement data in memory, and allow the data to
be downloaded to a PC for analysis. Each measurement is usually tagged with a tree-id,
which the measurement data is associated with. It appears that none of the commercial
ToF devices record the full waveform, only the resulting propagation time or velocity.
Fibre-Gen’s ST300 is the only known system to incorporate a distance measurement
system in the device. The probes incorporate an ultrasonic range-finder to measure
the acoustic propagation time in air, allowing the device to automatically calculate
the velocity. The ST300 is also the only known system to use wireless probes. This
is achieved by using an infra-red LED on the transmitting probe to indicate that a
measurement has begun. When the stress wave is received, the receiving probe compares
the start and end times, and returns the difference to a PDA device. This device also
allows additional data to be entered and recorded, such as stand location, species, etc.
5.2 SPECIFICATIONS
The Treetap range of ToF systems has been in development at the University of
Canterbury for over 10 years [Woods 2006]. The currently used devices, Treetap 4 and
Treetap 7c, suffer from several problems. The wired probes are a common point of
failure, as the wires are easily twisted or snagged on branches when moving through a
forest. The devices use a threshold algorithm to detect the wave start. This is prone to
2Available at http://fakopp.com/docs/products/ultrasonic/UltrasonicGuide.pdf.
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Figure 5.2 Wireless Treetap consists of two independent receiver-probes and a smartphone, which
controls the system and provides an interface for the operator.
errors if signal strength is weak. The devices only have a minimal LCD display. An
updated system, using smartphone technology, could make use of a number of useful
features, including: a high-resolution display, touchscreen input, geo-tagging of data via
GPS, time-stamping of data, and networked upload of measured data. The following
specifications for the new ToF system were devised:
• The system will use the two receiving-probes topology. The excitation will be
provided using a metal-spike embedded in the tree, reducing wear on the probes
due to excess hitting. A diagram of the proposed system is shown in Figure 5.2.
• Each probe will function as a standalone measurement device, consisting of: an
acoustic transducer, measurement electronics, wireless communication, and a
rechargeable lithium polymer (LiPo) battery.
• Each probe unit will be compact enough to be easily held in one hand. Each
probe must be rugged enough to sustain repeated insertion in many trees.
• The two probes will connect to a smartphone application via Bluetooth. The data
sampled by each probe will be downloaded and saved by the phone application.
• The system should be capable of measuring an acoustic delay between the two
probes to an accuracy of 1µs.
• Each probe should be capable of running for full working day (8 hours) without
being recharged. The probes will enter a low power mode after being idle for some
time, maximising battery life.
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5.3 HARDWARE DEVELOPMENT
The WTT system’s hardware design presented several challenges. The probe units
need to be physically compact, rugged, reliable. They also need to provide accurate
measurement results. In this section, these challenges are addressed through the design
of the probe hardware. Section 5.3.1 provides an overview of the high-level system
design and component selection. Section 5.3.2 provides details for the design of the
probe’s analogue front-end. Section 5.3.3 describes the battery and power supply design
of the probe. Section 5.3.4 describes the design of the housing (or enclosure) for the
probe’s electronics. In Section 5.3.5, the probe’s measurement performance is detailed.
Section 5.3.6 describes the method used to set the device’s trigger threshold, a key
parameter for identifying an acoustic wave arrival.
5.3.1 System design
Each probe contains a microcontroller for coordinating and controlling the probe’s
subsystems. An ARM-based microcontroller was selected because of its low cost and
popularity for embedded-systems applications. Treetap 7c used an Atmel SAM7S ARM
microcontroller, which is now listed as an obsolete device. The SAM4S [Atmel 2013] is a
pin-compatible replacement for the SAM7S, though there are many internal differences
between the two. This device was selected for use in the WTT probe. This allowed
some existing driver code to be reused.
Previous iterations of Treetap used the Fakopp SD-02 transducer [Fakopp Bt 2000].
Operators of Treetap devices reported that the measurement reliability, which is closely
related to the transducer performance, was acceptable. For this reason, the SD-02 was
again selected for the WTT system. For each probe, the transducer’s cable was cut so
that it could be directly connected to the probe’s input header.
Many commercially available ToF devices only record the time delay between the
transducers, not the entire waveform. It was decided that WTT would sample and
record the entire waveform. This is because WTT is, in part, a research tool, and one
of the potential research goals is to develop a better understanding of wave behaviour
in wood. To achieve this, an analogue front-end was designed for the probe, including a
programmable gain amplifier, an anti-aliasing low-pass filter, and an analogue to digital
converter. Further details regarding the front-end design are provided in Section 5.3.2.
Each probe contains its own independent clock. However, when conducting a
measurement, both probe’s waveforms must be referenced to a common clock in order to
calculate the time delay. Therefore, the probes must periodically synchronise to account
for the differences between their individual clocks. Several options were considered
for implementing the synchronisation. Initially, a GPS-based solution was considered.
This would make use of the highly accurate “pulse per second” output, derived from
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atomic clocks inside the satellites [Allan et al. 1997]. However, initial prototyping
revealed that the selected GPS receiver, the GP-2106 [ADH 2010], does not reliably
obtain a satellite fix under forest canopy, probably because of its small antenna size.
Several other synchronisation options were considered by Harrison et al. [2014] while
performing the initial background research for the WTT project. Ultimately, a low
power radio, the nRF24L01+ [Nordic Semi 2008], was included in the design specifically
for time-synchronising devices. A temperature-controlled crystal oscillator (TCXO), the
ASTX H11 [Abracon 2015], was selected as the clock source for the probe because of the
improved frequency stability when compared against a standard quartz crystal. Further
details regarding the implementation of the synchronisation algorithm are provided in
Section 5.5.
A low cost Bluetooth transceiver module was selected for communication with the
smartphone. LiPo batteries were selected as the best option for powering the devices,
as they are rechargeable, and are among the most energy-dense batteries currently
available. A micro-USB interface was included on the probe for battery charging and
debugging on a PC. An integrated LiPo battery charger was included in the system for
charging the device via USB. For simplicity and noise performance, it was decided that
all electronic devices in the probe would operate using linear-regulated power supplies.
A JTAG interface was included on the probe for uploading firmware to the probe and
performing interactive debugging. A block diagram of the subsystems implemented in
each probe is shown in Figure 5.3.
5.3.2 Analogue front-end design
The WTT system is designed with two purposes in mind: to be a robust ToF device
for measuring tree stiffness in forestry applications, and to capture waveform data for
advancing the understanding of acoustic wave behaviour in wood. Consequently, the
measurement performance is significantly over-specified, when compared to a device
which is only required to measure ToF tree stiffness.
A block diagram of the WTT probe’s analogue front-end is shown in Figure 5.4.
The front-end consists of several subsystems: a clamping circuit, a programmable gain
amplifier, a single-supply biasing network, an anti-aliasing filter, and an analogue to
digital converter. This topology was adapted from that used in Treetap 7c, though
many of the components were updated to more modern variants.
The probe is designed to operate from a single LiPo battery, thus, the front-end is
a single-supply design. In order to allow both positive and negative voltage swings, the
inputs of each of the front-end stages were biased to V ref/2. This was achieved using a
voltage divider to drive the input of a unity-gain operational amplifier (op-amp). The
active bias provides a low impedance source for the rest of the front-end, reducing sag
on the bias rail when downstream circuits are activated. A large voltage can be induced

















Figure 5.3 Block diagram of the probe’s hardware subsystems.
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across the transducer when a large stress is applied to it, such as when it is hit into a
tree with a hammer. To protect the front-end electronics from a potentially damaging
voltage, a clamp circuit was placed at the probe’s input. The clamp consists of two
BAV99 packages [Fairchild 2014], each containing two series silicon diodes (each with
forward-voltage ≈ 0.7 V). So the transducer is limited to voltage swings of approximately
±1.4 V from the bias point. The front-end also includes a wake-up circuit. This works
by connecting the transducer, via a MOSFET, to a microcontroller pin, so that a large
input can trigger an interrupt. This allows the probe to be awoken from its low power
(sleep) state by striking the transducer.
The front-end does not require a large voltage gain when performing stiffness
measurements on standing trees. However, in the future the system may be applied
in other scenarios, where smaller amplitude signals are measured. To allow this, a
programmable gain amplifier (PGA) was included in the front-end design; the device
selected was the MCP6S21 [Microchip 2003]. This device allows voltage gains from
APGA = 1 to APGA = 32 to be selected. Following the PGA, a combination fixed-gain
and low-pass filter stage was included. This stage serves as an anti-aliasing filter prior
to sampling. It was implemented using an OPA2365 op-amp [TI 2007] configured
as a two-pole, multiple-feedback active filter [Horowitz and Hill 2015], followed by a
single-pole passive low-pass RC filter. The cutoff frequency for this filter was set to 125
kHz, and the gain was set to Afixed = −8, i.e., the filter is an inverting stage.
Two different analogue to digital converters (ADCs) were considered for use in
the probe. The SAM4S has a built-in ADC peripheral, which is a 12-bit successive
approximation device, this is referred to as the internal ADC. The second ADC
considered was an external package, the AD7274 [Analog 2005], which is also a successive
approximation architecture. This device is referred to as the external ADC. Either of
these devices can be selected during manufacturing by populating a 0Ω resistor on
the circuit board. The ADC’s sampling frequency must be at least twice the highest
frequency of interest, as required by the sampling theorem [Ambardar 1999]. Therefore,
the sampling frequency must be set to at least 250 kHz to avoid aliasing. The ADCs
reference voltage was provided using a precision voltage reference, the REF5030 [TI
2013].
5.3.3 Power supply design
As stated in Section 5.3.1, the probe is powered using LiPo batteries. Two battery
connectors were included, one on either side of the circuit board, so that two LiPo cells
can be connected in parallel. This arrangement maximises the available space inside
the probe’s housing.
The probe’s circuit board is divided into a number of power-supply regions. These
regions are: MCU power, analogue power, Bluetooth power, and clock-sync power. Each
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Figure 5.4 Block-diagram of the WTT probe’s analogue front-end.
region is powered via its own linear regulator, which is connected to the battery. This
configuration reduces noise in the front-end due to digital switching and power-supply
loading. It also allows each power-supply to be disabled when the device enters sleep
state. When this occurs, only the MCU’s power supply remains active.
The device is designed to switch to a low-power sleep mode if it receives no commands
for a certain amount of time. In lower power mode all peripheral devices on the printed
circuit board (PCB) are disabled and the microcontroller is placed in a low power mode.
The current draw of the device in low power mode was measured at approximately 150
µA. The battery capacity of the device, when using two LiPo cells, is approximately
600mAh. Thus, in sleep mode, the battery is expected to last longer then 150 days
before fully discharging.
5.3.4 Manufacturing and housing design
The probe’s hardware design; as discussed in Sections 5.3.1, 5.3.2, and 5.3.3; was
manufactured into a PCB. Several problems with the design were encountered during
this process, including: inadequate or faulty power supply design, incorrect component
selection, incorrect component footprints, and manufacturing faults. Four iterations of
the PCB were constructed before all of these problems were fixed. The final version of
the PCB is shown in Figure 5.5.
An important component of the WTT system is the physical design of the probe
housing. The specifications for the housing are as follows. Each probe must be robust
enough to withstand being struck many times, as the attached transducer will be hit into
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Figure 5.5 The final version of the Wireless Treetap PCB.
many trees. The probe must be water-resistant. It is not expected that the probes will
be submerged underwater, or used in very heavy rain, but they should withstand light
rain or high levels of humidity. The LiPo batteries are charged via a USB connection,
this port needs to be easily accessed. Ideally, the probes should be easy to disassemble,
as the batteries will need to be replaced approximately annually. Mr Nigel Pink from
the University of Canterbury School of Forestry used these specifications to design and
construct the WTT housing. The components of the housing are shown in Figure 5.6.
The outer housing of the probe is built from impact resistant nylon. The outer
housing is in two pieces: the transducer housing, and the electronics housing. The two
pieces connect using a nylon thread. The electronics housing is a hard perspex tube;
the PCB is fixed on its edge using two grub screws. A nylon end-cap with an o-ring
seal protects the circuit board from moisture entering. The outer housing and end-cap
can be removed without any tools, allowing for easy charging.
5.3.5 Front-end performance
In this section, two experiments are documented which were conducted to measure
the performance of the analogue front-end. These experiments are: the measurement
of the front-end’s frequency response, and the measurement of the front-end’s noise
performance.
5.3.5.1 Frequency response
An experiment was performed to determine the frequency response of the probe’s
front-end. An Agilent 3320A Function generator [Keysight 2015b] was connected at the
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Figure 5.6 The Wireless Treetap kit.
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Figure 5.7 The frequency response of the WTT probe’s front-end, plotted as (a) magnitude gain,
and (b) phase shift.
probe’s input, in place of the transducer. An Agilent DSO6014A Oscilloscope [Keysight
2015a] was connected at the probe’s ADC-input. A Python script was written to
programmatically control the function-generator and oscilloscope. The input frequency
was varied incrementally, and the output voltage and phase were recorded using the
oscilloscope. The PGA’s gain was set to APGA = 1. The resulting voltage-gain and
phase-shift of the front-end are plotted in Figure 5.7.
This analysis revealed that the cutoff frequency of the anti-aliasing filter is ap-
proximately 131 kHz, and the gain is approximately Afixed = −7.87. These values are
acceptably close to the designed values of 125 kHz, and Afixed = −8.0. The magnitude
gain shown in Figure 5.7 is reasonably flat over the pass band. The phase shift is close
close to -180°for most of the pass band, though it does increase significantly above
10 kHz.
5.3.5.2 Noise performance measurements
An experiment was performed to evaluate the noise performance of front-end, and
compare the internal and external ADCs. A WTT probe was configured to record a
series of samples. An SD-02 transducer was connected to its input, and the probe was
placed in an acoustically and electrically-quiet location. The WTT app (described in
Section 5.4.2) was configured to sequentially capture a number of buffers. The trigger
threshold (described in Section 5.3.6) was set to zero ADC-counts so that the device
would immediately trigger. Each buffer recorded by the probe was transmitted to
the app via Bluetooth. 100 buffers were captured, each of length 1024 samples, at
a sampling frequency of fs = 1 MHz. The experiment was repeated for each of the
available PGA gain levels. It was also repeated using both the internal ADC and the
external ADC.
Suppose that the first buffer recorded by the probe always contains some spuri-
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Table 5.1 Sample standard deviation, σn, of the probe’s noise. Measured for both the internal and
external ADC. Values have been referred to the device’s input.







ous artefact, then using the noise measurement procedure described in the previous
paragraph, this artefact would be present in every captured buffer. For example, the
first buffer might always contain a spike due to the front-end powering-up. To avoid
this effect, a noise-test mode was created. In this mode, the probe ignores the first N
buffers it records, and saves the (N + 1)th buffer. Once this buffer is returned to the
app, the probe increments N and the measurement begins again.
The buffers captured by the app were combined into a zip file which was then
downloaded to a PC. A Python script was developed to analyse the captured data. This
script parses the received data, analyses the results, and presents them as usable plots.
The recorded samples, which are formatted in units of ADC counts, were converted to
volts using the formula
V in =
C · V ref
APGA ·Afixed · 2B − 1
, (5.1)
where C is the number of ADC counts, V ref is the ADC’s reference, APGA is the PGA
gain, Afixed is the front-end’s fixed gain, and B is the number of the bits of the ADC.
The power spectral density (PSD) of the measured data was calculated using
Welch’s method. This technique averages overlapping FFT-segments, which reduces
the variance of the spectral-density estimate when compared to simply squaring the
signal’s FFT-magnitude [Oppenheim and Schafer 2010]. The implementation which
was employed used a Hanning window of length N = 1024. Plots showing the noise
performance of the external ADC are shown in Figure 5.8. Plots showing the noise
performance of the internal ADC are shown in Figure 5.9. Table 5.1 shows the standard
deviation, measured in ADC-counts, at each gain level, for both ADCs.
5.3.6 Trigger-threshold determination
The trigger-threshold is used to determine when a sampling WTT probe in the waiting
state becomes triggered (the device states are described in Section 5.4.1). To avoid
spurious triggering in the absence of a signal, the threshold-level must be above the
device’s noise floor. Section 5.3.5.2 described an experiment performed to measure the
noise performance of a WTT probe. The data captured in this experiment was also
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Figure 5.8 Noise performance of WTT probe using the external ADC with APGA = 32. (a) ADC
count versus buffer index. (b) Histogram of captured ADC counts. (c) Voltage spectral density, referred
to the ADC’s input. (d) Voltage spectral density, zoomed to 0–50 kHz.
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Figure 5.9 Noise performance of WTT probe using the internal ADC with APGA = 32. (a) ADC
count versus buffer index. (b) Histogram of captured ADC counts. (c) Voltage spectral density, referred
to the ADC’s input. (d) Voltage spectral density, zoomed to 0–50 kHz.
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used to determine an appropriate threshold for triggering the probe.
5.3.6.1 Probabilistic noise model
The noise histograms shown in Figure 5.8(b) and Figure 5.9(b) closely resemble a
Gaussian distribution. This suggests that a Gaussian distribution may be an appropriate
model for the ADC counts in the absence of an applied external signal. The application
of this model allows the probability of a false trigger to be determined.
To calculate the probability of a false trigger, it is assumed that the noise is Gaussian.
Further, it is assumed that the noise is zero-man. In practice this is not true, due to
input offsets in the front-end. However, the mean can easily be estimated and subtracted
prior to beginning a measurement. The Gaussian model allows a probability density





































In this model, the cumulative distribution can be used to predict the probability
that a noise value will exceed a certain level. If event A is a noise value exceeding
the threshold T , and event B is a noise value below the threshold. Then,





= 2Fn (T )− Fn(0), (5.6)
and,
P (B) = 1− P (A). (5.7)
If a sequence of length N samples is captured, the probability of at least one sample
exceeding the threshold is,
P (at least one above threshold) = 1− P (B)N . (5.8)
This means that for a chosen threshold, T , and a chosen sampling time, τ = N/fs, the
probability of an erroneous trigger can be determined. In the following section, this
approach is used to select the probe’s threshold level.
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Figure 5.10 Probability of erroneously triggering in an interval vs. threshold level. The probability
is plotted for 30 s and 60 s sequences, assuming a sampling rate of fs = 1 MHz.
5.3.6.2 Threshold sensitivity level
The probability of erroneous trigger is given by (5.8). This equation can be used to plot
the probability of an erroneous trigger, assuming a Gaussian noise model. In Figure 5.10,
this probability is plotted against threshold level, which is specified in terms of standard
deviations, T = σnS. The erroneous trigger probability is plotted for two sequence
lengths, 30 s and 60 s, assuming a sampling frequency of fs = 1 MHz.
The probe’s threshold level is given by
T = σnS, (5.9)
where T is the threshold level (in ADC counts), and S is the sensitivity multiplier.
The app allows the user to select the PGA gain and sensitivity in its configuration
options. The app then calculates the trigger-level, using the noise levels given by
Table 5.1, and sets the level on each probe. The WTT app has four sensitivity levels to
select from. The high sensitivity level was chosen to maximise detection of small signals.
The trade-off is that there is a reasonable chance of triggering within 60s; T high = 6.0 σ
corresponds to approximately P = 0.15 within this time. The normal sensitivity level
was selected so that it’s very unlikely to trigger the device during normal operation.
The low sensitivity level is extremely unlikely to trigger under normal operation, but
was added so that the device can still be used in noisy environments. An Always trigger
mode was also added, this is used when measuring the probe’s noise performance. The
available sensitivity levels are shown in Table 5.2. Prior to a measurement, the app
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Table 5.2 The probe’s sensitivity levels.





configures each attached probe by setting the probe’s trigger-threshold according to its
gain and sensitivity settings.
5.4 SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT
The WTT software consists of two major components: the probe firmware and the smart-
phone application. The WTT firmware is a program which runs on the probe’s SAM4S
microcontroller, this program is described in Section 5.4.1. An Android application was
developed to run on a smartphone, this application is described in Section 5.4.2.
5.4.1 Probe firmware
The firmware is the software that runs on the probe’s SAM4S microcontroller. The
firmware is written in the C programming language. Each probe contains identical
firmware; any unit-specific configuration is done at runtime. The WTT-probe firmware
is constructed in a modular architecture, organised into four library-level groups:
application code (wtreetap), application libraries (libs), general purpose libraries
(mmculib), and peripheral drivers (mat91lib). The firmware was implemented as a
baremetal application, i.e., there is no operating-system running on the microcontroller.
A diagram of the program structure is shown in Figure 5.11.
The top-level program, wtreetap, contains the main loop, program logic, handling
of communication messages, measurement control, and power-state control. It is written
in a modular structure so that specific tasks are grouped in separate source files, e.g.,
power supply control functions are in psu.c. Coupling between modules are kept to a
minimum. The modules at this level are application-specific in the sense that they are
not expected to be reused, should another application be developed.
The application code depends on two groups of modules. The first, libs, contains
device-specific and application-specific libraries. These are libraries and device drivers
which could potentially be ported to another application. This group includes a driver
for the Bluetooth device, drivers for the internal and external ADCs a driver for the
synchronisation radio and a driver for the PGA. The second group of modules required













Figure 5.11 The dependency structure of the WTT probe’s firmware. The application code,
wtreetap, is decoupled from its dependent libraries: libs, mmculib, and mat91lib.
by the application belong to the mmculib library3. This is a library for programming
baremetal microcontroller applications. It provides high-level application programming
interfaces (APIs) for: timing tasks, communication interfaces, and controlling a wide
range of external devices. mmculib is designed to be independent of the underlying
hardware. It depends on another library, mat91lib4, for providing access to the micro-
controller’s peripherals. mat91lib provides APIs for accessing the MCU’s peripherals
on the SAM4S device.
Listing 5.1 shows a pseudocode overview of the main operations the probe performs
while it is not in low power (sleep) mode. The firmware utilises a pacer module,
which calls the pacer_wait() function in the main loop. This function causes the
CPU to wait until the pre-defined period has been exceeded, which is set to 1ms.
The function command_poll() accepts a communication interface (either Bluetooth or
USB), and handles messages received over this interface. The communication interfaces
are implemented as unix-standard streams [Kernighan and Ritchie 1988]. This allows
the hardware specific details of those devices to be abstracted. All communication to
3Available at https://github.com/mph-/mmculib, accessed 24/08/2017.
4Available at https://github.com/mph-/mat91lib, accessed 24/08/2017.
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the probe is initiated synchronously by the USB or Bluetooth device communicating
with it, i.e., the PC or smartphone app. Thus, the probe acts as a server, with the
client initiating and controlling the device’s state. Once a measurement has begun,
the measure_data() function is periodically called. This function checks the received
ADC buffers, which are populated concurrently to the main loop using direct memory
access (DMA). The buffers are scanned to find a sample which exceeds the trigger
threshold. Once a sample exceeds the threshold, the buffers are saved, sampling ceases,
and the device’s state changes to TRIGGERED. Communication over the Bluetooth and
synchronisation radio are ignored during sampling, i.e., in the WAITING state. This
is done to minimise the effect of RF noise and digital switching from coupling into
the front-end. A state machine showing the probe’s operational modes is shown in
Figure 5.12.
















5.4.2 Smartphone application development
An Android app was developed for controlling and coordinating the probes. Android
was selected over its main rival, iOS, because of its high quality development tools,
prevalence of Android hardware, and Android’s non-restrictive support of Bluetooth
serial port profile (SPP)5. The core functions of the app are:
• Managing Bluetooth connections to probe devices.
5iOS does not support Bluetooth SPP without an approved MFi license https://support.apple.
com/en-nz/HT204387, accessed 5/7/2018.












Figure 5.12 State-machine diagram of the WTT probe. The nodes represent the probe’s states; the
edges represent the condition under which a state-change occurs.


































Figure 5.13 An overview of the architecture of the WTT app.
• Controlling the process of initiating, recording and synchronising a ToF measure-
ment.
• Providing an interface for viewing, managing, and exporting recorded ToF data.
An overview of the app’s architecture is shown in Figure 5.13. The graphical user
interface (GUI) is implemented using the Activity and Fragment classes [Google 2017].
An Activity is an object which allows the app’s visible content to be viewed and
interacted-with by the user. Usually there is one Activity for each single, focused thing
that a user can do, i.e., an interface covering one screen. However, Fragments allow
the content of an Activity to be edited in-place, preserving the rest of the Activity’s
state. The WTT app uses a separate Fragment for each screen in the app.
The app uses a SQLite database for storing persistent program state. This includes:
captured measurements, configuration options, and a list of known probes.
The components listed under the communications section in Figure 5.13 constitute
the protocols for handling communication and control of the probes. Each instance of
the Probe class is responsible for communicating with a single probe. Each Probe has
an InputStream and an OutputStream for reading and writing, respectively, to each
probe via Bluetooth. Bluetooth communications are conducted on separate threads so
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that the GUI is still responsive while communications are in progress. Each probe has
a thread-safe message queue. Request objects are created on the GUI thread, which
are then passed to the Probe and sequentially sent to the device over the Bluetooth
stream. Once the response has been returned, the Probe uses the Handler pattern
[Google 2017] to return the response to the GUI thread. This enables communication
with the probes to be asynchronously handled by the GUI, even though the underlying
Bluetooth communication is synchronous.
The ProbeScanner is a class for managing connections to probes. Originally this
class was used to scan and discover new probes, though in recent versions of the app,
discovery is performed using the Android OS’s Bluetooth-pairing interface. Exactly two
probes must be connected to allow a ToF measurement to take place.
While an instance of the app is running, the Bluetooth streams connecting to the
probes remain open. If the probes are put into the sleep mode, as they do after idling
for some time, an exception is thrown and the streams are lost. When the user performs
an action in the app which requires communication, the connection is automatically
re-established by the app, providing the probes have been re-awoken.
The app is responsible for implementing the clock-synchronisation algorithm, as
described in Section 5.5.6. Specifically, the app performs the regression component of
the algorithm, for converting the slave’s time into the master’s time base. Once this has
been performed, the app converts time delay between the two signals. The app does not
calculate the stiffness as in (1.6), only the time delay, τ , is returned to the user, or the
velocity, c, if the user has programmed the probe separation in the app’s configuration.
5.5 CLOCK SYNCHRONISATION
When performing a measurement, each device independently samples its transducer until
a stress-wave is detected. When a signal is detected, the device records the capture-time
using its own internal clock. Each device has an independent clock; thus, it is necessary
to map each capture time onto a common clock reference. This procedure, referred-to
as clock synchronisation, is described in this section. In Section 5.5.1, a brief overview
of wireless clock synchronisation algorithms is provided. In Section 5.5.2, the algorithm
used by WTT, known as the flooding time synchronisation protocol, is described. In
Sections 5.5.3, 5.5.4, and 5.5.5, three experiments are described, where key parameters
of the synchronisation algorithm were measured. In Section 5.5.6, Wireless Treetap’s
implementation of the algorithm is described.
5.5.1 Wireless clock-synchronisation
Each node in a wireless network has its own oscillator circuit, and thus its own clock. This
necessitates periodic synchronisation so that data can be referenced to a common time.
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Clock synchronisation has been extensively studied in wireless network applications.
Reviews on the topic have been written by Sivrikaya and Yener [2004], Simeone et al.
[2008], and Wu et al. [2011].
The clock in a low cost electronic sensor is typically derived from a quartz crystal-
oscillator tuned to a particular frequency. The error in the tuned frequency is specified
in parts per million (ppm), and is usually 40 ppm or better [Horowitz and Hill 2015]. A
node’s clock’s value is expressed as C (t), where t is the independent (and unknown)
reference time, or true time. A simple model for clocks in a wireless network is a linear
frequency-offset model. This assumes that each clock has a different rate (frequency),
but this rate is assumed to be constant. So the ith node’s clock is given by
Ci(t) = fit+ θi, (5.10)
where θi is the clock’s offset and fi is the clock’s rate. In practice, the clock rate is not
constant, and is influenced by environmental factors including temperature, humidity,
pressure, vibration, and electromagnetic fields [Allan et al. 1997, Walls 1990].
Suppose the goal is to synchronise two nodes: A and B. This requires the two
nodes to periodically record their clock values, simultaneously. In practice,this might be
achieved as follows: node A records its clock value, then sends a message to B, which
then records its clock value. There will be some delay in transmitting the message to
the receiving node. The delay can be decomposed into the following categories [Wu
et al. 2011]:
• Send time - Time spent constructing the radio message in the transmitter.
• Access time - Time waiting channel access. This depends on multiple factors
including the protocol used, and the congestion of the channel.
• Transmission time - The time to transmit the message. This depends on the bit
rate and the protocol being used.
• Propagation time - Time for the electromagnetic wave to propagate to the receiver.
• Reception time - Time for the message to be received. This is equal to the
transmission time.
• Receive time - Time to process the received message and signal the application
processor.
These components can be classified into deterministic and non-deterministic delays
[Wu et al. 2011]. The send time, transmission time, propagation time, and receive time
are, for the most part, deterministic, though this depends on the specific implementation.
The greatest uncertainty arises in the access time, which usually depends on other
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devices operating on the channel. The receive time is usually considered partially
non-deterministic, due to the unknown bit-alignment of the message. The received
message often contains a synchronisation word at the start, which must be aligned to an
expected pattern. This can require an unknown number of shift operations. The receive
time also includes the time to signal the application processor, which can depend on
the processor’s state and configuration of interrupts.
5.5.2 The flooding time synchronisation protocol
Tackett et al. [2011] demonstrated an implementation of a wireless network using the
Nordic nRF24L01+ radio. Their implementation synchronised a network of clocks
running at the relatively low rate of 32.768 kHz. To achieve this, they implemented an
algorithm known as the flooding time synchronisation protocol (FTSP). This approach
is feasible for use in WTT for several reasons. The nRF24L01+ radio is cheap, well
documented, and widely available. The nRF24L01+ does not suffer from the access
time uncertainty discussed in Section 5.5.1, as it does not implement data link layer6
features [Nordic Semi 2008]. Additionally, the over-the-air baud rate of the radio is up
to 2 Mbps, so the jitter of a message due to bit alignment is less than 1 µs, which is the
required specification described in Section 5.2.
In the FTSP protocol, an elected master node periodically broadcasts its time to
all available slave nodes. Each slave node records its local time at message reception,
forming a global-local time pair [Maróti et al. 2004]. This can be considered an example
of a one-way message dissemination protocol [Sivrikaya and Yener 2004]. Using the
clock model given by (5.10), the clock value of the kth broadcast message received at
the ith slave can be modelled as,
Ci,k = fi
(
C1,k + τ rf +Xk
)
+ θi, (5.11)
where C1,k denotes the clock value of the master at the kth broadcast time, τ rf is
the deterministic component of the radio’s send-receive delay, and Xk is the random
component of the radio’s delay. As discussed in Section 5.5.1, quartz crystal oscillators
have a clock rate which is accurate to just a few 10s of ppm, i.e., fi ≈ 1. Therefore,
according to (5.11), it is difficult to differentiate between the clock offset, θi, and the
radio delay, τ rf + Xk. This means that in order to effectively calculate each slave’s
clock rate and offset, the deterministic radio delay, τ rf , should be known, and the
random delay, Xk should be minimised by transmitting many messages. A FTSP-based
system uses a collection of synchronisation messages to form a table of global-local
timestamp pairs. A linear regression is then calculated on this table to find each slave’s
rate and offset. The FTSP also allows multi-hop synchronisation. After receiving
6The nRF24L01+ does not try to detect collisions with other radios on the same channel. It is up
to the user to prevent this from occurring.
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a synchronisation message, the slave nodes re-broadcast their received times to any
remaining slave nodes.
Tackett et al. use a modified version of the FTSP to calculate each slave node’s
rate and offset. In their implementation, the master node transmits the previous
synchronisation message’s time. It does not send the current message’s time because
the timer is latched7 immediately after transmission. The nRF24L01+ radio employed
has an interrupt request (IRQ) pin which can be configured to assert on certain events.
The IRQ pin on the radio was connected to the microcontroller’s timer peripheral, and
was used to latch the timer value each time the master’s transmission completes. On
the slave side, the nRF24L01+ was configured to assert its IRQ and latch the timer
when a message is received. In this way, the slave constructs a table of master-slave
times, with an entry for each received message. The slave performs linear regression
on its synchronisation table to calculate its clock rate and offset relative to the master.
Prior to calculating the regression, the slave must normalise the synchronisation table
by moving each transmission time up the table by one place, so that the master time
corresponds to the correct slave reception time. Tackett et al.’s implementation of the
FTSP did not consider the transmit-receive delay, τ rf +Xk.
5.5.3 Radio delay experiment
It was stated in Section 5.5.2 that Tackett et al. [2011]’s implementation of the FTSP
disregarded the radio’s transmit-receive delay. In this section, it will be shown that this
delay must be considered in the WTT system.
An experiment was performed to measure the mean transmit-receive delay of the
nRF24L01+ radio. Two prototype WTT boards were used, one configured as the master,
transmitting; the other as the slave, receiving. The master was configured with two
timers modules running synchronously, i.e., each timer has the exact same value at
any time. The first timer was configured to latch its value when the IRQ line from the
master’s radio asserts. This occurs when the transmit is complete. The second timer
module was set to latch when the IRQ line on the slave’s radio asserts, on reception.
The slave’s IRQ line was connected to the master board via a short wire. It is assumed
that the propagation delay over the wire is much smaller than the transmit-receive
delay. By subtracting one latched timer from the other, the transmit-receive delay was
measured. The timer values were sent to a PC via a USB serial port. This experiment
was performed using radio data rates of 1Mbps and 2Mbps.
A histogram of the measured delays is shown in Figure 5.14. At each data rate,
the delay appears to be split into two distributions. The separation between these two
distributions corresponds to the period of one bit at that rate, i.e., ∆τ(1 Mbps) = 1µs,
7To latch a register means to hold its value. In this case the timer’s instantaneous value is held in a
separate register or memory location.
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Figure 5.14 Histograms showing the transmit-receive delay of the nRF24L01+ radio. The two WTT
boards were placed parallel to each other with a separation of 10 cm. The bin width of the histogram is
equal to the period of the timer clock t = 1/(48 MHz).
∆τ(2 Mbps) = 0.5µs. This one-period delay may be caused by the preamble bit-alignment
delay, described in Section 5.5.1. The mean and standard-deviation of each set of
delays is shown in Table 5.3. The mean transmit-receive delay, for either data rate, is
significantly greater than the specified measurement accuracy of 1µs for the system
overall. In order to correct for the synchronisation error caused by the transmit-receive
delay, the mean delay must be subtracted from the slave’s synchronisation time, prior
to performing the synchronisation regression.
Table 5.3 Mean and Standard-deviation of the transmit-receive delays of Figure 5.14, rounded to 2
significant figures.
Mean (µs) Std-dev (µs)
1 Mbps 6.32 0.47
2 Mbps 5.57 0.22
5.5.4 Clock rate experiment
The linear clock model, (5.10), assumes that the clock’s rate is constant over the period
of the experiment. In practice, the rate of quartz-crystal based clocks are known to drift
over time as temperature, humidity, and pressure change [Allan et al. 1997]. Rather
than use a basic quartz crystal for the WTT probe, a more accurate TCXO module
was selected, because of its improved frequency and temperature stability [Horowitz
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Figure 5.15 The difference between the two device’s clocks, plotted over 22 hours. The gradient
indicates the relative clock rate, in this case the average relative-rate is f1,2 = 0.469 ppm.
and Hill 2015]. In order to determine the effectiveness of this device, an experiment
was performed to measure the relative clock-rate between two prototype WTT probes.
One WTT probe was configured as the master node, and the other was configured
as the slave. Both probes were set up with a free running timer, which was set to latch
its value when a pin was asserted. The master was configured to periodically assert a
pin, which was connected to the timer-input pins on both the master and the slave.
When the pin was asserted, both timers were printed to a console on a PC via USB for
later analysis.
The TCXO used byWTT has a specified maximum frequency stability of fTCXO(max) =
2 ppm [Abracon 2015]. So the maximum theoretical relative clock rate between the two
oscillators is 4 ppm. It should be noted that it is not possible to measure the absolute
clock rate using this method. There is no absolute time reference, so only the relative
rate can be measured.
The experiment was performed over a period of 22 hours. The timer was captured
once per second. The difference between the two clocks is shown in Figure 5.15. The
average clock rate between the two devices was determined to be f1,2 = 0.469 ppm. This
is significantly lower than that predicted by the TCXO’s specifications.
5.5.5 Synchronisation parameters experiment
A test implementation of the FTSP algorithm was built as a Python program. This
test-program allowed two important parameters, the table-size and the synchronisation
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interval, to be measured. The test implementation was applied to data measured from
two prototype probes. In this section, these measurements are described, and values for
the synchronisation algorithm’s parameters are provided.
One probe was configured as the master, the other as the slave. As in the experiments
described in Sections 5.5.3 and 5.5.4, a wire connecting the two devices was used to
periodically latch both device’s clock values. These values were printed to a PC via a
USB console. The synchronisation radio was also used to send the master’s timer value to
the slave, generating master-slave timer pairs, as in the final algorithm implementation.
These values were printed to the PC, and were used to generate the synchronisation
table. This approach allowed the actual times to be compared to those derived from
the synchronisation algorithm. Thus, a value for the synchronisation error can be
determined.
The experiment was performed over a period of 20 hours, with a synchronisation
message sent every 2 s, with a radio data rate of 1Mbps. Figure 5.16 shows a histogram of
the synchronisation error, calculated after each received message. Note that the transmit-
receive delay (Table 5.3) has not been subtracted from the data in this experiment. If
this were conducted, the distribution would have zero-mean.
An analysis was performed to calculate the effect of table size and synchronisation
interval. The interval, in seconds, between synchronisation messages is denoted λ. The
size of the table is denoted N . Thus, the time required to fully populate the table
is given by T = Nλ. T should be minimised because a long synchronisation time
causes unnecessary delays for the user. Also, a longer time synchronising will cause a
greater drain on the system’s battery. Figure 5.17 shows the effect of table size on the
synchronisation error. For a table size of N = 40, the synchronisation error is unlikely
to be greater than 0.1µs.
5.5.6 Algorithm implementation
The algorithm implemented by WTT is similar to the FTSP system used by Tackett et al.
[2011]. For the typical two probe system, one probe is elected the master and the other
is the slave. The master periodically broadcasts messages containing the timer value of
the previous message’s transmission time. Both the master’s transmission time and the
slave’s reception time are determined using the nRF24L01+ radio’s IRQ pin to drive a
timer-input pin, which latches the timer when it is asserted. The master also transmits
a message ID to the slave. This allows the slave to determine whether a message was
dropped in transit, since the nRF24L01+ does not implement re-transmissions.
On the slave, the table of timer-pairs is implemented as a circular buffer. This
buffer is at maximum 100 entries long, though only the newest 50 entries are used to
synchronise the system. It is longer than required because messages with discontinuous
message IDs are stored, even though they are not used when calculating the clock
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Figure 5.16 The distribution of synchronisation errors. The synchronisation algorithm employed a
table size N = 20, captured at synchronisation interval λ = 2 s. The mean and std-deviation, rounded
to two S.F., are 6.30 µs and 0.21 µs, respectively.

















Figure 5.17 The standard deviation of the synchronisation error, plotted against table size, N . The
synchronisation was performed with an interval of λ = 100 ms
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model. In normal operation the master sends a synchronisation message once every
second. This means that the table is very slow to populate. To address this, a quicksync
function was implemented. When the probes are first connected, the master sends 100
synchronisation messages in quick succession, preloading the table.
The calculation of the slave probe’s clock rate and offset is performed by the Android
app. After a measurement has completed and the app has downloaded each probe’s
waveform, it requests the slave’s synchronisation table. If the table is insufficiently short
(less than 50 entries), the app indicates that synchronisation is incomplete, and the
measurement is discarded8. If the table is long enough, the slave normalises the table by
offsetting the master entries, then returns the table to the app. The app then subtracts
the transmit-receive delay (the measurement of which was described in Section 5.5.3)
and performs a linear regression on the table to calculate the slave’s clock rate and
offset. The linear clock model is then used to find the true time difference between both
probes at the waveform start. This delay is then returned to the user and saved by the
app.
5.6 TIME DELAY ESTIMATION
It was explained in Section 5.3.6 that WTT uses a threshold method to detect when
a probe has become triggered. The simplest method of determining the time delay, τ ,
between the two probes is to take the difference between each probe’s trigger time, after
time synchronisation has been performed. However, this is not the only possible method
of calculating the time delay. In this section, several different methods of calculating
the time delay are discussed.
A simple model for the signals received by each probe is
s1(t) = x(t) + n1(t), (5.12)
s2(t) = Ax(t− τ) + n2(t), (5.13)
where x is the ideal (noise-less) signal received by each probe; n1 and n2 are noise
signals, modelled as additive white gaussian noise (AWGN); A is the (attenuating) gain
of the far signal, due to propagation through the wood; and τ is the acoustic delay due
to propagation through the wood. In a ToF measurement system, such as WTT, the
time delay, τ , is estimated, then (1.11) is used to calculate the velocity.
In practice, there are additional complexities in the velocity calculation. The
distance, z, between probes may not be known to a high accuracy, which introduces
additional uncertainty in the velocity. Also, the measured signals are not as simple
as that suggested by (5.12). For example, a stress wave propagating in a standing
tree reflects when it encounters an impedance mismatch, such as the outer edge of the
8This error should not occur during normal operation.
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xylem. These reflections result in a highly reverberant environment, complicating direct
comparison of the two waveforms. Additionally, wood is a dispersive medium, so the
resulting velocity depends on the frequency of the input signal. This effect is discussed
further in Chapter 4.
Björklund [2003] provided a review of time delay estimation methods, as applied
to linear systems. He explained that these methods have been used in a variety of
applications including radar, sonar, cellular radio, and speech analysis. The time delay
estimation problem can be summarised as follows. The received signal, s(t), is sampled
to a sequence s [n]. The time delay, τ , is then extracted using an estimator function, g,
τ̂ = g(s [0] , s [1] , . . . , s [N − 1]), (5.14)
where τ̂ is the estimate of the delay. Kay [1993] explained that the output, τ̂ , can be
described by a joint probability density function (PDF). A measure of the estimator
function’s performance is desired so that the estimator can be compared against other
potential candidates. A commonly used performance metric is the variance of the
estimator. The variance is a measure of its expected deviation from the actual parameter,
defined as,
Var (τ̂) = E
[(
τ̂ − E [τ̂ ]
)2]
, (5.15)
where E is the expected-value operator. Kay [1993] also explains that the variance of the
estimator is always larger than a value known as the Cramér-Rao lower bound (CRLB),
which is defined in Kay [1993].
5.6.1 Delay estimation methods
The measured delay is strongly influenced by the method used, i.e., the estimator,
used to determine the signal arrival. In this section, several estimators are defined.
These methods fall into two categories: threshold based methods, and correlation based
methods. Threshold based methods are described in Section 5.6.1.1. Correlation based
methods are described in Section 5.6.1.2. In Section 5.6.2, an experiment is described
where ToF measurements were recorded using WTT. The proposed delay estimators
are then compared.
5.6.1.1 Threshold-based methods
The simplest, and most commonly used, method of estimating the time delay in ToF
systems is using a fixed threshold. With this method, the waveform start is defined as
the time at which the first sample exceeds the threshold,
τ th = min (t) :
∣∣s(t)∣∣ > T, (5.16)
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where τ th is the threshold time, and T is the threshold voltage. The total time delay is
then given by subtracting each signal’s threshold time. When using a fixed threshold
with no additional processing, this method is referred to as the threshold method.
The measured signal includes additive noise. This noise tends to bias the arrival
time of each signal to less than the true value, as the additive noise can prematurely
exceed the threshold. To counter this effect, a band-pass filter can be applied to the
measured signal to remove out of band noise, and also remove any DC-offset which
could also bias the arrival time. The filter cutoff frequencies should be selected so that
it removes as much noise as possible without removing the in-band signal. This method
is referred to as the threshold method with filtering.
It is well understood that wood is a highly attenuating medium (see Chapter 4).
This means that the far signal, s2, tends to have a smaller amplitude, as reflected in the
model, (5.12). An effect of this is that the far signal’s threshold-time tends to increase,
because the rise-time of a sinusoidal signal is inversely proportional to both frequency
and amplitude [Ambardar 1999]. To counter this effect, the far signal can be normalised





which is then multiplied by s2 before calculating the threshold-time. This method is
referred to as the threshold method with normalisation.
5.6.1.2 Correlation-based methods
Another method of estimating the time-delay is using the cross-correlation function
[Knapp and Carter 1976]. This method has been previously applied to ToF acoustics
for the purpose of measuring the speed of sound in Pinus radiata seedlings [Emms et al.






The delay, τ , is then the value which maximises Rs1s2(τ). However, in practice Rs1s2(τ)
cannot be determined due to finite-length signals. The correlation may be estimated





[Ambardar 1999]. Again, the time delay is the time at which the cross-correlation
function is a maxiumum,
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Slave sync-delay: -286.89 µs
Trigger-level: 1.8 mV
Figure 5.18 A signal captured by WTT devices during the time delay experiment. The signals have
been scaled to the probe’s input voltage.
The correlation is a measure of the similarity, or the coherence of the two signals. Knapp
and Carter [1976] explained that a variant of the cross-correlation function, known as
generalised cross-correlation, can provide an improvement over standard correlation if
the noise spectrum is not flat. This approach was not considered further in this analysis.
5.6.2 Time delay experiment
An experiment was performed to capture a series of waveforms in a standing Beech
tree. 108 measurements were recorded using two WTT probes, separated longitudinally
in the tree by 50 cm. A metal spike was placed 20 cm below the lower probe, as in
the experiment described in Chapter 4. The probes were not moved throughout the
experiment, therefore, each of the 108 measurements should have approximately the
same time delay.
An example of one of the measurements is shown in Figure 5.18. The threshold
voltage is marked with a horizontal line. The threshold voltage was selected using the
trigger threshold, at the Low sensitivity level, as defined in Section 5.3.6. The threshold
method with filtering was also implemented. A finite impulse response (FIR) digital
filter was created with a low-frequency cutoff of 100 Hz and a high-frequency cutoff of 75
kHz. The filter was designed using the window method [Oppenheim and Schafer 2010].
The threshold method with normalisation was also implemented, using the normalisation
factor given by (5.17). A correlation-based method was also implemented using the
discrete cross-correlation function [Oppenheim and Schafer 2010]. It was found that
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s) Mean: 304.57 µsStd-dev: 5.06 µs
(d)
Figure 5.19 Delay histograms for each method of determining the time delay. (a) threshold method,
(b) threshold method with filtering, (c) threshold method with normalisation, (d) cross-correlation with
Hann window.
it was difficult to select the correct peak from the resulting cross-correlation because
the signals are not identical in form. To correct for this effect, a window function was
applied to the initial part of the waveform. A Hann window of length N = 300 samples
was applied, centred around each signal’s threshold sample.
Each of the four methods was applied to all 108 measurements. Histograms of
the measured delays are shown in Figure 5.19. The simplest method, the threshold
method, determined a mean delay of 310.55µs. The FIR filter did not have a significant
effect on the measured delays, as the mean and standard-deviation of these delays is
similar to that of the threshold method. The threshold with normalisation method
reduced the measured delays significantly, and also reduced the variance of delays.
This was expected, as the slower rise time of the attenuated signal has a large effect
on the measured delay. The cross-correlation method determined a similar delay to
the threshold method, with a mean value of 304.57µs. The standard-deviation of the
correlation method, however, is significantly smaller than the other methods, with a
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value of 5.06µs. This suggests that it might be the best method of the four considered
in this study.
As of the time of writing, WTT only implements the threshold method, using the
trigger threshold. Future work could integrate other methods into the app, such as the
cross-correlation method.
5.7 FIELD TESTING
A field test of the WTT system was conducted in Rotu forest, in the Northland region of
New Zealand. This test was conducted as part of a breeding trial, run by The Radiata
Pine Breeding Company (RPBC). WTT was used to measure the ToF velocity on 144
5-year old Pinus radiata trees. The ToF was measured on two opposite sides of each
tree using both WTT and also Treetap 4, which is shown in Figure 5.1(j). The trial was
conducted by a subcontractor of RPBC, Wharekura Forestry Services Ltd, who have
been using Treetap devices in field trials for over 10 years. An image of a measurement
being conducted using the WTT system, taken during the trial, is shown in Figure 5.20.
The objective of this trial was to test several aspects of the WTT system including:
the device’s strength and robustness, the reliability of the system’s software, the ease
of use, the speed of conducting measurements, the battery life of the devices, and the
reliability of the ToF results produced by the system.
After completing the trial, minor damage was observed on one of the probes. Some
cracking had occurred in the perspex around a grub screw. The circuit board also came
loose from its fixing grub screws, enabling it to freely move inside the perspex tube.
These issues suggest that some work on the probe housing is required before the system
is deployed for large scale field use. The software was found to be reasonably reliable.
The Android app did crash a few times during the trial, but this did not prevent the
trial from continuing. The trial operators stated that they found the app to be beneficial
when compared to Treetap 4. In particular, the ability to tag each measurement with
a specific tree ID is very useful. Treetap 4 uses an auto-incrementing numerical tree
ID, which makes measuring trees out of order difficult. Additionally, if the operator
makes a mistake with the tree ID they cannot correct it immediately, as they can with
the WTT system. The operators found that the WTT system was slightly slower to
use than Treetap 4. Each individual tap takes slightly longer with WTT, due to the
delay of downloading the data to the phone. However, the operators noted that fewer
errors due to tree ID mistakes may cause the system to be faster overall. The probe
batteries lasted for the duration of the trial. The trial took a total time of 4 hours 50
minutes to complete, and the remaining battery charge of the probes were 67% and
46%, respectively.
A comparison of the velocities measured by the two devices was performed. Fig-
ure 5.21 shows the distribution of velocities measured during the trial for both devices.
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Figure 5.20 Wireless Treetap field trial.
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Figure 5.21 Histograms of velocities measured during the field test for (a) Wireless Treetap, and
(b) Treetap 4. To allow comparison between trees, the mean velocity of each tree has been subtracted
from each measurement. The standard deviation of each distribution is WTT: σ = 73.34 ms−1, TT4:
σ = 48.55 ms−1.
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Figure 5.22 Scatter plot of the velocities measured by Wireless Treetap and Treetap 4 during the
field trial.
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Each measured tree has a considerably different velocity, therefore, the mean velocity of
each tree was subtracted so that the variation in velocity measured by the device could
be observed. These plots demonstrate that WTT measured a slightly higher variation
in velocity across the trial. A scatter plot showing the correlation between the two
devices is shown in Figure 5.22. A linear regression line has been indicated on the plot,
this demonstrates that WTT has measured a slower overall speed than Treetap 4; the
gradient of the fitted line is 0.84. The reason for this finding is unknown, a possible
explanation is provided in the following section. Figure 5.22 also contains a number
of outlying points, the majority of which fall below the trend line, i.e., indicating that
WTT has measured a lower velocity than Treetap 4. It is not possible to tell from this
plot which device is in error. However, it is likely that WTT is reporting low velocities,
as the measurements taken from the other side of the tree are closer to the velocities
reported by Treetap 4. The reason for this error is unknown at the time of writing.
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5.8 DISCUSSION
Time of flight systems have been available since the early 1990s. However, the form
and implementation of these tools has changed little over time. The Wireless Treetap
project is an effort to advance the state of the art, through development of a system
utilising modern electronic technologies. WTT is the first known ToF system to use
a smartphone as an interface device. This chapter demonstrated the feasibility of
building a wireless, smartphone based ToF system. A prototype system was constructed,
consisting of two probe units and a smartphone running the Treetap app.
A field trial was conducted to evaluate the robustness and performance of the
system. The system functioned reasonably reliably, though the app did crash several
times. The errors causing these crashes are probably trivial to fix, though the cause of
each error needs to be identified before they can be addressed. A simple way to identify
such errors is to automatically save the app’s crash log. This should be implemented
in future versions of the app. The overall function of the app was well received by the
operators. Simple features like allowing tree IDs to be manually input, and erroneous
data to be removed, are very useful in the field. Some improvements could be made
to the app, such as a simplified means of downloading the measured data. Currently,
the data is downloaded from the phone in CSV format using a USB cable. The system
may benefit from an automatic data-synchronisation feature, so that data could be
automatically sent to a database over the internet. This type of system is more in line
with current practices of smartphone software, which rarely uses wired connectivity.
The most concerning outcome of the field trial is the damage observed in one of the
probe’s housing. The current housing is probably unsuitable for long term use. Each
probe should ideally be robust enough to function for a long time, i.e., a year or more
of continuous use. There are several possible options of improving the system’s physical
robustness. Different materials could be used for the probe housing. Currently, clear
perspex is used for the inner electronics housing. This material is very hard, but quite
brittle, especially in locations where small cracks have developed, e.g., around screw
holes. Another method of improving the robustness could be to change the way the
transducer attaches to the electronics. Currently, the transducer is rigidly attached to
the electronic housing. This means that the housing experiences an impulsive stress
when the probe is hit into the tree. The housing could be decoupled from the transducer
by separating the two using a short length of cable. When performing a measurement,
the electronics housing would dangle from the cable, and would be fixed to the cable
using either a crimp or a screwed locking-connector. This arrangement would also have
the advantage that the operator must grab the transducer at its head when removing it
from the tree. With the current system, they can easily grab at the bottom of the probe,
potentially applying a damaging torque where the transducer and housing connect.
Alternatively, the probe’s robustness could be addressed by moving back to a
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wired solution. Like Treetap 4, this system could use wired transducers and a box of
measurement electronics. The measurement box would connect via Bluetooth to the
Treetap app. This would significantly reduce the complexity of the system overall, as
most of the electronic subsystems, which currently reside in each probe would only need
to be implemented once. It would also eliminate the need for the clock synchronisation
system, which represents a significant portion of the engineering effort of the WTT
system. Using wired probes in a dense forest has been reported to be a nuisance, as
they are easily snagged on branches. However, a conscientious operator is not seriously
impeded, as extra care can be taken when moving.
The results of the field trial indicated that WTT measured a slightly lower overall
velocity than the Treetap 4 system. This is not particularly concerning, as the measured
velocity is strongly dependent on the method used for determining the wave start (see
Section 5.6). Currently, WTT is using a fixed-threshold algorithm for determining the
wave start, and the sensitivity (threshold) used for performing the field trial was the
lowest provided setting. It may be that the threshold was set too low in this experiment,
which led to a longer delay due to the signal’s increased rise-time. The method used by
Treetap 4 for determining the wave start is not currently known. Future work could
explore alternative wave-start algorithms. One advantage of the smartphone-based
system is that it is relatively easy to implement a new algorithm, then deploy a new
version of the app. Compared to firmware-only systems, like Treetap 4, where upgrading
the software is comparatively difficult.
Chapter 6
MEASURING THE STIFFNESS VARIATION IN
HARVESTED TREE-STEMS
Acoustic resonance tools have been used in log grading applications since the early
1990s. These systems are useful for estimating the overall stiffness of a harvested stem,
allowing logistical decisions to be made prior to sawing. Resonance-based systems
provide a single measurement of a stem’s acoustic velocity. However, in practice the
stiffness, and thus acoustic velocity, can vary considerably throughout a stem.
In this chapter, a system is proposed for measuring the spatial variation in velocity
in a harvested stem. In Section 6.1, an overview of existing log grading techniques
are examined, and some of their deficiencies described. A brief overview is provided
of known stiffness variation within Pinus radiata stems. In Section 6.2, the proposed
system for measuring the stiffness variation is described. To test the feasibility of this
system, an experiment was performed to capture a series acoustic signals along the
length of two Pinus radiata stems. This experiment is described in Section 6.3. Two
different approaches of processing the captured data are assessed in Section 6.4 and
Section 6.5. An analysis of the results of the experiment and processing methods are
provided in Section 6.6. Finally, a discussion of these results is provided in Section 6.7.
6.1 INTRODUCTION
Foresters and wood-processors seek to maximise the financial return from their raw
wood stock. When a tree is harvested, the sawmill cuts the stem to target a particular
market. Therefore, the sawing pattern has a direct impact on the value obtained from
a stem. Typically, after a stem is harvested it is sawn into three or four logs of length
between 4 to 8m [Blackwell and Walker 2006]. The log at the base of the stem is termed
the butt log, and higher logs are typically numbered second, third, etc. From these logs, a
number of finished products can be produced including veneer, timber, pulp, packaging,
and roundwood posts. Each of these products has different requirements from the raw
wood, and each has a different return value for the seller. For example, the return on
structural wood can be double that of lower value products such as pulp/paper and
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packaging products [Apiolaza 2009]. Unfortunately, the amount of structural wood
being produced in New Zealand can be as low as 10% of the total yield [Cown and van
Wyk 2004].
The purpose of grading systems is to match the requisite traits of a particular
market to the wood being graded. Traditionally the industry has relied on human visual
inspection of stems and logs to determine value, though more recently there has been a
movement towards machine grading, which directly measures the stiffness1 of cut timber
within the sawmill. An overview of these grading systems was provided in Section 1.2.1.
Researchers have applied acoustic technology to grading of logs since the early 1990s
[Aratake et al. 1992, Ross et al. 1997, Snyder et al. 2000, Wang 1999, Wang et al. 2001a].
This research has led to the development of acoustic tools employed in production lines
for log grading [Carter et al. 2007, Divos 2010]. One example of a commercially available
grading machine is Fibre-gen’s LG6402. This device measures the log’s acoustic velocity
using a resonance technique. Tools like this allow grading to take place prior to sawing of
the log. This enables a sawing pattern to be assigned based on wood quality, minimising
wastage and improving logistical efficiency. Existing resonant-frequency based grading
systems provide a single measure of the overall stiffness of a log. However, stiffness
is known to vary spatially within a log. The ideal grading system would measure the
longitudinal stiffness of the entire log in three dimensions, i.e., a heat map of the log’s
internal stiffness.
Wood stiffness inside a tree stem varies both directionally (relative to the grain),
and spatially throughout the stem. It is stiffest in the direction of the grain, and
significantly less stiff in the radial and tangential directions. This variation is an
example of orthotropic anisotropy [Bodig and Jayne 1982, Bucur 2006]. A discussion
of wood’s directional variation was provided in Section 1.1.2. The stiffness within
Pinus radiata stems is also known to vary spatially [Cown et al. 1980, Searles 2012,
Tsehaye et al. 2000b, Xu and Walker 2004]. When quantifying the spatial variation,
generally only the longitudinal stiffness is considered, due to its importance in structural
applications. The general trend is that the stiffest wood occurs in the mature outerwood,
while the least stiff wood occurs in the corewood. This discrepancy is exaggerated at
the base of the stem, where juvenile corewood and high-stiffness outerwood both reside
[Xu and Walker 2004]. The exaggerated stiffness profile in the butt log means that the
area-weighted stiffness within an average stem is more uniform than if only the corewood
or outerwood were considered independently [Tsehaye et al. 2000b]. An overview of the
spatial stiffness variation in softwood stems was provided in Section 1.1.2.
The area-weighted stiffness of an average stem may be approximately uniform,
however, this does not mean that all trees are uniform throughout. Environmental,
1In this chapter, when the generic term stiffness is used it refers to Young’s modulus in the
longitudinal direction of a log or stem.
2Fibre-gen LG640–http://www.fibre-gen.com.
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Figure 6.1 Wood quality profiles in radiata pine. (a) where a cylinder of low density wood extends
up the entire stem. (b) for stiffness and crook or bow where a variable-sized cone of high microfibril
angle is located within the butt log. (c) for twist represented by an inverted cone in the upper logs
where spiral grain can be significant (> 6°). Taken from Walker [2006b].
genetic, and silvicultural techniques all influence a tree’s stiffness [Chauhan et al. 2006b].
Localised effects can cause a portion of a tree stem to exhibit a lower or higher stiffness
than might be expected from observing a “normal” region. Some examples of this
variation were provided by Xu and Walker [2004]. They described the density variation
within a stem due several anomalous growth patterns. For example, in a tree with
significant sweep in the butt log, low density cylindrical corewood extends further from
the pith than would otherwise be expected. This reduces the overall stiffness of the
butt log, and consequently the amount of merchantable wood produced. Some of the
possible corewood profiles are shown in Figure 6.1 [Walker 2006b].
One possible approach to this problem is to measure the stiffness variation along the
stem prior to sawing. This could allow the low quality logs to be assigned to production
lines requiring lower stiffness wood, e.g., pulp or packaging wood, while the higher
quality logs are assigned to production lines destined for structural timber. This could
potentially allow for an increase in the yield of high-quality wood produced.
6.2 PROPOSED SYSTEM
As discussed in the previous section, stiffness is known to vary considerably within
Pinus radiata stems. Wood processors would like to gain an indication of this variation,
potentially enabling them to more effectively designate raw wood to a particular product
prior to sawing.
The proposed system is an extension of the single-transducer resonance system,
described in Section 1.2.2. Instead of a single transducer at the end of the stem, multiple
transducers are placed along its length, at fixed intervals. As in the resonance method,
the stem is struck at the base to induce a stress wave. A sampling device is used to
capture the signal at each transducer. By measuring the time taken for the wave to
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Figure 6.2 The proposed system utilises multiple transducers placed at intervals along the stem.
propagate between the transducers of each segment, the incremental velocity can be
determined. This should provide an indication of the longitudinal variation in stiffness.
It does not measure the radial variation in stiffness. The method assumes that the
incremental velocity provides an indication of the average stiffness through a segment,
as has been observed for the resonance method [Carter et al. 2007]. If this assumption
is correct, the incremental velocity in a segment which has a low overall stiffness, e.g., a
bowed butt log, should also be low.
6.3 EXPERIMENTAL METHOD
An experiment was performed to estimate the variation in stiffness along the length of
two 8 metre stems. Each stem is the lower (Butt) log taken from two 25 year old Pinus
radiata trees. This experiment was performed on each stem in two separate stages.
First, a series of acoustic waveforms was captured from the complete stem; this stage
is referred to as the stem experiment. Second, the stem was sawn into 1m segments
on which additional waveforms were captured; this stage is referred to as the segment
experiment. A more detailed explanation of each of these stages follows. A photo of the
Pinus radiata stems is shown in Figure 6.3.
Four Fakopp SD-02 acoustic transducers were employed for the stem experiment.
The following procedure was performed on each stem. One transducer, labelled start,
was placed on the bottom face of the stem (closest to the butt of the stem). Another
transducer, labelled end, was placed at the top face of the stem. Another two transducers,
labelled forward and reverse were each placed at an angle of 45° to the stem, located
a distance z from the bottom face. The stems were supported by pieces of timber
placed approximately at the nodal points of the second harmonic (see Figure 6.6) to
minimise the loss through the supports. A diagram of the experimental setup is shown
in Figure 6.4a.
The forward and reverse transducers allow the inplane (longitudinal) and out-of-
plane (transverse) signals to be measured. This is achieved by taking the vector sum and
difference of the two signals, respectively. This method was inspired by the stereophonic
playback method used in vinyl records [Blumlein 1931]. Thus, the inplane signal is
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Figure 6.4 The experimental setup for the two phases. In the stem experiment (a), the transducers
are labelled (from the right): start (1), forward (2), reverse (3), end (4). In the segment experiment
(b), the transducers are labelled (from the right): start (1), and end (2).









The stress waves were induced by striking the base of the stem with a hammer.
For stem 1, the forward and reverse transducers were moved up the stem in 0.25m
increments. At each increment the stem was struck 5 times. For stem 2, the experiment
was performed at 0.1m increments. For each strike, the set of signals was captured
on a four channel Tektronix DPO3014 oscilloscope3. Note that the Wireless Treetap
system, described in Chapter 5, would have been a viable alternative for performing
these measurements. However, the Wireless Treetap system was not yet functionally
complete at the time that these experiments were conducted. The oscilloscope was
configured to capture N = 100 k points at a sampling rate of fs = 2.5 MHz, for a total
sampling time of 40 ms. The oscilloscope was configured to trigger on the transducer
at the butt of the stem, at a voltage of -5 mV. The oscilloscope was configured to
capture 1 ms of data prior to triggering. The oscilloscope has an 8-bit analogue to
digital converter (ADC), but averaging was enabled on the device, which increases the
effective resolution to 12-bits.
Preliminary testing revealed that repeated striking of the hammer on the base of
the stem caused permanent damage to the wood. The damaged region has a very low
stiffness, likely due to the hammer damaging the wood fibres. This damage caused an
additional time delay and increased damping of the received signal. To counter this
effect, a metal plate was fixed to the end of the stem. This allows the total force of the
hammer to be spread over a larger area, reducing the stress across the bottom face of
the stem.
In the second phase of the experiment, referred to as the segment experiment, each
stem was sawn into segments of approximately 1 m. The start and end transducers
were inserted into each face of the sawn segment at the pith. The forward and reverse
transducers were not utilised for this phase of the experiment. The oscilloscope was
configured in the same manner as in the stem experiment: N = 100 k samples, fs =
2.5 MHz. The segment was struck with the hammer at the end closest to the base. For
each strike, the start and end signals were captured and recorded on the oscilloscope.
This was repeated 5 times for each segment. The metal plate was not required for this
phase of the experiment, as each segment was struck a total of only 5 times. A diagram
of the setup for the segment experiment is shown in Figure 6.4b.
3Technical documentation available at https://www.tek.com/oscilloscope/mso3000-dpo3000.
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6.4 THE TIME OF FLIGHT METHOD
The time of flight (ToF) method was evaluated as a potential means for finding the
incremental velocity. As discussed in Section 1.2.3, ToF systems measure the stress-wave
velocity by determining the elapsed time, τ , between two transducers separated by
a known distance, z. The remainder of this section describes the signal processing
operations which were performed on the received signals to extract the variation in
acoustic velocity.
One difficulty with this method is in determining the precise time at which the
waveform arrives. The simplest method is to define a threshold voltage. This method
was defined in Section 5.6.1.1.
It is well known that green wood is highly attenuating (see Chapter 4). This fact,
in combination with the spreading of the wave’s energy, means that as the distance, z,
increases, the received amplitude is significantly reduced relative to the start transducer.
For this reason, each received signal was normalised prior to determining the threshold





where yRMS is given by,






where N is the total length of the signal in samples. For brevity, ynorm will be referred
to simply as y in subsequent signal processing operations.
A fixed value threshold, as given by (5.16), relies on the received signal having
a zero mean value. If this is not the case, an additional delay will be present in the
propagation time, due to the finite rise-time of the received signal. This additional
delay could either add or subtract from the true delay, depending on the sign of the
mean and the polarity of the received signal. To counter this effect, the mean, µ, was
estimated and then subtracted from each signal. The mean was estimated using the





y (n) , (6.5)
where M is the sample at which the oscilloscope was triggered4.
4The oscilloscope’s trigger is implemented using a threshold approach. The oscilloscope defines its
time origin as the sample at which the trigger voltage is exceeded. The oscilloscope will continuously
sample and record data, but only displays the waveform once the trigger has been exceeded.
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The threshold, T , was selected by taking the RMS value of the recorded signal prior
to triggering, i.e., the noise, and then multiplying it by a fixed factor,




: 0 ≤ n ≤M, (6.6)
where α is the threshold factor. Since the mean has been removed, the RMS value is
equivalent to the sample standard deviation5. The threshold factor was selected using
trial and error, choosing α to be small, while also avoiding spurious triggering due to
noise. The value selected was α = 6.0.
If the noise is a Gaussian process, then the probability of a sample exceeding a
certain value can be calculated. The probability of a single sample to exceed the selected
threshold is very small (P (y (n) > 6σ) ≈ 1.973× 10−9). It was found that choosing a
value of α less than 6.0 caused the algorithm to prematurely trigger. Therefore, it is
unlikely that the noise is a purely Gaussian process.
Another method of identifying the wave’s arrival time is to search for the first peak.
In this method, a waveform is incrementally searched for the first maximum which
exceeds a certain threshold. This method is susceptible to finding a peak on erroneous
maxima because of noise present in the signal. Therefore, it is necessary to first reduce
the noise using a low-pass filter. In this case, a Gaussian filter with a cutoff frequency
of 50 kHz was used to smooth the signal. This type of filter is commonly used for signal
smoothing applications, and also has the benefit that it has the minimum possible group
delay [O’Haver 2018].
The velocity between the base of the stem and the inplane probes was calculated






where i is the measurement number, zi is the distance from the butt to the transducers
at position i, and τ i is the ToF from the base to that distance. The measurement
number is an index which indicates a measurement taken at a particular distance, z.
For example, i = 0 corresponds to the measurement at z = 0.25 m, i = 1 corresponds to
z = 0.5 m etc.
The objective of this experiment is to measure the incremental velocity between
sensor positions. To determine the variation in velocity along the length of the stem,
the difference between adjacent ToF measurements was taken. This is referred to as the
differential velocity, given by
cij =
zi − zj
τ i − τ j
. (6.8)
The measurement index, j, can be set to i− 1 to compare the ToF between adjacent
5Weisstein, Eric W “Root-Mean-Square.” From MathWorld http://mathworld.wolfram.com/
Root-Mean-Square.html
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measurements, or set to a greater value, such as i− 4 to compare the ToF between 1 m
increments. The results of applying the ToF method to the captured data is provided
in Section 6.6.
The cumulative velocity, (6.7), was also used to calculate the ToF velocities for
each of the cut segments. The same approach was used for the segments, except only
the start and end transducers were placed in the segment.
6.5 THE RESONANCE METHOD
The resonance method uses the longitudinal oscillation frequency of a harvested tree stem
to determine the wood’s stress-wave velocity. A measurement is typically conducted
by placing an acoustic transducer against one end-face of the stem. The operator then
strikes the face with a hammer, which causes a stress wave to propagate. The signal
reflects back and forth along the stem, establishing a standing wave. The frequencies of




where n = 1, 2, .... These frequencies are known as the resonant harmonics of the system,
or simply the harmonics. The transducer receives the signal, which is transformed to
the frequency domain by performing an FFT. The frequency of either the fundamental
or the second-harmonic is extracted from the FFT data. The wave velocity is then
calculated using (6.9). For more information about the resonance method, and its
application to wood grading, see Section 1.2.2.
The resonance method provides an indication of the overall stiffness of a log, it
does not measure the spatial stiffness variation. In this section, the resonance method
is examined to see if it can be adapted determine the spatial stiffness variation. In
Section 6.5.1, a transfer function model of the resonance method in an ideal stem is
derived. In Section 6.5.2, the transfer function is generalised to allow a stem with
variable acoustic velocity. A modification of the transfer function, referred to in this
chapter as reflected-wave cancellation, is proposed in Section 6.5.3. The signal processing
methods which were applied to the data captured in the stem and segment experiments
are described in Section 6.5.4.
6.5.1 Transfer function derivation
In this section, a transfer function is derived for the amplitude and phase of a stress-wave
propagating in a tree stem. The stem is assumed to be of known length, L. The stress
wave is assumed to propagate longitudinally as a plane wave with no radial component.
This means that width of the stem is not considered, and no bar-wave effects are
observed (see Appendix B). The wood material constituting the stem is assumed to be




h(z0, t) ∗ x(t)
+
(
h(L, t) ∗ x(t)
)
Γe ∗ h(L− z0, t)
+ . . .
Figure 6.5 The stem’s transfer function at a distance z can be described by summing the infinite
series of forward and backward travelling-wave components.
isotropic and homogeneous. The wood material is assumed to be adequately modelled
as a LTI system, with an impulse response h(z, t).
Consider a signal x(t) generated at one end of the stem. The signal propagates to the
far end of the stem, where a portion of the wave is reflected back. The back-propagating
signal then reflects off the initial face and the cycle continues. This behaviour can
be described as an infinite series of waves. This series can be summed to produce a
resultant waveform at a point along the stem. Rather than considering this sum at
one end of the stem, the series is generalised by considering the resultant wave at an
arbitrary distance, z, along the stem. In the time domain this series is of the form
y(z, t) = h(z0, t) ∗ x(t)
+
(
h(L, t) ∗ x(t)
)
Γe ∗ h(L− z0, t)
+
[(
h(L, t) ∗ x(t)
)
Γe ∗ h(L, t)
]
Γs ∗ h(z0, t)
+
([(
h(L, t) ∗ x(t)
)
Γe ∗ h(L, t)
]
Γs ∗ h(L, t)
)
Γs ∗ h(L− z0, t)
+ . . . , (6.10)
where h(z, t) is the impulse response of the wood, x(t) is the applied input signal,
L is the length of the stem, Γs and Γe are the start and end reflection coefficients,
respectively, and ∗ denotes the convolution operator. A diagram of this system is shown
in Figure 6.5. It was assumed in (6.10) that Γs and Γe are constant and independent of
frequency, allowing them to be multiplied by the time-domain signal. The first term
of (6.10) is the first incident wave (forward travelling), the next is the reflected wave
(backward travelling), followed by incident, reflected, ad infinitum.
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Taking Fourier transforms of both sides gives
Y (z, jω) = H (z0, jω)X(jω) (incident)
+H (L− z0, jω)H (L, jω)ΓeX(jω) (reflected)
+H (z0, jω)H2(L, jω)ΓeΓsX(jω) (incident)
+H (L− z0, jω)H3(L, jω)ΓeΓ2sX(jω) (reflected)
+ . . . . (6.11)
(6.11) is then divided by X(jω) to obtain a transfer function for the system, T(z0, jω).
This can be expressed as the sum of two series,
T(z0, jω) = H (z0, jω)
∞∑
n=1
H2(n−1)(L, jω) (ΓeΓs)n−1 (incident)
+H (L− z0, jω)
∞∑
n=1
H2n−1(L, jω)Γne Γn−1s . (reflected) (6.12)
The first term in (6.12) is the sum of the forward travelling waves, and the second term
is the sum of the backward travelling waves. The characteristic acoustic impedance of
wood (as defined by (3.5)) is much greater than that of air. Therefore, the reflection
coefficients will closely approximate unity, Γe,Γs ≈ 1. Thus, these terms can be discarded
from the transfer function. Each term of (6.12) is a geometric series [Anton et al. 2012];
by substituting the value of the series, the transfer function reduces to
T(z0, jω) =
H (z0, jω)H (L, jω)
1−H2(L, jω) +
H (L− z0, jω)H (L, jω)
1−H2(L, jω) , (6.13)
provided that
∣∣∣H2(L, jω)∣∣∣ < 1.
(6.13) can be further simplified by making an assumption about the wood’s (one-
way) transfer function. It is assumed that the wood’s transfer function is modelled by
that of a lossy transmission line, which is of the form
H (z, jω) = exp (−γz) , (6.14)
[Pozar 2012], where exp is the exponential function, γ is the propagation coefficient of
the wood, which in general is a complex, frequency dependent function, i.e., γ = γ(jω).










exp (γL)− exp (−γL) (6.15)
= cosh γ(L− z0)sinh γL , (6.16)
where cosh and sinh are the hyperbolic trigonometric functions [Abramowitz and Stegun





























































Figure 6.6 The magnitude (a) and phase (b) of the stem’s transfer function, T(z0, jω), are plotted
against distance along the stem, evaluated at the frequencies of the first 3 harmonics. The regions in
the magnitude response where the amplitude is minimal are referred to as nodes, and the regions where
the amplitude is maximal are referred to as anti-nodes [Feynman et al. 1963].
1965]. The propagation coefficient can be expanded into real and imaginary components
γ = α+ jk (described in Section 2.6).













The poles of this transfer function occur at the frequencies given by (6.9). The transfer
function’s magnitude and phase for the first three harmonics are plotted in Figure 6.6. A
small, non-zero attenuation coefficient was used when plotting, as otherwise the transfer
function tends towards infinity at the anti-nodes. For the fundamental resonance, the
magnitude response is maximum at the ends of the stem and diminishes to zero in
the middle of the stem. The phase response of the fundamental resonance is constant,
except for a shift of −π radians at the midpoint of the stem. In practice, Γs,Γe 6= 1 and
α 6= 0, so the backward travelling wave is smaller than the forward travelling wave, and
a small amount of energy will be radiated from the ends of the stem.
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6.5.2 Spatial variation in velocity
The transfer function, T(z0, jω), derived in Section 6.5.1, assumed that the wood’s
propagation coefficient, γ, is independent of distance along the stem, z. In other words,
the acoustic velocity and attenuation was assumed to be constant along the stem. This
model is clearly insufficient, as determining the spatial variation in the velocity is the
objective of this study.
Suppose that instead of a constant velocity, it is a function of distance, c(z). The
wood’s transfer function from the base of the stem to a point z is given by
H (z, jω) = exp (−γz) , (6.18)
where γ is generalised into a function of z, γ = γ(z). Let the exponent of (6.18) be
denoted as Φ = −γz. This can be expanded and evaluated for a variable velocity from
the base of the stem to a point z,
Φ(z) = −(α+ jk)z





The imaginary component of the propagation coefficient is now a function of distance
along the stem, where previously it was only a function of distance interval.
The exponent, Φ, can also be evaluated between two arbitrary points (z0, z1) on
the stem,





In the above analysis, the attenuation coefficient, α, is assumed to be constant.
The distance-dependent transfer function, (6.18), and its exponent, (6.20), can be
substituted into the series, (6.12), which can be numerically evaluated (to a sufficiently
high number of terms) to plot the transfer function of the stem. Figure 6.7 shows the
magnitude and phase plots where this has been performed, for the case that c(z) is a
linear function, increasing with z. The stem’s transfer function for both the constant-
velocity case (Figure 6.6) and the variable velocity case (Figure 6.7) are of similar form.
The magnitude response of both transfer functions exhibit a node near the centre of
the stem for the fundamental resonant frequency. Figure 6.7(a) demonstrates that the
lower velocity at the base moves the node in the amplitude response closer towards the
base. The shift of −π radians in the phase response has moved closer towards the base,
but the phase response is still constant for distances above and below this point.





























































Figure 6.7 The magnitude (a) and phase (b) of the stem’s transfer function, T(z0, jω), for a varying
velocity along the stem. The transfer function is plotted for the first three harmonics. The velocity
function selected was c0 at the base of the stem and 2c0 at the top of the stem, increasing linearly, i.e.,
c(z) = c0
L
z + c0. The comparatively lower velocity at the base of the stem has shifted the nodal points
further towards the base.
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6.5.3 Reflected-wave cancellation
The transfer functions for the stem, for both the constant-velocity and non-constant
velocity cases, show that the phase response of the fundamental resonance is constant
with respect to distance, except for a phase shift of −π near the centre. A small
modification can be made to the transfer function to convert it from constant phase to
linear phase. If the reflected (backward travelling) terms of (6.11) are removed, then
the sum of the series reduces to,
TRC(z, jω) =
H (z0, jω)H (L, jω)
1−H2(L, jω) . (6.21)




sinh γL , (6.22)
which has a linear phase with respect to distance. This reflected-wave cancellation has
linear phase and constant magnitude. The phase for the first three harmonics, for both
the constant velocity and non-constant velocity cases, is plotted in Figure 6.8.
This transfer function can be used to calculate the velocity over a distance interval.




where ∆φ is the phase difference over the interval, and ∆z is the interval distance.
Clearly, this method is dependent on the implementation of a signal processing method
capable of removing the backward travelling wave components.
6.5.4 Resonance method signal processing
The resonance method was applied to the data captured in the stem and segment
experiments. In this section, a description is provided of the signal processing techniques
which were applied to implement the resonance method.
The preliminary operations applied to the raw signals were the same as for the
ToF processing. The mean was subtracted from each signal using the same procedure
described in Section 6.4. Additionally, each signal was normalised by its RMS value.
The fundamental resonant frequency of the inplane signal at each distance was
calculated. This was achieved by taking the FFT of each signal and finding the frequency
at which the maximum magnitude in the FFT occurred. Prior to calculating the FFT,
the signal was zero-padded by a factor of 8. This has the effect of increasing the apparent
frequency resolution (though no more information is added to the signal) [Ambardar































































Figure 6.8 The phase of the reflected-wave cancelled model (6.22) for the first three harmonics.
The phase is plotted for the constant velocity case (a), and the linear velocity case when the velocity
function is c(z) = c0
L
z + c0 (b).
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1999]. The zero-padding operation makes it simpler to visually determine the location
of the resonant peak, and also makes the implementation of the peak-finding algorithm
simpler, as a sinc interpolation step has already been applied.
The FFT was only calculated within the bounds
100 Hz ≤ fres ≤ 300 Hz. (6.24)
This simplified the process of selecting the fundamental resonance, as in some cases the
second or third harmonic is more prominent than the fundamental. The bounds listed
in (6.24) are reasonably large, as the measured resonance did not vary significantly as
the transducer position was varied. In a real system, where the frequency range of the
fundamental resonance is not known, a better method of identifying the frequency would
be required. Once the location of the resonance was identified, quadratic interpolation
was performed around the peak’s samples to improve the estimate of the peak position
[Süli and Mayers 2003].
The phase of the FFT at the fundamental resonance was calculated for each signal.
This calculation applied a similar approach to that of the resonant frequency, except
the angle of the FFT at the resonant frequency was extracted. Prior to calculating the






where Ynorm (jω), Yinp (jω), and Ystart (jω) are the FFT-response sequences of the
normalised, inplane, and start signals, respectively. This step is necessary to remove
the non-zero constant phase shift present in the inplane signal. The normalisation step
establishes the start signal as the reference signal, thus the phase is determined relative
to the start signal. A phase-unwrapping step was also applied to the phase data. In this
step, phase discontinuities greater than π were removed by adding or subtracting 2π.
The resonance method was also used for calculating the velocity of the segments.
For the segments, the FFT bounds, (6.24), were changed to
1000 Hz ≤ fres ≤ 1800 Hz, (6.26)
to allow for the shorter length of the segments.
6.5.5 Approximation to cancellation of reflected waves
It was explained in Section 6.5.3 that the variation in velocity along a stem can
be calculated from the phase response, providing that the backward-travelling wave
components can be estimated and removed from the signal.
In general it is difficult to completely remove the backward travelling waves, as they
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overlap, and are are superimposed, with the forward travelling components. Therefore,
rather than attempt to extract the backward travelling components, a simplified approach
was used. Suppose that the wave velocity, c is known, then the transit time for a wave’s





Consider a wave measured at a location z = z0 along the stem. If the stem’s wave
velocity is assumed constant then the first incident wave arrives at τ I0 = z0/c. The
first reflected wave arrives at τR0 = (2L− z0) /c. Subsequent wave arrivals occur at




n = 0, 1 . . . (6.28)
τRn =
2L (n+ 1)− z0
c
n = 0, 1 . . . , (6.29)
where τ In is the arrival time of the nth incident wave, and τRn is the arrival time of the
nth reflected wave.
The method proposed here is to nullify (set to zero) the parts of the waveform
which contain a backward travelling wave and do not overlap part of a forward travelling
wave, i.e.,
yinp(t) = 0 : τRn(n) ≤ t ≤ τ In(n+ 1), n = 0, 1 . . . . (6.30)
Only a portion of the reflected wave is cancelled; the portion where the incident and
reflected overlap. The velocity used to calculate the arrival times was determined using
the resonant frequency calculated at the start of the stem. Local variations in velocity
mean that the arrival times of (6.28) and (6.29) are only an approximation of the actual
arrival times.
6.6 ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
As discussed in sections 6.4 and 6.5, two different methods were considered to determine
the velocity variation along the stem: the time of flight method, and the resonance
method with reflection cancellation. In addition, resonance method was used to measured
the acoustic velocity of the cut segments, as a comparison for the other methods. In this
section, the results of these methods, as applied to the stem and segment experiments,
are discussed.
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Figure 6.9 Time-domain plots of the signals captured at z = 2 m, for stem 1. The start and inplane
signals are shown for the entire capture time (a), and then zoomed to the beginning of the signals (b).
The detected threshold and peak times are marked on the signals.
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6.6.1 Time of flight results
An example of one of the recorded signals, at a distance of z = 2 m, is shown in
Figure 6.9. The wave arrival time, detected using both the threshold and peak methods,
are indicated in the plot. The high-frequency energy present in the start signal has
been significantly diminished in the inplane signal. This effect adds an additional delay
to the measured arrival time.
Figure 6.10(a) shows the ToF delay from the start transducer to the inplane signal
using both threshold and peak methods. The ToF measurements have been plotted for
all distances, i.e., 0.25m increments for stem 1 and 0.1m increments for stem 2. Both
stems show an approximately linear trend with distance for both the threshold and
peak methods. Stem 2 shows a significantly longer ToF, likely indicating a lower overall
stiffness.
The linear trend in Figure 6.10(a) suggests that little variation in velocity has been
detected along the length of the stem. Several researchers have hypothesised that the
ToF method tends to measure the fastest path through the wood, which is typically the
high-stiffness outerwood (see Section 1.2.5). The stems measured in this experiment
are mature enough to have developed high-stiffness outerwood along the entire length.
Therefore, it is not surprising that the ToF velocity is reasonably constant. The ToF
times shown in Figure 6.10(a) are not perfectly linear, however. There is some variation
between adjacent measurements. This may be due to genuine detection of the variation
along the stem, or it may be due to specious effects. There are several reasons why the
detected variation could be erroneous. The ToF method is susceptible to measurement
error due to local inhomogeneities, such as knots and defects. Therefore, transducer
placement has a large effect on the resultant measurement. Additionally, if the operator
fails to hit the wood on an axis directly inline with both transducers, the stress-wave
will propagate along an off-axis path (possibly across the grain), adding additional
delay.
Stem 2 actually shows a decrease in the ToF from 0–0.5m. This might be caused by
the hit position of the hammer-strike occurring close to the pith, while the transducer
placement was on the outside of the stem. This means that even when the transducers
were at z = 0, the stress wave had to take a cross-grain path to reach the transducers.
For most distances, the peak method measured a longer ToF than the threshold
method. This is likely due to the wood’s dispersion causing a spreading in time of the
waveform’s initial pulse (see Chapter 4 for further discussion of dispersion in wood). A
correlation-based method of determining the ToF (as described in Section 5.6.1.2) was
also applied to the measurements. The correlation ToF results have not been included
in Figure 6.10(a) because this method was found to be unreliable. It was found to be
difficult to determine the correct peak in the correlation, as the correlation function
was sinusoidal in shape as a result of the relatively narowband input signals. For the
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measurements on which the correct peak was selected, the correlation method tended
to measure a ToF slightly longer than the threshold method, but a shorter ToF than
the peak method.
The cumulative and differential velocities, as defined in Section 6.4, are plotted
in Figure 6.10(b). In order to directly compare the stem and segment experiments,
the differential and cumulative ToF-velocities were evaluated at 1 m increments. The
differential velocity is plotted at distances corresponding to the midpoint of each interval,
and the cumulative velocity is plotted at the endpoint of each interval. The cumulative
velocity converges to a value just below 4000 ms−1 for stem 1, and just above 3000 ms−1
for stem 2. The differential velocity for stem 1 is maximal in the 1–2m segment, with a
value of approximately 4600 ms−1, and trending downwards towards the top of the stem.
The differential velocity for stem 2 is comparatively constant along its length, with
values of around 3200 ms−1, except at the top of the stem, where the velocity increases
to 4000 ms−1.
6.6.2 Resonance results
Figure 6.11(a) shows the fundamental resonant frequency of the inplane signal captured
along the length of each stem. The frequency was detected using the procedure described
in Section 6.5.4. For stem 1, the resonant frequency is reasonably constant along the
stem’s length, with a value of approximately 213Hz. For stem 2, the resonant frequency
is less consistent. The detected frequency varies somewhat from z = 1–2m, and then
varies greatly from 3.1–3.6m, and then converges to a stable value at the top of the
stem of approximately 187Hz.
The normalised magnitude of the FFT at each distance’s resonant frequency is
shown in Figure 6.11(b). The shape of these curves corresponds approximately to the
transfer function of the fundamental resonance, shown in Figure 6.6(a). The magnitude
is at a minimum near the centre of each stem, where a node occurs. The position of the
node coincides with the greatest variation in the detected resonant frequency. This is
because the peak-finding algorithm has difficulty selecting the correct peak, because
the method employed in this analysis searches for the largest peak within a fixed range.
The large uncertainty in the resonant frequency from z = 1–2m appears to coincide
with a large variation in the magnitude response over the same interval. The reason for
this variation is unknown.
For stem 2, the minimum magnitude is closer to the base of the stem than the top,
at z = 3.3m. It was demonstrated in Figure 6.7(a) that this effect would be observed if
there was a large proportion of low-stiffness wood in the lower half of the stem.
The phase of the inplane signal at the resonant frequency, for each distance along
each stem, is shown in Figure 6.12(a). For stem 1, the phase is relatively constant
until z = 4m, where the phase is shifted by approximately -180°. For stem 2, the
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Figure 6.10 (a) The ToF from the start transducer to the inplane transducers. The ToF delay is
shown for threshold and peak methods. (b) Cumulative and differential velocities measured in 1m
increments.
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Figure 6.11 The resonant frequency of the fundamental harmonic of the inplane signal (a), and the
corresponding magnitude response at this frequency (b). The node in the centre of the stem results in a
reduced signal magnitude which increases the uncertainty in the measured frequency.
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Figure 6.12 The phase of the fundamental resonant frequency for each measurement along the
length of each stem (a), and the corresponding phase when using the method of approximate reflection
cancellation, plotted at 1m increments (b).
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measured phase is less consistent. At approximately 3.3m, the phase shifts by -180°,
this shift occurs at the same distance at which a minima was observed in the magnitude
response. The phase curves approximately match the phase of the derived transfer
function (Figure 6.6(b)), but also contain some outlying points. The phase of stem 1’s
signal at z = 6.75m is significantly different to its neighbouring points. The reason for
this outlier is unknown, as the signal strength of the resonant frequency at this distance
is particularly strong.
The phase of the inplane signal with the approximated reflection-cancellation
procedure was also calculated, using the implementation described in Section 6.5.5.
The relflection-cancelled phase is shown in Figure 6.12(b). It was hypothesised that
if this method worked successfully, the phase should decrease approximately linearly,
as shown in Figure 6.8(a). A decreasing phase indicates a time delay (lag), while an
increasing phase indicates a time advancement (lead). Therefore, causality dictates that
the phase should always decrease with distance. Unfortunately, this is not the case; the
phase plotted in Figure 6.12(b) for stem 1 leads the reference signal for the majority
of the length. The phase of stem 2 decreases somewhat over its length, however, the
decrease is not close to linear. The phase difference from 1–3m is very small, indicating
very little time-delay, and thus a very high velocity. This result suggests that the
reflection-cancellation method has not worked correctly. A further discussion of this
result is provided in Section 6.7.
It is well established that the ToF method measures a considerably higher velocity
in wood (see Section 1.2.4). This effect was also observed in this experiment. The
overall ToF velocity of each stem was calculated by finding the time delay between the
start and end transducers. The overall resonance of each stem was found by taking the
resonant frequency at the end transducer and calculating the velocity using (1.9). The
ToF velocity for stem 1 was 3825 ms−1, and its resonance velocity was 3388 ms−1. The
ToF velocity for stem 2 was 3260 ms−1, and its resonance velocity was 2989 ms−1. These
measurements correspond to a discrepancy between ToF and resonance velocities of
12.9% and 9.1% for stem 1 and stem 2, respectively. The studies which were described
in Section 1.2.4 reported that the discrepancy between ToF and resonance velocities can
vary considerably, as the range of reported mean velocity discrepancies was between
11-41%. The stems examined in this chapter lie at the lower end of this range. Note
that the velocity discrepancies reported in Section 1.2.4 are mean values, not individual
trees, as was reported in this experiment.
6.6.3 Segment results
The resonance method was used to determine the stress wave velocity of the 1m
segments. The segment velocity is shown in Figure 6.13. Both stems display a trend
of increasing resonant-velocity progressing up the stem. The velocity measured in
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Figure 6.13 The stress-wave velocity of each segment, determined using the resonance method with
the end transducer. The velocities are plotted against the midpoint-distance of each segment relative to
the base of the stem.
stem 2 is considerably lower than that of stem 1. This finding is consistent with the
resonance-magnitude plot of Figure 6.11(b), where the central node was shifted towards
the base of the stem. Stem 2 contains an outlying data-point in the top-most segment,
where the velocity drops to 2200 ms−1. Direct inspection of the signal’s spectrum
revealed that this signal does not contain any discernible harmonics. This may have
been caused by poor measurement technique, such as loose transducer placement in the
wood, or placement in a location where the resonant frequency failed to propagate.
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6.7 DISCUSSION
In this chapter, a method was investigated for non-destructively measuring the variation
of acoustic velocity within a harvested tree stem. The purpose of this work was to
develop acoustic grading systems, which enhance the logistical efficiency of sawmills
by allowing raw wood to be assigned to a finished good prior to sawing. Acoustic
measurements were performed on two Pinus radiata stems by incrementally moving
transducers along the length of the stems. The stems were then cut into 1m lengths so
that the velocity along each segment could be measured. Two separate signal processing
methods were considered for estimating the velocity variation: the time of flight method
and the resonance method.
Several factors limited the effectiveness of the stem experiment. Due to the limited
availability of suitable transducers and data acquisition devices, it was not possible to
simultaneously capture waveforms along the length of the entire stem. This increased
the difficulty of comparing measurements from different distances, as each waveform
was produced with a slightly different hit-intensity, and the hammer struck the stem
in a slightly different location. Ideally, future experiments should aim to capture
measurements simultaneously, or instead use a predictable and repeatable excitation
source.
It was found that stem 1 measured a lower ToF delay for the entire stem than that
of stem 2, and thus a greater ToF velocity. The ToF is understood to overestimate
the overall stiffness (see Section 1.2.5), but has been used to successfully rank stiffness
amongst a set of trees, particularly with respect to outerwood stiffness. Therefore, it is
likely that the outerwood on stem 1 is of greater stiffness than that of stem 2.
The ToF (delay) was also measured at each incremental distance, from the start
transducer to the inplane transducers. It was expected that the ToF should always
increase as the transducers were moved along the stems. However, there are numerous
points in the ToF data for which the ToF delay decreased when compared to the previous
adjacent measurement. This effect is likely due to local inhomogeneities in the wood,
such as knots or other deviations in the grain, which can cause an additional delay on
the received signal. For this reason, it is thought that the ToF method is particularly
sensitive to transducer placement. For stem 2, the ToF delay was observed to decrease
initially as the transducers were moved along the stem. It is hypothesised that this
effect is a result of the hammer hitting close to the pith. When the receiving transducer
is close to the base of the stem, the stress wave has to travel directly across the grain,
which typically has a much lower velocity. This effect could potentially be corrected by
striking the stem close to the top, where the transducers are placed.
The differential ToF was calculated to find the variation in velocity along the
length of each stem. It was expected, possibly optimistically, that the ToF-velocity
over the length of each stem would be correlated with the resonance-velocity of each
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corresponding segment. This is not the case. The differential ToF-velocity curves are
very different to the resonance velocity determined by the segment experiment. There
are several factors which contribute to this discrepancy. As previously discussed, the
ToF measurements are sensitive to probe placement and local inhomogeneities. It is
also difficult to precisely identify the wave arrival time in the presence of noise. It has
been observed by several authors (see Section 1.2.5) that the ToF method tends to
measure the propagation through the fastest part of the wood, i.e., the high-stiffness
outerwood. It is likely that the ToF results are only useful for detecting the presence of
outerwood and the stiffness of the outerwood, not the relative proportion of outerwood
in the stem.
The resonant frequency was calculated using the inplane signal captured at each
distance along each stem. The magnitude at this frequency was also calculated for each
distance. For stem 1, the resonant frequency was reasonably constant along its length.
For stem 2, there were several measurements close to the start of the stem where the
resonant frequency varies by about ±10 Hz. The reason for this variance is unknown. In
stem 1, the resonance magnitude is smallest close to the centre of the stem. In stem 2,
the minimum in the magnitude is shifted slightly towards the base of the stem. It was
shown in Figure 6.7(a) that this effect would be observed if the stem’s acoustic velocity
is lower at the bottom than at the top. This finding agrees with the segment-resonance
results (Figure 6.13), which show that stem 2 contains a larger proportion of low velocity
wood in its lower half than stem 1. It is possible that a sensor arrangement could be
devised which would allow for either the resonance phase or the magnitude-minimum
to be measured near the centre of a stem. While this arrangement would not directly
measure the variation in overall velocity along a stem, it would give an indication of
whether there is a disproportionate amount of low quality wood in one half of a stem.
The phase of the inplane signal at the fundamental resonant frequency was also
calculated at each distance. The measured phase was consistent with that of the derived
transfer function, which predicts a shift of −π radians near the centre of the stem.
This phase shift occurred at approximately the same distance along the stem as the
magnitude-minima. For stem 2, both the magnitude-minima and phase-shift are moved
slightly towards the base of the stem.
A reflection-cancellation algorithm was applied to the signals in an attempt to use the
resonance-phase for calculating the velocity variation along each stem. Unfortunately,
this method appears to have been unsuccessful. With the approximate reflection-
cancellation algorithm applied, the phase of stem 1 increases with distance along the
stem. This indicates a non-causal system. The phase of stem 2 decreases, but not in the
approximately linear fashion predicted by the modified transfer function (Figure 6.8).
The failure of this method is likely due to the long transient response of the excitation
signal used in this experiment. The simplistic method, described in Section 6.5.5,
nullified the signal between the backward travelling wave’s arrival and the next forward
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travelling wave. However, the long time-constant of the signal means that the backward
travelling wave overlaps with the previous forward travelling wave. The suggested
approach to reflection cancellation could only work if the input signal had a very broad
bandwidth, and thus a short transient response, i.e., the wavelength of the input signal
should be considerably shorter than the length of the stem. If this were true, the overlap
between the forward and backward travelling waves would be negligible, allowing the
backward travelling pulses to be effectively removed. An input excitation of this form
would likely require a high-power ultrasonic transducer with a wide bandwidth.

Chapter 7
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR
FUTURE RESEARCH
This thesis reviews the techniques of non-destructive testing of wood using acoustics,
with an emphasis on plantation forestry applications. The work was categorised into
four separate studies:
• The development of mathematical models of an acoustic accelerometer operating
in a wood medium.
• A study of dispersive wave behaviour, as applied to time of flight acoustics.
• The development and construction of a new time of flight measurement device–
Wireless Treetap.
• The development of an experimental technique, and associated processing algo-
rithms, for measuring the variation in acoustic velocity along the length of a
harvested tree stem.
In this chapter, conclusions from these studies are presented in Section 7.1, and
recommendations for future research are presented in Section 7.2.
7.1 CONCLUSIONS
A number of conclusions can be drawn from the work in this thesis:
(i) A lumped-element model for an acoustic accelerometer was ‘loaded’ using various
radiation impedance models. It was found that the radiation impedance of a
spherical source in a solid medium caused a low-frequency resonance in the
accelerometer’s frequency response, this is referred to as the contact resonance.
This resonance defines the lower cutoff frequency of the device. This effect occurs
for a variety of radiation impedance models including the Blake impedance, and
the Oestreicher impedance. However, the best model for the SD-02 transducer in
a standing tree is not yet known.
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(ii) The peaks observed in the measured response of the SD-02 transducer are not
due to the contact resonance resulting from the radiation impedance. It may be
that the actual frequency response does not have an under-damped resonance, as
shown in Figure 3.8. Or the excitation might not be producing sufficient energy
at the contact resonance frequency in order to be visible in the response.
(iii) Several viscoelastic transmission-line models were used to estimate of the attenua-
tion and dispersion of the initial portion of an acoustic wave over a short distance
in a standing tree. A three-parameter model, the Zener model with spherical
spreading, was found to provide the best fit to the measured data. Of the four
models considered in this study, this model was also considered the most likely,
because the attenuation of other models was unrealistically high (|α| > 400 dB/cm).
It is not known, however, whether the stiffness and damping parameters selected
by the model are the ‘true’ values of the wood.
(iv) The viscoelastic transmission-line models were applied to a simulation of a ToF
system. This simulation predicts that the measured ToF velocity in a viscoelastic
system is greater than that of a lossless system, because the group velocity in the
lossy system increases with frequency. It is not known whether this effect is a
significant contributor to the well documented overestimation of velocity by ToF
measurement devices.
(v) A new ToF measurement system, Wireless Treetap, was designed, and a prototype
of the system was constructed. This project demonstrated that a wireless ToF
measurement system using a smartphone is feasible. It was also demonstrated,
however, that the system is not yet sufficiently robust for field use. The probe
housing sustained some minor damage after performing measurements on 144
trees. Additionally, there were some minor software problems.
(vi) It was found that WTT determined a slightly lower mean-ToF velocity than the
Treetap 4 system. It is understood, though, that the selected threshold-level
strongly affects the measured delay. This is likely the reason for the discrepancy
between devices.
(vii) A series of acoustic waveforms were captured from two Pinus radiata stems.
Signal processing techniques were applied to these measurements with the goal of
determining the variation in acoustic velocity along the length of each stem. It
was found that a ToF approach did not give a useful indication of the velocity
variation, probably because the first arrival is propagated through the outerwood,
not the entire cross-section of the stem.
(viii) The magnitude response of the fundamental resonant frequency of each stem was
found to give an indication of the acoustic velocity variation. The nodal position,
or magnitude minima, indicates the proportion of low quality wood in one half of
the stem.
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(ix) A technique was developed to use the phase response to find the velocity variation,
using an algorithm referred to as reflection cancellation. It was determined that
this algorithm has failed to adequately determine the variation in velocity. The
procedure resulted in a non-causal phase response. This likely occurred because
the excitation signal was too narrowband, and thus too protracted in time, which
prevented backward-travelling pulses from being sufficiently excluded from the
waveform.
7.2 SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH
(i) Of the radiation impedance models proposed in Chapter 3, the most appropriate
model has not yet been determined. Future researchers could directly measure
the response of the transducer in wood, e.g., using a variable-frequency source.
(ii) The overestimation of the ToF method compared to the resonance method is
still not well understood. It is unknown, for instance, what portion of the
overestimation is due to propagation through outerwood versus viscoelastic effects,
which increase the group velocity with frequency. One possible method of resolving
this question is to apply the transmission-line models to pieces of wood cut
at various distances from the pith, i.e., using cutting patterns similar to that
previously used by Xu and Walker [2004], Tsehaye et al. [2000b], and Grabianowski
et al. [2006].
(iii) The viscoelastic transmission-line models should be applied to measurements from
more trees. Currently the method has only been applied to a single Beech tree, so
it is unknown if the wave behaviour will be significantly different in other species.
(iv) The physical robustness of the Wireless Treetap system could be greatly improved
by returning to a wired system. This is a difficult recommendation to make, as a
lot of engineering effort went into the construction of the wireless probes. The
author suggests that the best solution would be to use wired probes connected
to a small measurement unit, which wirelessly communicates with a smartphone
running the Treetap app. This solution would negate the need for the clock
synchronisation circuitry and algorithm. It would also reduce the cost of the
system overall, as the total number of components would be lower, and it would be
easier to build. Future ToF systems should learn from Treetap 4, a system which
has been used in the field for over 10 years, and is still in active use. The success
of this device can be largely attributed to its simple design and construction.
(v) Future ToF systems should explore alternate algorithms for determining the wave
arrival time. It is known that the threshold method is strongly influenced by
the wave amplitude and threshold level. The windowed cross-correlation method
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(Section 5.6.1.2) appears to produce a time-delay estimate with a significantly
smaller variance.
(vi) The best method of measuring the velocity variation along a harvested stem
appears to be that of identifying the location of resonant nodes. Future researchers
should investigate this method more closely. It may be possible to estimate the
spatial magnitude response (Figure 6.6) using a small number of sensors, and
applying a curve fitting algorithm. Additionally, it may be useful to indentify the
nodal positions of higher harmonics, to give a higher resolution estimate of the
spatial variation in velocity.
Appendix A
DEFINITIONS OF MECHANICAL PARAMETERS
In this appendix, several mechanical parameters are defined which are used in the
thesis. In Section A.1, the Voigt notational form of representing the strain, stress, and
stiffness tensors, is defined. In Section A.2, some tensor operators are defined, which
are used in the derivation of the wave equation, in Section 2.5. In Section A.3, several
engineering parameters are defined. These parameters are, in certain circumstances,
more convenient than a complete description of a solid using the stiffness or compliance
tensors.
A.1 VOIGT NOTATION
Voigt notation is a convenient way of representing a symmetric tensor. In this section,
the strain, stress, and stiffness tensors are each defined in Voigt notation.
A.1.1 Strain
Strain is a measure of the particle deformation within a solid. In Section 2.2.1, strain
was defined for three-dimensional continuous media. It was shown that strain can be
quantified as a 3 × 3 tensor. The strain is defined by (2.3), which is symmetric, i.e.,
εij = εji, thus, there are only 6 unique components in the tensor. Auld [1973] explains
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where the original tensor terms, εxx etc, are defined by (2.3). These components can











This is the definition of the strain vector in Voigt notation.
A.1.2 Stress
































where the stress terms, σxx etc, are given by (2.7).
A.1.3 Stiffness
It was explained in Section 2.3 that the stiffness tensor, which relates stress to strain in
an elastic solid, is a fourth-order tensor, with a total of 81 components. Lai et al. [1974]
explains that the symmetry of the stress and strain tensors means that the stiffness
tensor has at most 21 independent terms. The independent terms can be compiled into
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where Cijkl are the terms of the original stiffness tensor. This subscript notation,
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where CIJ are the terms of the stiffness tensor, in Voigt notation. Note that the
convention adopted here (adopted from Auld [1973]) is to use lower-case subscripts for
terms from the full tensor, and upper-case subscripts for terms from the reduced form
tensors.
A.2 TENSOR OPERATORS
In this section, two tensor operators are defined: the divergence, and the symmetric
gradient. These operators were used in Section 2.5 as part of the derivation of the wave
equation.
A.2.1 Divergence
In Section 2.5, the three-dimensional wave equation was given for an anisotropic solid.
This equation, (2.30), makes use of the divergence operator. Lai et al. [1974] explained
that the divergence of a tensor quantity is a vector. This differs from the more familiar
vector-divergence, which produces a scalar quantity. Auld [1973] explained that the
divergence operator, when expressed in Voigt notation, can be represented as a matrix.
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The divergence operator is defined as





























and the resulting product is a 3× 1 vector. Note that the capital subscripts in (A.7)
indicate that the quantity is in Voigt notation.
A.2.2 Symmetric gradient operator
The three-dimensional wave equation for an anisotropic solid also made use of the sym-
metric gradient operator. Auld [1973] explained that this operator takes the symmetric








where ∇u is the gradient of the tensor, and ∇uT is the associated tensor’s transpose.
Auld [1973] explained that the symmetric operator can be represented by a matrix.
When using Voigt notation, the symmetric gradient operator is defined as
























Note that the order of the capital subscripts serves to differentiate the two tensor
operators.
A.3 ENGINEERING PARAMETERS
The stiffness tensor, C, defines a material’s elasticity in any orientation. However, in
many cases it is not necessary to define the entire tensor, for example, when only the
stiffness in one or two directions is of interest. Additionally, it is difficult to define the
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entire tensor, as multiple measurements are required, including axial and shear modes,
in multiple orientations. For these reasons the engineering parameters, defined in the
following sections, are commonly used.
A.3.1 Poisson’s ratio
An object which is subjected to a tensional stress along a particular axis typically
also experiences a contraction in the transverse direction. Conversely, if the object is
compressed, it tends to expand transversely. This effect is known as the Poisson effect.





A Poisson’s value of 0.0 means that no transverse strain occurs when axial strain
is applied. This is typical of materials which compress volumetrically, such as cork
or foam. A Poisson’s value of 0.5 means that the object’s volume is conserved under
strain, as is typical of some types of rubber. The Poisson’s ratio of wood is directionally
dependent, and typically ranges from 0.3 to 0.45 [Kretschmann 2010].
A.3.2 Young’s modulus
Young’s modulus is an example of a modulus of elasticity (MoE). It is a measure of
stiffness along a particular axis, typically the axis with highest stiffness [Askeland and
Phulé 2003]. Young’s modulus can be measured by applying a tensional or compressional







Young’s modulus is measured in Pascals. Values of Young’s modulus for wood across
all species range between 0.5 and 20GPa (1GPa ≡ 1× 109 Pa) [Chauhan et al. 2006b].
A.3.3 Lamé parameters
Another commonly used parametrisation for isotropic solids are the Lamé coefficients.
Lai et al. [1974] define the parameters as
σ = λTr (ε) I + 2µε, (A.14)
1 where λ is Lamé’s first parameter, µ is Lamé’s second parameter, also known as the
shear modulus. Tr (ε) indicates the trace function, equal to the diagonal sum of the
matrix terms, and I is the identity matrix.
1The lowercase λ is commonly used to denote Lamé’s first parameter, the capitalised equivalent, Λ,
has been used to avoid confusion with wavelength.
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The Lamé coefficients can be defined in terms of Young’s modulus E and Poisson’s
ratio ν [Boresi et al. 1993],
λ = νE(1 + ν) (1− 2ν) , (A.15)
µ = E2 (1 + ν) . (A.16)
Comparison of (A.15) and (A.16) with the isotropic stiffness tensor, (2.20), shows
that the tensor can also be expressed in terms of Lamé parameters,
C11 = C22 = C33 = λ+ 2µ (A.17)
C44 = C55 = C66 = µ (A.18)
C12 = C13 = C21 = C23 = C31 = C32 = λ, (A.19)
[Kolsky 1963].
Appendix B
BAR WAVES AND DILATATIONAL WAVES
As explained in Section 2.5, a particular solution to a wave problem consists of three
components. These are: the differential equation known as the wave equation, boundary
conditions which constrain the wave’s propagation, and the initial conditions. A wave
propagating in an infinite medium has no boundary conditions. This type of wave is
known as a bulk wave. In a bounded medium, reflections occur. When a wave strikes a
boundary, the reflected wave adds to the incident wave, altering the response at each
location in space. In this section, the wave behaviour due to a particular boundary
condition is explored–that of a wave propagating longitudinally in a cylindrical bar.
A one-dimensional wave equation was derived in Section 2.5. This derivation
assumed a one-dimensional medium, i.e., that there is no displacement or propagation
perpendicular to the wave’s direction of travel. Most solid objects have a Poisson’s
ratio, ν, greater than zero1. Therefore, a wave propagating longitudinally in a cylinder
excites a wave transversely to the propagation direction. Due to the symmetry of the
cylinder, this transverse wave is directed radially outwards from the cylinder’s axis.
This radially-directed wave can interfere with the incident longitudinal wave. This gives
rise to a frequency-dependent phase speed for the longitudinal wave.
Wave behaviour in a cylinder has been studied by several authors. It was first
investigated by Pochhammer [1876], and also independently by Chree [1889], thus is
known as the Pochhammer-Chree theory. An account of the Pochhammer-Chree theory
was given by Love [1927]. Love explains that by solving the wave equation, with the
boundary conditions of an infinitely long cylinder, and an isotropic medium described
1It is possible to have a Poisson’s ratio equal to zero. Cork is an example of a material with a very
low value of ν [Greaves et al. 2011].
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Here λ and µ are the Lamé parameters, r is the cylinder’s radius, J0, J1 are the
cylindrical Bessel functions of the first kind, of order zero and one, respectively, ω, ρ,
and k are the angular frequency, density, and wavenumber, respectively, A and B are










The constants A and B may be eliminated by simultaneously solving (B.1) and
(B.2). This results in an equation in terms of the angular frequency, ω, the wavenumber,
k, the radius of the cylinder, r, the elastic constants, λ and µ, and the density, ρ. This
is known as the frequency equation.
Kolsky [1963] explains that these solutions are not exact for a bar of finite length
since the “condition that the ends are free from traction cannot be obeyed by solutions
of this type”. However, if the length of the cylinder is long in comparison to the radius,
“the residual stresses become very small” [Kolsky 1963].
The Bessel functions may be approximated by a Taylor series [Anton et al. 2012].














′r)3 + . . . . (B.6)
If the radius of the cylinder is small in comparison to the wavelength, then the first
term in the Taylor series will dominate. In this case the frequency equation will be
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This shows that for waves which are long in comparison to the radius of the cylinder,
the Pochhammer-Chree theory predicts that the wave will propagate with a phase speed
defined by Young’s modulus. This may be referred to as the bar speed.
Kolsky explains that the speed of a longitudinal wave in an infinite, isotropic
medium is higher than that given by (B.7). This type of wave, which Kolsky refers to























For the case of steel, which has a Poisson’s ratio of approximately ν = 0.29, this ratio is
approximately cdil/cbar ≈ 1.14.
Kolsky [1963] explains that for waves which are short in comparison to the cylinder’s
radius, i.e., high in frequency, the wave’s speed approaches that of a Rayleigh surface
wave in a semi-infinite medium. This speed is slower than the bar wave velocity. In
order to determine the phase velocity for all wavelengths, (B.1) and (B.2) must be





where k is a function of frequency. This is difficult to do directly using (B.1), however,
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Figure B.1 Phase velocity of longitudinal waves in an isotropic cylindrical bar, with Poisson’s ratio,











β = 1− 2ν1− ν , (B.14)
and h′, κ′ are as previously defined. (B.11) may be solved numerically for χ, and
subsequently ccyl may be found.
(B.11) was evaluated numerically and then plotted; Figure B.1 shows the longitudi-
nal phase speed as the wavelength relative to the cylinder’s radius is varied. When the
wavelength is long, the phase speed tends towards the bar speed, given by (B.7). As
the wavelength is shortened, the speed tends towards that of the Rayleigh surface wave.




Each component in an electrical network is described using an impedance or admittance
relationship. These relationships define the ratio between each component’s voltage
and current. At a fundamental level there is no requirement that the components are
electrical in nature, they need only adhere to the required across and through variable
relationships. In an electrical circuit, the across and through variables are voltage
and current, respectively. It is equally valid to choose variables which correspond to
mechanical quantities, for example: force acting across a device and velocity acting
through it [Ogata 1998].
The choice of these quantities as network variables leads directly to the definition
of the mechanical linear circuit elements, as listed in Table C.1. In order to develop an
equivalent circuit theory for mechanical components, a means of interconnecting the
components is required. In electrical theory the component interconnections are a result
of Kirchoff’s current law (KCL) and Kirchoff’s voltage law (KVL). KCL is understood
as–the sum of the currents into a junction equals the sum of the currents out of the
junction. Applied to the mechanical analogy of Table C.1, this means that the sum of
velocities around a junction are conserved, or stated another way, elements in series
have equal velocity, i.e, their physical terminals are moving in unison. This is true when
elements are mechanically connected in parallel. KVL states that–the sum of voltages
around a closed loop must equal zero. In the mechanical analogy, an equivalent to KVL
can be found in Newton’s third law, stated simply–action equals reaction [Feynman
et al. 1963]. This means that two components which are mechanically in series will
Table C.1 Each electrical element can be shown to have an analogous mechanical component.
Electrical Mechanical
Through variable i (current) u (velocity)
Across variable v (voltage) f (force)
Dissipative element R = vi (resistance) η =
f
u (viscous damper)
Through variable derivative v = Ldidt (inductance) f = m
du
dt (mass)
Across variable derivative i = C dvdt (capacitance) u = s
df
dt (compliance)
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exert equal force upon one another. This is true of circuit elements, according to KVL,
when they are in parallel.
This means that the component analogies listed in Table C.1 can be used to form
equivalent circuits. In doing so, components which are mechanically in parallel become
series connections in the equivalent circuit, and vice versa. It should be noted that
the analogies described in Table C.1 are not the only possible choice. Equally validly,
velocity could have been selected as the across variable, and force as the through variable.
This selection changes the equivalent components, and also the interconnections between
components.
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